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INTRODUCTORY NOTE GEI~ERAL MEETING INFORMATION 

The LSA Secretariat has prepared this 
Meeting Handbook to serve as the official 
program for the Fifty-Second Annual Meeting 
of the Linguistic Society of America. The 
Program Committee chaired by Janet Dean 
Fodor and consisting of James D. McCawley, 
Sally Mclendon, Michael Silverstein, 
Richard t~. Smaby, Bernard Spolsky, and 
Oswald Werner, reviewed the submitted 
abstracts and assembled the program for 
this meeting. 

We would like to take this opportunity to 
to formally acknowledge the help which has 
been given by the Chicago Local Arrange
ments Committee. This Committee was 

chaired by James D. McCawley, Uni 
Chicago, and consisted of William 
Illinois Institute of Techno 
Beach, University of Chicago; 
Beaver, Northeastern Illinois 
sity; Judith N. Levi, Northwestern 
sity; and Andrew Schiller, Universi~ 
Illinois at Chicago Circle. 

We hope that this Meeting Handbook 

will be an LSA Book Exhibit of 
c publications in the International 
T~ exhibit is scheduled to be open 

following hours: 

I 
28 December 

29 December 

10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
3:30-6:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
3:30-6:00 p.m. 
8:30 a.m.-noon 

a useful guide for those attending 
meeting, as we 11 as serve as a uPrm .... w_ 
record of the 52nd Annual Meeting. 

displaY copies in the LSA Joint Book 
..,,.r .. , • ..,.t .... t will be so 1 d and the proceeds dona ted 

lowships for the Linguistic Institute. 
copies have been generously donated 
lishers exhibiting in the LSA Joint 

bit.) Orders for display copie-s-,-
scount of 5% greater than that given 
publisher, will be taken while the 
is in progress if accompanied by 

Books must be picked up by 
on 30 December or they will be 
the advance payment donated to 

c Institute Fellowships. 

year the Business Meeting has been 
in Ballroom AB on the afternoon of 

from 2:00-4:30 p.m. The meeting 
ired by Joseph H. Greenberg, LSA 
The members of the Resolutions 

for this meeting are Eric Hamp, 
Robbins Burling and Margaret 

H. Greenberg, 1977 LSA President, 
ver the presidential address on 

1977 at 4:45 p.m. The address 
~ed "Rethinking Linguistics Dia
lly.•• 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

Dr. Paul Chapin, National Science 
Foundation's (NSF) Program Director for 
Linguistics, will be available to meet with 
LSA members and delegates in the Columbian 
Room at the following times: 

Wednesday, 28 December 10:30-11:30 a.m. 
4:30-5:30 p.m. 

Thursday, 29 December 10:30-11:30 a.m. 
Friday, 30 December 10:30-11:30 a.m. 

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 

Mitchell Schneider, Program Specialist 
of the Division of Fellowships of the 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
will be available to discuss the Summer 
Seminars for College Teachers and other NEH 
programs with LSA members in the Picasso 
Room on Wednesday, 28 December from 1:30-
4:30 p.m. 

CASH BARS 

Cash Bars are scheduled from 8:30-10:00 p. 
on 27 December, from 5:30-7:00 p.m. on 28 
December and from 5:45-7:00 p.m. on 29 Decem
ber in the Foyer of the Ballroom Level of 
the hotel. 

RECORDING OF SESSIONS 

The Linguistic Society has made arrange
ments with Track 2 Taping of Rockville, 
Connecticut to tape record sessions at the 
1977 Annual Meeting. All papers presented 
by authors who have given their permission 
will be taped, as well as the discussion 
period following the papers. Cassette tapes 
will be available for purchase by meeting 
participants approximately 25 minutes after 
each session is recorded. 

v 



IR.obert D. Van Valin, Jr. 
niversity of Arizona 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF PASS 

in 

D ANTIPASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS I- _J.. . .. _ ... -·. . 1': 1 ~uu.~:si..1• 10 ' ?!?~'!J _ . . 1... . . .. .... _ . _ I 
IN UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR 

D(iscussants): ~elfl!rey G. Hea I l'lmt= c?Lldl:"'!l I IPI 145ft mage I Harvard U , W1 1am H. Jac-nh- ·- -- . . - . . ·-·. - .. • - . .. -· ... _ . _.. __ . ,_ .. ... 
sen (U Nevada), Johanna 
ichols (UC Berkeley) 

p.m. 
. . ,J I C!Je:$ & Phonetic: features. I I yeJgpnept gf auxilj !JI"¥ J:crbs i D Kry I ryK.Iverson,Un1vers1t .,.,_, ,.. ,_L __ ,.._,.: '"' _ _._,_"_._,... .. , .... ,.._ ,T __ .J~--- ,,, .. ,.. ____ ..... ~_ ......... ,., ......... _ .. 

sconsin 
d A. Sanders, University 

f M;nnesota I, ... z:l'r!'"t ___ I _. ~- _ _. ,,, ..... a\- r"lol. _..._._ I ~~]!D!~!H!L lit ... ~ .L .! - .\ ,.. __ ..... . 1....... I- J /oo.... ' .... • • I 
FUNCTIONAL DETERMINATION 

PHONOLOGICAL RULE INTER
ONS 

scussants: Robert King (U 
s), Charles Kisseberth (U 

11 inois), Andreas Koutsoudas · 'ionoyotJiahtt!IU 
U Iowa) b .J...... . . . .. _ . . . I . . . ~- ,., _ _ . ... . ... . 1-.. ,, .. -·-· .. .......... _._ .I 

A. Schane 
ty of California, 

Diego 
RHYTHMIC NATURE OF 

WORD STRESS 

iscussants: Stephen Ander
on (UCLA), Mark Liberman 

(Bell Labs),Ilse Lehi ste 
(Ohio SU) 

8:00-11:00 p.m. Symposium: MONTAGUE GRAMMAR I, Ballroom 
8:00 Barbara Hall Partee (U Massachusetts): Introduction to Montague Grammar 
9:30 Richmond H. Thomason (U Pittsburgh): Introduction to Model Theory in Semantics 



ium: MONTAGUE GRAt~f.IAR I 

9 :ZO Laur1 Karttunen (U Tex
as); Presupposition in 
Montague Grammar 

9:40 Emmon Bach (U Massachu
setts); The Syntax and 
Semantics of Time Expres
sions 

10:10 Open Discussion 

10:30 Barbara Hall Partee (U 
Massachusetts); Montague 
Grammar and Linguistic 
Constraints 

10:50 David Dowty (Ohio SU)> 
Lexical Subcategori 
& Some Issues in the 
Treatment of Systematic 
PDlysemY/HomonymY in a 
Montague Grammar 

11:10 Robin Cooper (U Massac.nu-• 
setts); A Semantic 
count of a Syntactic 
straint 

11:30 Richmond H. Thomason 
Pittsburgh); Raising 
Montague Granroar 

:00-4:30 p.m. LSA Business Meetfng, ~: 

THURSDAY MORNING 

On Simple 

SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
Chair: Bernard Spolsky 

William Washabaugh (U Wisconsin
Milwaukee)> Topic Prominence in 
Providence Island Sign Language 

PSYCHOLlNGUISTlCS/CHILD LANGUAGE I 
Chair: David McNeill 

following rules for motions and resolutions were prepared by William J. Gedney and Ilse Lehiste and approved by the Executive C~ttee at 
its June 1973 meeting. LSA members are urged to follow these ground rules in order to have their motions and resolutions considered at the 
Business Meeting. 

FOR MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS 
Definitions. A~ is any proposition calling for action whether by an officer of the Society, the Executive Committee or the membership. 

resolution expresses the opinion or feeling of a group. Resolutions are of two kinds: a) resolutions expressing "the sense of the majority of 
meeting," and b) resolutions expressing "the sense of the majority of the membership." 
Procedure regarding motions. 2.a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted annual business meeting . Voting is restricted to mem
of the Society. 11otions may be initiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor. 2.b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee 
re for their passage a majority vote of members voting at the meeting. 2.c. Motions initiated from the floor, if they receive affirmative 
fa majority of members voting at the meeting are then to be submitted by the Executive Committee to a mail ballot of the membership of the 

ty in the next issue of the LSA BULLETIN. Passage requi res: a) a majority of those voting; and b) that the total of those voting in favor 
be at least ~ of the personal membership. 2.d. If a member wishes to introduce a motion, but prefers to avoid the delay involved in 2.c. 

he may submit his motion in advance to the Executive Committee (before their regular meeting preceding the business meeting at which the 
on is to be introduced) with a request that the Executive Committee by majority vote of the Committee, approve the introduction of the motion 

the business meeting as a motion initiated by the Executive Committee (see 2.b. above). 
Procedure regarding resolutions. 3.a. Resolutions may be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special meeting of the Society, 

h as the summer meeting. 3.b. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the president prior to the beginning 
each regular or special meeting. Any member wishing to introduce a resolution must submit it in advance to the Resolutions Committee, which, 
addition to its traditional duty of formulating resolutions of thanks and the like, will have the duty to make sure that the language is clear, 
that duplication is avoided. The Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for this purpose or may, if necessary, retire to caucus during 
course of the meeting. 3.c. A Resolution expressing the sense of the majority of the meeting requires for its passage the affirmative vote 

a majority of the members voting at the meeting. J.d. If at least ten members present at the meeting so desire, a resolution may be broadened 
express "the sense of the majority of the membership," regardless of whether or not it has passed the procedure in 3.c. above, by the following 

: the resolution is forwarded to the Executive Committee for submission to the membership by mail ballot (in the next issue of the LSA 
IN). Passage of such a "sense of the majority of the mermership" resolution requires the affirmative vote (over 50%) of the membership 

ponding. 

Presidential Address : "Rethinking Linguistics Diachronically" by Joseph H. Greenberg 
cash Bar 

Symposium: AUTONOMOUS PHONOlOGY I, Ballroom A 
A. Chair: Sydney M. Lamb 

8:00 Introduction 
8:05 Keynote Presentation: C.F. Hockett (Cornell U); The Historical Sources of Autonomous Phonological Theory 
8:30 Valerie Becker Makkai (U Illinois, Chicago Circle); Phonological Historicity 
8:45 Discussion 
9:00 Break 

B. Chair: Valerie Becker Makkai 
9 10 H.A. Gleason. Jr. (U Toronto); Segments, Features. and Cues 
9 30 David G. Lockwood (Michigan SU); Phonological "Neutralization" in Classical and Stratificational Theories 
9 45 Peter A. Reich (U Toronto)> The Role of Sequential Onset Features in Autonomous Phonology 

10 00 Discussion 



PHONOLOGY II 

A. Chair: Ralph Vanderslice 

9:00 Reintroduction 

9:05 Joan Neuburger Savitt 
(SUNY-Albany); Morpho
phones: Interface Units 
Between Phonology and 
f-lorpho 1 ogy 

FRIDAY l«lRNING 

9:20 Sebastian ShaumYan (Yale 
U); The Two-Level Theory I, ftlsten1ng & Reael1ng IH1Story ot 7ns 11 sn . _ . f. __ I 
of Phonology n ... nn __ , v_.... lr .... _ .1:---..J .. c ,. • ·• • • - · ,., • •· -·· • < 

9:40 Raimo Anttila (UCLA); 
Morphological Relations 
as Evidence for the 
Autonomous Phoneme 

9:55 Discussion 

0:15 Break 

• Chair: C.F. Hockett 

0:25 J. Peter Maher (U Ham
burg & NE Illinois U); 
Autonomous Phonemes & 
Discovery Procedures in 
The Sound Pattern of 
English 

0:40 Ralph Vanderslice (Semi
onics Associates); The 
Place of Intonation in 
an Autonomous Phonology 
of English 

10:55 Sydney M. Lamb (Semi
onics Associates); A New 
Look at Phonotactics 

1:15 Discussion 

:30 Colloquium 
Beatriz R. Lavandera 
Stanford University & Johns 

kins University 
RE DOES THE SOCIOLINGUISTI(.;I j::>YIIaDieS 1 ~•oven1<1. •ugo51dVld 1 

VARIABLE STOP? - -- . ' . - · . . ,_ '' · ' ' - · · · · · · 1· · - · - • ' • I 

Chair: Charles Ferguson 

Discussants: William Labov 
(U Pennsylvania), Gillian 
Sankoff (U Montreal), 
Brian Head (U Campinas) 

1977 LSA ANNUAL MEETING 
General Information 

Regi stration for the 1977 LSA Annual Meeting will be conducted on the Ballroom Level. The Job Placement Center will be located in the New 
Orleans and Atlanta Rooms on the Ballroom Level. The International Suite on tbe Ballroom Level will be the site of the LSA Book Exhibit. 

Tuesday, 27 December 
Wednesday , 28 December 

Thursday, 29 December 

Friday, 30 December 

Tuesday , 27 December 

Wednesday, 28 December 
Thursday, 29 December 

Registration 

7:00-9:00 p.m. 
8:00 a .m.-4:00 p.m. 

8:00 a.m.-noon 

Placement 

8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 

8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 

9:00 a.m.-noon 

SPECIAL INTEREST HI GHLIGHTS 
LSA Executive Committee 
Cash Bar 
Cash Bar 
LSA Business Meeting 
Presidential Address: Joseph H. 
Greenberg, "Rethinking Linguistics 
Diachronically" 
Cas h Bar 

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
8:30-10:00 p.m. 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 
2:00-4:30 p.m. 
4:45-5:45 p.m. 

5:45-7:00 p.m. 

Book Exhibit 

10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
3:30-6:00 p.m. 
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
3:30-6:00 p.m. 
8:30 a.m.-noon 

Columbian Room 
Foyer, Ballroom Level 
Foyer, Ballroom Level 
Ballroom A 
Ballroom A 

Foyer, Ballroom Level 



abstracts 
of regular papers 



STATEMENT FROM THE PROGRAM COMM ITTEE 

The abstracts which appear in this Meeting 

Handbook are photocopies of the originals 

submitted to the LSA Program Committee. 

Infelicities of style, grammar, punctuation 

and spelling are the responsibility of the 

authors. 

[FRI HORN: D] 

~ 
er argues that Saussure's general linguistic thought as it emerged 

The ~p~ (1916) is demonstrably indebted to the French critic, his~o -
in t and philosopher Hippolyte Taine (1828-189J)i the leading French ~ntel
ria~~al figUre during the last generation of the 9th century. Saussure 
lee bed this influence while in Paris 1880-1891. It covers all the aspects 
~~rare universally admitted to be Saussure's chief innova tions: yaleur, 

analysis of the sign (with the analogy o f the two-sided sheet of paper, 
~e 

0 
in Taine) system and structure .1 diachrony and synch rony, langue and 

!...!n1a The extensive literature on ::;;aussure's baclcground has never used 
~· The argument is supported by reference to recent primary publication, 

ch ~s the 1891 Geneva lectures. Recent worlc has argued that Saussure' s 
:ubts are entirely intra-linguistic. The paper argues that th~y a~e extra
l~ istic, that his thought was not formed bef ore 1880, that ~t ~1~ not . 
u~nly spring up around 1891 (Gabelentz), and that the role of ~h1tney 1s 

sroblematical, The paper briefly discusses the shortcomings ?f pr7vious 
:or!t. Given the importance of Saussure 1 s th<;>ught today, the h1sto~1cal C?n• 
equences are rich both f or our understand~ng of the process of ~nnovat1on 

!n~ for our view of his achievement, which remains unchallenge d. 

IJI1)II8fi ALLEN, University of california, Berkeley [FRI MORN : C] 

gyUsb Verb Stress is Horp~logical 

Controversy hae arisen over the phonological or morphological explana
tion of Spanish verb stress (Ha~ris 1968, 1974; ,Hooper 1973). Some '!.erb 
forms differ by stress alo~e: ~ 'I love,' ~ 'he, she loved,' ~ (3 
pl. impf. subjv.) and ~ 'they will love.' Phonological descript ion 
requires acceptance of arguments about the underlying structures of the fu
ture and preterite as well as incorporation of morphologi cal information in 
the phonological rules (Harris 1974). Thus, verb stress in Spanish is un
like Latin or French, where it is stated by simple phonological rules ap
plying throughout those languages. A better explanation is that Spanish 
paradigms have time-based morphological stress: the present has stress on 
the,root {~-.!!,'I love'), th:,past, right after the root(!;!!!-£ 'I loved,' 
aa-aba 'I used to love,' am-ara 'I had loved'), and the future, on the sec
®li;nable after the root -raiii-ar~ 'I shall love,' am-ar!a 'I would love'). 
nuaectal and historical evide;c;-lends support, sin~ Latin American Span
ish loses am-lis 'you (pl.) love,' and Latin am-B:vifi.unt and am-ii~us de
nloped into Spanish am-S'ron 'they loved' and"B'm'"3:bamos 'we ~ed""'i'iTove,' 
vhile the entire fut~ ~replaced conform~~ analysis. 

JOSH ARD, Indiana University [WED AFT: C} 

O:mverging Results in Syntax 

There are a number of different syntactic models in current use which frequently 
point to opposite conclusions as to the nature of synt actic representations and processes. 
for this reason it is particularly striking when two tot ally disparate approaches lead to 
equivalent results. As a case in point I will consider the class of phenomena which in 
~t generative analyses of English are related by Raising t ransformati ons. Thomason in 
his extensions of Montague grammar has suggested an alternative analysis in which both pairs 
of sentences are generated independently and then related by what Thomason describes as a 
"semantic lowering". Ard in his investigation of the diachronic origin of these construc
tions came to an analogous conclusion . The relevant pairs of sentences were once indepen
dent but subsequently came to be related through a "semantic lowering" . Moreover, t he very 
class of sentences that provide the most difficulty f or Thomason's analyses were singled 
out by Ard as originating only after the semantic lowering had taken place historically. 

In this paper 1 will compare and contrast the precise results of Thomason and Ard. 
Then a more general comparison will be made between analyses suggested by modelling seman
tics through intensional logic and those suggested by diachronic syntax. In general both 
approaches tend to support nontransf ormational approaches t o syntax. Finally , I will argue 
that t hese converging results are not accidental, but represent a s ignifi cant general iza
tion about the structure of English. 

.I 



THOMAS E. ARHBRUSTER, University of California, Irvine [FRI MORN: BJ 

Factors ~hich Influence the Productivity of Vowel Shift 

This paper reports results of a program of experiments designed to test the productivity 
of vowel shift, the tendency of adjectives in English with tense final vowels to change 
their vowels systematically to lax vowels when nominalized by affixing~. for example 
to follow the pattern of divine-divinity, rather than obese-obesitl. In~ tnese experimen' 
subjects learn artificially constructearadjectives with tense vowe S in their final Syla~ 
bles. After three weekly sessions of learning the new words and their meanings, and using 
the newly learned words in sentences of their own invention, subjects are prompted to ~ 
inalize the newly learned adjectives, and use these nominalizations in sentences as well. 

Some of the statistically significant results I will report are that: (a) I found slow 
"partial" productivity, as described by Kiparsky. Subjects were more likely to have the~ 
predicted lax vowel in their nominalizations after six weekly sessions, than when they 
first produced the nominalization. (b) Subjects who learn the new words spelled -CVe 
(i.e. brene), rather than otherwise (i.e. breen), are more likely to show productivlty of 
vowel ~. (c) Front vowels are mori!lri~to be shifted than are back vowels. 
(d) College students overall have little vowel shift productivity. These results, on the 
whole, question the SPE vowel shift formulation, which applies equally to front and back 
vowels, and without regard to spelling. 

RUTH ARNENTROUT, Pennsylvania State University [WED HORN: D) 

The Origin of Old English ~: Demonstrative Pronoun or Adverb? 

In Old English there were two forns for> the· instrunental deiiPllstrati ve 
prct'lom, l>:l and~· ~ is clear-ly related to insmmental foi1!6 in the other 
Germanic languages, but 1!2.!::!. is problematical because there were no Germanic 
oognate fOI1!6 except fOI' Go~· It is usually cla:in'ed that l!£!l was an abla
tive or dative form, but this paper> argues that .129! was originally an adverb 
and not a prct'loun. The uses of the two instrurrental forms, especially in the 
OE prepositional phi'ase adverbials and conjunctions , an! ~d to sh~ that 
El and .l?:2!:l were not used inter>changeably and also to sh~ how ]En, originally 
an .;dverb, could have been reanaly:zed as a derronstrative pronoun. Such an 
analysis of .22!1 suggests a nore plausible wey to analy:ze ~ 'after>, since', 
a problematical OE adverb and oonjuncti.on, than as the preposition si6 'aft er>' 
and J?iiD., an ear>ly variant f orm of the dative clenalstrative ~· In caJclusi cn, 
the paper> considers the effect of having two instnurental derronstratives in the 
OE prepositional conjuncticns and adverl>ials, which seem t o have been used much 
nore frequently in Old English than in the other> Germanic l anguages . 

WILLIAN J. ASHBY, University of Califo rnia, santa Barbara [THURS MORN: C} 

The Status of the Negative Morpheme, ne, i n the French of Tours 

In the French verb phrase, negation is often marked twice--by a proclitic element (~ 
and by a second negative (such as ~or rien). Until the seventeenth century the 
firs~ element was obligatory, while a secona-negativ~ was but optionally added for em
phasls or precision. Subsequently, the second negat1ves lost their asseverative quality 
and became obligatory, rendering the first negative (ne) redundant. Modern French now 
shows a tendency to delete this redundant element, although its deletion or retention 
~s not necessarily free. Our data for the present report are extracted from over 100 
1nterviews recently tape-recorded in Tours, France by this author. The speakers inter
viewed are all native Tourangeaux and represent a wide range of socio-economic groups. 
A preliminary analysis of the data suggests that the use or deletion of ne is con
~itio~ed by~ complex of linguistic, stylistic, and demographic factors.--Since we can 
1dent1f~ an 1nno~ative and cons~rvative variant, the use of each by different age, sex, 
and soc~o-econom1c groups will lllustrate the propagation of an on-going syntactic 
change 1n French. 

2 

,zr.IP IJALDI, Pennsylvania State University [WED AFT: B) 

G611f3sis of Prepositions in Indo-European 
!1!!-

ral proposals are advanced to account ~or the devel opment of preposi tions ~rom the ad
~ial system in the IE dialects . Lehmann's proposal ( PIE~) t hat prepositions derive 

postpositions is shovn to be inadequate becauae: aTTt 1.s pr edi cat ed on an unsubs t an
~ed ov pat t ern tor PIE; b ) it provides no account o~ the process whereby adverbs became 
t t sit i ons. Vennemann's claim ("Anot her Look at Dri:rt") t hat such a development is 
pOl~ by 'phonetic chanae which wears of~ endings ' is shown t o be inadequat e tor any 9ut 
~~!ater Germani c l anguages. It is suggested that the first step in t his development l.S 

<+ Adverb> <+ Verb> tile additi~ of the jllowing r;e to je grammar of PIE: 

1 ~ +I <+ F 1 > __ <+ F 
1 
> • This rule, which vas most likely an allegro r ule, 

~ows for t he phonological union of adverbs and verbs, and r esult s i n the creation o f the 
qst~ of preverbs (ad+ venire; ~iff + etmi ) . <F1> re~ers to the collocation of features 

termining the semantic compatabJ. 1. t y oTVerb and adverb (ci r cum + ire 'go around' ; 
tircllll + ~ 'k.now around'). After the system of preverb'STS"esta'biTshed, the preposi 
t~n&l function is added to it to reduce overlapping case-usage and functional ambiguity. 
It is proposed t hat this addition is carried out withi n t he lexical redundancy specifica
tien of each preverb. It is demonstrated hov, by deriving the preposi tions from the pre
ftrbs, the language achieves maximum semanti c flexibilit y ; maintains morphological trans
~ency; and remains typol ogically consistent, all wi th minimum disruption to the syntactic 
.ad lexical systems . 

JA()III s. BARON, Brown uni versi. ty 
!AURA H. ISENSEE, University of Texas, Austin 

{~Hl'RS MORN: C) 

A Fui2Ctional JIM lysi s of Iconici tg in Language 

The role of iconicity in human language has been viewed in thr ee ways: either (1) the lin
cutstic sign has been assumed, paradigmatically, to be arbitrary (de Saussure 1959); (2) 
tconicity has been judged a relative characteristic of language (Wescott 1971), which var
ies with mode of representation (i.e. speech, writing, or sign); or (3) !conicity has been 
accepted as an important first step in language development, either .ontogenetically 
(Brown 1977) or phylogenetically (Gelb 1963; Hewes 1973). This paper explores a fourth 
position: that linguistic !conicity is a function not only of transmission modality , but 
also of the specific uses to which that modality is being put. Accordingly, it is hypo
thesized that, first, the degree of iconicity in a linguistic system, and second, the role 
of !conicity in language acquisition will be a function of the speaker, the message to be 
transmitted, and the size of the linguistic community. These hypotheses will be examined 
vith respect to sign language, especially ASL. It will be shown that overall level of icon
lefty decreases as educational level and population size increase . However, !conicity may 
also increase under the same conditions when sign language develops literary functions or 
is used to express new concepts for which signs do not already exist. Ontogenetically, it 
vill be argued, contrary to Brown 1977, that !conicity is an important pedagogical device 
in the acquisition of sign only in a restricted set of casea,~ich includes second l an
guage acquisition and perhaps acquisition of signs by the mentally ret arded, but excludes 
native acquisition of sign and acquisition by autistic children(Baron, I sensee&Davis 1977) . 

JOHN G. BAUGH, JR., University of Pennsylvania & SWarthmore col lege [ THURS HORN: C] 

A Re-Examination of the Black English Copula 

A carefully gathered colloquial corpus of black Erl811sh vernacular (BEV) data 
were re-eJtamined with exclusive attention to the is !'orm of the copula. The investiga
tion used the Cedergren/ Sankoff c0111puter program ?Or IIIUltivariant analyses; employing 
t.he non-applications model. Several additional factors were analyzed, some of which are 
nev to this field o!' analysis. Each of the factors that were introduced have been 
assessed independent ly and the fit of rule prediction (i.e., for contraction and dele
tion) with actual observation was so close as to place consi derable confidence in the 
assumption of phonological and grammatical independence. 

These analytic techniques allowed for a finer gradation of factors, that is, 
when compared with previous BEV copula research. The NP was separated into two factors; 
l)_Nl>, and 2)_det.#NP. By dividing these constraints In such a way, it was sho-wn that 
determiners strongly f avor both rules, while NP's without determiners show no measurable 
impact on either rule. ~hermore, in this case the variation is attributable to 
grammatical forces. The locatives and adjectives, having previously been analyzed as a 
single cons traint, were also examined individually. By isolating these constraints 
1n the synchronic re-analysis , structural parallels to Jamaican Creole English emerged, 
thus reinforcing the Creole origin hypothesis . 

J 



LEE A. BECKER, University of Illinois 

Leftward Hovement of Ictus 

The effects of intonation on the pitch contour of the word have long been 
In this paper it is claimed that these effects can lead to diachronic change. Of partt~ 
cular importance is the neutral, unmarked, rising-falling intonation. When this risin&
falling intonation is superimposed upon the Fo curve of the word, with its peak matchiu 
the peak of the Fo curve of the word, the necessity to fall at the end of the intonattl 
curve results in the movement of the peak of the Fo curve of the word leftward away ft~ 
the end . 

A series of examples of historical changes involving the movement of ictus towar¢s 
the start of the word a presented; these are drawn primarily from Slavic and Baltic. 
Such a movement is assumed to be more prevalent among languages which mark ictus by peat 
of Fo, independent of intensity. This movement can result in the change of a rising to• 
to a falling tone or in the previously pretonic syllable acquiring the ictus and/or acc~t 
In many cases as a result of this leftward shift of ictus syllables acquire prosodic chat.' 
acteristics heretofore unknown to the system. The crises caused by the introduction of 
such syllables are resolved in a variety of ways. Two interesting solutions, polarizatt
and perceptually-motivated lengthening, will be discussed. 

ALAN BELL, University o:f Colorado [FRI HORN: D] 

Error in Cross-Linguistic Generalizations 

Linguistic generalizations based on cross-linguistic comparison are vulnerable to tb~ 
sorts ot errors--errors ot misclassitication, of overgeneralization, and errors due to 
the choice of languages compared. This paper is concerned with the last type of error, 
which is the least well understood despite the treatments of Sherman 1975 and Bell 1977, 
and its interaction with the first two. Our knowledge of sampling errors is more limited 
than in other fields largely because linguists do not yet have a heritage ot comparable 
studies based on different kinds of language samples . 

The outcoes of independent language samples are compared for tvo caaes. Each case in
cludes a probability sample ot the world's languages of much higher quality than h round 
in current practice. the first a random sample of Perkins 1977, the second a multist-se 
systematic sample with overlapping subsamples recently completed by the author. The 
main results shov the benefits in error reduction and in error evaluation that such slllll
ples confer compared to the additonal effort that they require. The results pertain 
particularly to both syntactic and phonological studies in which synchronic distributions 
of languages are assumed to be closely linked to diachronic generalizations, aa in the 
work of Bell, Chen, Givon. Greenberg. HYman. Steele. etc. 

Refs.: Bell 1977. Langu98e samples. Universals of human langu98e . Stant. U. Preas. 
Perkins 1977. A hologeistic test of syllable structure theory. me. 
Sherman 1975. Stop and fricative systems. Stanford WPLU 17.1-31. 

PETER c. BJ~, George Mason University {THRUS HORN: B) 

Notes on Natural .f!hOnologg's Notion of Allophonic Processes 

Stampe1 s "natural phonology" is assumed to rest on notions about innate and natural 
processes (NPs) in contrast with learned and arbitrary phonological rules. with most 
discussion tQ date involving either defense or rejection of NPs as distinct phonological 
phen0111e11a. One especially controversial issue seems to be Stampe' a somewhat ambiguous 
notion of "allophonic" NPs (ANPs giving rise to sounds eU .. minated by prior and more 
general processes in the system) versus "morphophonemic" NPs (MNPs accounting for the 
derivable features occurring in underlying representation and therefore subject ~o 
neutralizations). An important constraint for Stampe is a requirement implicit here 
that MNPs (neutralizing underlying forms at the true "phonemic" level) must apply at 
s~ point previous to ANPs (which introduce only segments impermissible at a phonemic 
level and thus subsequent to any such "level"). This issue of distinct process types 
is crucial to claims made by certain natural phonologists (like Lovins and Bjarkman) 
about evidence from loanword phonology: viz. that productive NPs active in nativization 
of loanwords are assumed to be only of the allophonic type (since foreign phonetic 
forms are le:rlcalized at the "natural phonemic" level). I here provide evidence from 
loanword phonology which importunes against any such strict ordering between NP types. 
A relevant case is aspiration of syllable-final /a/ in Cuban Spanish borrowings. where 
recent appearance of this NP even syllable-initially suggests its MNP rather than ANP 
nature. Initial [h) may derive either from a-aspiration or from underlying /h/. Fast 
speech derivations of the English word guestion will also be offered as yet further 
evidence for unpredictable intermixture of what Stampe labels MNP and ANP types. 
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{WED HORN: D) JJff8 RUBENSTEIN BLEJER, University of Texas, Austin 

~velopment of Negation in Arabic 

!!!--- t" er examines the development of the discontinuous nega ~ve mor-
tld8 pal! ~ in a number of Arabic dialects, The generally accep'le d 
~~e ~~~·that ~ is derived from ~a~ 'a thing' will be d~scussed in 
ass~of a statistical analysis of t e occurrence of ~all ~n the . 
~an It is concluded that ~ay? in the ~~ was already predo~
~·asaociated with negative contexts . Further, we ~ill discuss 
~ttlon in the Arabic dialects, which seem to show an ~sogloss b~twe~ 
D!ga negative particle pre~en~ in earlier forms ?f Ara~i7, ~d ~,,,s, 
1!•1

8 suggested that this ma/ma.,.~ isogloss had ~ts or~g~n ~. d~alect 
It !~erences of pre-Islamic Arabia, The paper will conclude w~th data 
dim child language, various European languages (!rom Jesperson 19~7), 

frO wide range of unrelated languages {e,g, Quechua, Burmese) which 
~g!at that the development of ~ in Arabic reflects a natural, 
~versal tendency in language. 

MPJ1 R. BOHHARD [WED AFT: B) 

cw:rent Issues in Indo-European Phonology 

- 1be purpose of this paper is to discuss recent developments in ~e recons~r~;~Ct~on 
f the Indo-European consonant system. At present, four systems are m ~anpet1t1on. 

Cl) the "classical." Neogr81111Brian.system ~th a four-way contrast of w1celess. 
'fOiceless aspirate, wiced. and vo1ced asp1rated stops; (2) the system of Le~, 
in which the wiceless aspirates have been remved; (3) th! system of . S~r&ty1. 
IIIlich is essentially a mdified Neogr81111drian system but W1th the ~tlon of a 
'fOioeless glottal fricative; and (4) the system of Hopper and Gamkrehdze-1~! 
llhere the traditional voiced stops are reinterpreted as glottalized stops (eJectlves) 
IDil the traditional voiced aspirates as III\D'III.ITed stops. 

Each of the above four systems has its advan~ges and disad~tages. ~er • 
Cllly the systems of Szemel"fnyi and Hopper-Gamkrelldze-Ivaoov take 1n~ cons1dt;ration 
the question of typological probability. A reexamination of the ava1lable evldenct; 
dearly accentuates the shortcomings of the system nco~tructed by the Neo~8ll'IIBT18JlS 
15 well as the derived systems of Lehmann and Szt;merEnri· The only ~lo~1cally 
plausible and historically probable alternative 1s to accept the modif1cat1ons 
proposed by Hopper and Gamkreliche-Ivaoov. 

ZINNY s. BOND, Ohio University {FRI HORN: B) 

/s/ + Stop Clusters in Children's Speech 

English voiceless stops are unaspirated in word-initial consonant clusters of the 
~e /a/+stop. During the acquisition of these clusters, children at first eliminate the 
initial fricative , employing a stop as a substitute for the cluster. However, the phonolo
&ical and phonetic status of the substituted stop is far from clear . Three hypothesis are 
possible: 1) phonological identity (the substituted stop is identical to voiceless stops) 
2) phonetic similarity (the substituted stop is similar to voiced unaspirated stops) 3) 
unique contrastive value (the substituted stop is a unique element, representing a cluster). 

The purpose of the study was to determine which hypothesis best fits acoustic data on 
children's stop productions. Ten children, 1;10 to 3;4, were recorded producing contrasting 
triplets such as 'Kate', 'gate', 'skate.' Voice-onset time was measured for the stop 
consonants under investigation. When children substituted a stop for the initial cluster, 
this stop was indistinguishable from their initial voiceless stops. When children produced 
the clusters correctly, the VOT values were appropriate for stops in clusters. 

The pattern of development implied by these data is the following : children identify 
unaspirated stops after /a/ with English voiceless stops. As they acquire the /s/+ stop 
clusters, they also acquire the English rule which eliminates aspiration from stops in this 
environment. 
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KAREN H. BOOKER, University of Kansas [FRI HORN: DJ 

Number Suppletion in North American Indian Languages: A '1'!/POlogical Survey 

One of the characteristics of North American Indian languages which has been isnore4 
by previous typological/areal studies is number suppletion, i.e., cases i n which the verb 
root is replaced by a phonologically unrelated form to agree with the number of the sub. 
ject of an intransitive and the object of a transitive verb. An examination of number 
suppletion in approximately thirty geographically and geneticall y diverse languages re
veals a hierarchy which has implications for historical and areal linguistics: i ) when 
suppletion occurs, intransitives will supplete when transitives do not, but not there
verse; ii) among intransitives, verbs of motion and positionals will have suppletive 
forms while statives (adjectives) do not, but not vice versa; iii) if transitives are 
involved, verbs showing motion will supplete when other transitives do not, but t here
verse is not found; iv) the basic number distinction is singular vs. non-singular; v) 
where singular, dual, and plural f orms are distinguished by s uppletion, positionals Will 
mark the difference before verbs of motion; statives never supplete to indicate three 
distinct number categories. Once these characteristics are recognized, the linguist has 
a principled basis upon which to formulate statements concerning di ffusional and areal 
phenomena as well as predictions regarding probable historical developments of number 
suppletion in a particular genetic gr oup. 

ANNE R. BOWER, University of Pennsylvania. [THURS HORN: C) 

SOcial Evaluation and Linguistic Change 

T~la paper wlll correlate the r•sulta ot subjectlYe reaction testa (SRT). self 
e¥aluatton tests ~SET) 1 and vowel analysts for tour connunitles of Philadelphia apeat
ers--worklns class. upper ,,·orkh•g cl~>ss. lo•n•r flliddl" cla!'s and middle claaa--tor the 
Philadelphia phonological yerleblea (aeh), (aw), (ay) and (ow). Of special concern 
will be the differing sets of covert and o~t social jud&ments associated with the 
more established and stigmati~ed variable (aeh) and the relatively more recent (ay). 

Social atrattflcatlon In SRT response to thA four .ariabl~s indicate that the 
four c0111111mlties rorm 11 loos@- 0 single apeeeh CO!IItliUnlty. Howe.ar, evlclt>nea from sr:r 
together •ith SJT results sugsests that the different c~ltles may differ in their 
social e"\lllluatlons of an ongolns sound chaqe, and hence, place new requirements on 
the rlefinitlon ot spPech community. The results or this study support the gen•r•l 
prinelples ot social avalu~tlon and response to specific phonological and grammatical 
features (LaboY 1966. La"bert 1967. Trudglll 1972) and their relatloa to linguistic 
e.alution, but presents a tlner ezamination or the lnter-relntlonship of covert and 
overt aoelal judSMents about language across social groups (Maeauley 1975. MllrOJ 1976) 
at differing points in the ehanse process, providing a fuller view of the dlm.naions 
along whleh a linguistic feature acquires socla 1 value .. nd meaning. 

DENISE BRADSHAW (FRI MORN: B) 
UCLA, Department of Linguistics & Neuropsychiatric Institute 

K.I.s.s. in Children's Earliest Words 

A question has recently been rajsed as to whether the period of children's earliest words 
is a "presystematic" one (Ingram: 1976; Kiparsky and Menn:l975) . I offer evidence here 
from studies of seven native learners of English that even during the period of (roughly) 
their first 20 words, these children systematically used these Keep-It-Simple-Strategies : 
a)select Just targets that contain one or two syllables and ;· b) produce words of only one 
or two syllabl"s. To insure that b) results, and to simplify the structure o:f the non 
monosyllabic targets that they selected, they adopted one of these strategies: i) imitate 
Just the primary stressed syllable, e.g., child dJL, target d~i 'daddy ' ; ii) imitate 
Just the primary stressed syllable and add a copy-of that syllable, e .g., chi l d d~~. 
target d~Di 'daddy' ; iii ) use a combination of i) and ii). 
In addition, I argue that these children systematically used this st rategy in formulat ing 
their underlying representations: store information beginning with just t he primary stres· 
sed syllable of targets. The position taken here is that young children not only store i~ 
formation of a different kind than appears in target s , but that they store informat ion on 
fewer syllabl es t han appear in certain non monosyllabic targets. This Selection Hypothe
sis differs from what has been suggested relative to underlying representations by Ingram 
(1976), Ferguson (1976) , Smith l l973) and others; but it ' a!mne accounts for the direction 
in which non primary stressed syllables first appear in children's spoken forms. 
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[WED AFT: C) 

~~Insertion Hakes a Mistake: A Global Rule and the Validation 

----In the fami~iar there-Insertion cases, the logical subject appears in surface structure 
~]lowing the first be (la); (lb), in contrast, shows the logical subject preceeding the~: 

(l) a. There has been a new book written about psycho-linguistics[, hasn't there~) 
b. There's a new book been written about psycho-linguistics [, hasn't there?) 

.. t gives? The Tag-Questions show that the 's is an underlying .!!!!• blocking any analysis 
" ••• a new book [which has] been written ••• " via a special Wh-has Delection rule. But 

:'construction requires a contracted form~ (*2), which "looksl!ke" a form of~: 
(2} There *has/*is a new bcok been written about psycho-Unp;uiatics. 
•ta~te be" 's by i t self, however, is not good enough:(*3) proves areal be is needed as !eu and that the fake be onJ¥ affects the location of the ~ogical subject : 
(3~ *There's a submarine sunk ten fishing boats [,isn't there?) 

!biB i.Jnplies a global rule, looking once at srntax/sema.ntics to detect a real ~~ and 
~eat a post-contraction level to handle (lb) vs (*2). 

The judgements above, like so many judgements on theoreticall,y imJ.lOrta.nt sent ences , 
are quite delicate. It is therefore consoling to find them confirmed {with some noise in 
tile d&ta) by 30 subjects. What is methodologically more si~~:Dificant is that thP. crucial 
contrasts are also confirmed by a perrormance task (Tag-Q.; same subjects, reliability .89) 
and that structure (lb) appears in spontaneous speech. This paper, where the introsr.ectille 
judgements are supported by two independent tests, therefore provides a. model for how 
l)'tltacticianR can answer Labov's attack on the validity of linguistic intuitions. 

JILL CARRIER, Hassachusetts Institute of Technology ['l'HURS HORN: B) 

!}!8 Interaction of Reduplication with Phonological Rules in Tagalog 

Bloomfield (1933) observed that in Tagalog, certain ass1milation processes precede 
10rphological reduplication rules. Recently it has been pointed out that such an 
interaction is a problem for the claim that all morphological rules apply in a block 
prior to the phonology. 

In this paper I will argue against recent proposals to deal with this problem by 
~lbur (1973) and Anderson {1974); I will examine several rules that follow redup11-
cation and an additional rule which precedes it, suggesting revisions of the theory 
of morphology advanced by Aronoff (1976). A close examination of these rules suggests 
that they are formally distinct. Those rules which precede reduplication are cyclic and 
lexically governed. Those which follow can be shown either to be exceptionless or non
cyclic. Thus, reduplication in Tagalog provides evidence, not that morphological and 
phonological rules can be interspersed freely, but that morphological r ules can only 
occur at specific breaks in the phonology. 

Anderson, S.R. 1974. "The Interaction of Phonological Rule Types," Bell Lab. Report. 
Aronoff, M. 1976. Word Formation in Generative Granmar. H. I.T. Press. 
Bloomfield, L. 1933. Langua~e. Holt, Rinehart & Winston . 
Wilbur, R. 1973. "The Phono ogy of Reduplication," Indiana U. Linguistics Club. 

R. II. CENA [FRI HORN: D) 

'/he Patient Nominal a s Initial Subject in Tagalog 

Evidence is presented that the patient nominal in Tagalog is pre
ferred as subject over the agent/actor nominal. It is shown that in a 
variety of constructions the natural choice for subject is the patient. 
E.g., a definite patient is obligatorily subject (thus, the event [John 
-shot- Fred] can only be expressed in Tagalog in the 'passive'): 
patient reflexives are preferred as subjects ([John- hurt- himself] 
aust be expressed as 'Himself was hurt by John'): infinitival comple
ments of pseudo-verbs are subject ([John- wants- to go] is expressed 
as 'To go is wanted by John')t simple intransitives involving a large 
class of verbs take the form of agentless 'passives', thus [John
shivered] is expressed as 'John was shivered': etc. On the basis of 
these facts, arguments are developed in support of the view that the 
patient nominal is initial subject in Tagalog. Such a view eliminates 
certain Tagalog counterexamples to the Accessibility Hierarchy. It 
puts into question the assumption in RG that Term 1 (Subject) is uni
versally assumed initially by the agent/actor nominal, and raises the 
possibility that the mapping between terms and semantic roles is 
language-specific. 
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DONALD G. CHURHA, Ohio State University (THURS MORN: B) 

On "Hutuall!{ Non-Affecting" Rules 

niscourse factors may determine the choice of grammatical form. A 
number of languages employ logophoric pronouns to distinRuish r~feren~e to 
the individual whose speech thoughts or feelings are reported 1n a g1ven 
linguistic context from ref~rence to other individuals. In F.w~, the pro
noun ~ is reserved exclusively for this purpose (1). contrasting with 
personal pronouns (2,3) and the reflexive form (4): 

(1) Xofi he ye-dzo 'Kofi said that he (Kofi) left' 
(2) Kofi be me-dzo 'Kofi said that I left' 
(3) Kofi be e-dzo 'Kofi said that he/she (~Kofi) left• 
(4) Kofi 1~ e-<\,okui 'K?fi loves himself' . . 

The use of this pronoun is obligatory 1n some contexts,_optlona~ 1n others, 
in which case its use always indicates that the events 1n quest~on ~re be
ing reported from the point of view of the antecedent. An exam1nat1on of 
the use-conditions controlling its occurrence reveals some that are shared 
by the analogous forms in other languages (Latin, Japanese, Icelandic, Ita
lian Tuhuri): (i) there must occur an antecedent in a reportive context 
othe; than that containing the logophoric; (ii) the antecedent is ~lausi
bly interpreted as designating an individual through whose percept1on the 
events described in the reportive context are interpreted. 

MARY L. CLAY'lYJN, Indiana University (WED MORN: D) 

The Progress of Linguistic Changes through the GrAmmar in Natural Generative Phonol99i 

Although some attention has been giveD to historical linguistics in the 111odel or llatural 
Generative Phonology (NGP), there has not yet been time to rethink a number or the JIWlY 
and varied phenomena of linguistic change. Reinterpretation of familiar linguistic phe
nOIIIena tro111 a new theoretical perspective provides us with s0111e measure of the plausibi
lity and sufficiency of the theory in questio~ and raises new questions which .1118Y ~her 
aid in refining the theory. This study recons1ders a number of sound changes 1n Lat1n and 
Spanish in the light of the NGP 111odel, concentrating specifically on the following ques
tion: Once a sound change has occurx-ed and has been reflected in the gr8liiiii&T of a lan
guage, what is the set of possible further develop~~~ents in the gr8liiiii&T; ~hat is,. how do!a 
the grammar react to changes in the synchronic status of the p~en~enon 1n ~uest1on aa 1t 
ceases to be productive and is altered or obscured by the cont1nu1ng evolut1on of the lan
guage. In this regard, Hooper (A!!,~· to Natural Generative Phonology 1976) discusses 
restructuring and morphologization. Beyond this, the present study suggests: (l) that 
111orphologization III&Y take place at an even earlier point in the development of a linguis
tic change than has been assumed (2) that SOllie altex-nations 111ust be simultaneously renee
ted in more than one component (3) that use of archisegMents in underlying representa
tions as proposed by Hooper may not be compatible with NGP interpretation of linguis~ic 
change and (4) that certain claims about analogy in the framework of NGP must be reVl.sed. 

GEORGE N. CLEMENTS, Harvard Universit!l [WED AFT: D] 

The Logophor ic Pronoun in EMe 

Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll (1974) have argued that it is possible to pre· 
dict ordering relationships of phonological rules on the basis of universu 
principles. After defining various types of such relationships (following 
Kiparsky 1968), they claim (KSN: 14) that "there can be no possible empir
ical consequences of different orders of application" in the case of "mutu• 
ally non-affecting" rules. But this is not the case, as the following sche• 
matic example shows: (i) -F_,.+F/ X; (ii) Y~-<F/-a(F_. Since neither rule 
can increase or decrease the number of inputs to the other, they are, ac
cording to KSN's definitions, mutually non-affecting; yet, since (i) tlters 
potential inputs to (ii), their order of application is crucial to de er• 
mining the output for an underlying sequence of -F +F when only the first 
of tbis sequence is in the environment X. Moreover, analogs of (i) and (ii) 
can be found in Leben's (1971) analysis of Hausa tone. Thus, either the 
notions feeding and bleeding must be redefined (perhaps so that A teeds B 
if A affects B1s input), or the claim must be withdrawn. And if this rede!· 
inition is adopted, the Hausa example is a counter-example to KSN's prin• 
ciples, since the analog of (1) cannot apply first. 
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IJ(JltBtl fi. CONRAD, Princeton University 

l)i.SOOverM Procedures Re-Examined 
,_.-

[FRI MORN: D/ 

c;bOCJSkY 1957 proposes "discovery procedures" to account for the relation corpus/ 
r~ar, and to define the goal of structuralist grammars. This proposal is unclear 
~0 its formulation, inaccurate in its reference to structuralist grammars, and con
tradictory to Chomsky's proposal of "the explanatory adequacy of linguistic theory." 
firJt the definition defines a theoretical relatioq but Chomsky•s objections are to 
ractlcal manuals of method. Chomsky's objections are subjective; he finds the goal 
~interesting, if attainable. Second, Chomsky's citations, where not merely mis-
leading, are inaccurate. Third, the proposal of "discovery procedures" is in all 
relevant respects equivalent to the definition of the "explanatory adequacy of linguis
tic theory." The paper reco!llllends that the term "discovery procedures" be dropped 
~om discussions of structuralist grammars as inaccurate historically and as useless 
theoretically. 

J IIJ)NAYNE COHAN & PAH SILVER, University of Illinois [FRI MORN: B/ 

~ults' Knowledge of Derivational Morphology 

In this paper we argue that the semantic lexicon is a heterogeneous algebra, in the 
unse of Birkhoff and Lipson (1970) . A substantial amount of recent work in lexical se
untics has dealt with the questions of what sorts of entities semantic theory must rec
o,nize (Jackendoff, 1977; Kat~, 1977); whether lexical meaning is most appropriately re
presented in terms of semantic markers (Jackendoff, 1976) or functional notation (Miller, 
1976; Miller and Johnson-Laird, 1976); and whether semantic relations among words are best 
~scribed in terms of lexical decomposition (Katz, 1977; Miller, 1976) or meaning postu
lates (Fodor, 1975; Fodor, Fodor, and Garrett, 1975). Formalizing these questions leads 
naturally to the notion of a lexical algebra, similar to the ~ algebras that have re
cently been applied to the specification of computer-based systems (Guttag, 1975; Zilles, 
1975; Hamilton and Zeldin, 1976). We will try to show how the analogy proposed by Miller 
(1976) and Fodor (1975) between ideal speaker/hearers and information-processing systems 
can be used to gain insight into the use of such algebras in characterizing the lexicon 
of a natural language. The model we propose makes the study of lexical meaning parallel 
to that of sentential structure. Each of the questions mentioned earlier becomes simply 
a special case of the general problem of determining the universal and language-specific 
constraints on lexical algebras, just as the basic proble111 of syntax is that of determining 
the general constraints on generative grammars. 

STBVBN CUSHING, Higher Order Software, Inc. {liED AF'l': C) 

An Algebraic Approach to Lexical Meaning 

nlla paper describes a series of experiments which investigated whether or not spea• 
tara actually JDake use of syntactic subcategorization aa postulated in the accounts 
of derivational 1110rphology by Chapin (1970), Ross (1975), and Aronoff (1976), and 
llhether processes such as ~blocking" -- the exclusion of a new form due to the exis
tence of another (Aronoff:43) -- operate in the creation of c0111plex forms. Three 
IIOrd fortaation rules described by Chapin (1970:57) were chosen for the experimental 
task. His claim is that the nolllinalizing suffixes tne88 and I!~ are constrained 
with respect to their attachment to adjectives form.ed by. adding fable to a ste111, the 
fomer being possible with noun bases, the latter only with verb baSes. The sub
jects, 117 university students, were presented with short paragraphs which contained 
a blank space. Below each paragraph, displayed in a linear array, were a noun or a 
verb base form followed by the adjectival forming suffix -able and one of: four 
llllllinalizing suffixes, two of which were always -!!!.!!,and -~. The paragraph sup
plied sufficient context to pe~t the creation of a morphologically complex word 
lllding in whichever suffix '~as appropriate in tems of the base form. A two-tailed 
teat of significance resulted in the acceptance of the null hypothesis for all three 
treatments, thereby indicating that speakers do not have intuitions about complex 
derivations which accord with the proposed linguistic analysis. Prior existence 
of a semantically related noun parallel to an adjective formed with -able did not 
~it speakers from forming nominal creations with either of the su~es. 
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IltN R. 8. DilLS, Uni vers1 ty of His cons in [WED APT: D] 

Digraphia 

This paper is a contribution to what Basso (1976) has termed -~he 
ethnography of writing•. It introduces and typologizes the phenomenon 
of diBraJhi!--the use of two or more writing systems for the represen
tation o the same linguistic ~iety or closely related ones. The 
typology is based on specific examples of this phenomenon among lang
uages of the world. Because of the historical tendency for one cultural 
or literary tradition to be predominant in &DY given area at a given 
time, diachronic digraphia is much more co11111on than synchronic digrapbi& 
lor example. the spread of the Arabic writing system w1 th Islam in the 
early centuries of this millenium and the spread of the Roman alphabet 
with Westernization in the last two centuries have given rise to maDJ 
cases of diachronic digraphia. Cases of synchronic digraphia may re8U).t 
from a clash of literate traditions Within an individual speech commun
ity (as With Hindi-Urdu or Serbo-Croatian) or from educational conven
ience (as in the use of pedagogical romanization of many Asian languag88 
in the US or the representation of Sanskrit by various regional Indic 
scripts as well as Devanagari). 

CJIARLBS B. DEBOSE, California State University, Fresno [FRI AFT: C) 

How Papiamentu Relexified 

WOOd, in a recent article , takes issue with the long held belief (Lenz; Navarro-'rOIIIas, v111 
Wijk) that Papiamentu was originally a Portuguese-based creole, but became Spanish-be~ 
through a process of relexification. He calls attention to a letter in Papiamentu, dated 
1776, which is just as Spanish-based as modern Papiamentu, and concludes that Papiamentu 
has always been so. He claims that it originated, not in West Africa, as the relexifica
tionists believe, but in Curacao as a variety of a "Pan-<:aribbean Spanish-based creole.• 
'l'his paper shows that Wood's "n- light" notwithstanding, the relexification hypothesi!~ 
continues to be more consistent with known facts and involves f-er dubious assumptiona. 
Relexification is defined , illustrated and contrasted to the opposite process of res~
turing. Supporting evidence includes comparison of sentences from Papiamentu and the 
Portuguese-based creole& of Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde , Sao Tome and Anobom; comparison of 
l exical items from Papiamentu, Spanish and Portuguese, events in the sociolinguistic his
tory of Curacao and universals of language contac t situations. References include: Len&, 
Rodolfo 1928. El Papiamento. La Lengua Criolla de Curacao. Santiago de Chile, Balcall11 
Navarro-TO.as, Tomas 1951. "Observaciones sobre el papiamento," Nueva Revista de 
Filologia Hispanic&. 7: 183-89; Van Wijk, H.L.A. 1958. "origenes y evolucion del papia
mentu, " Neophiloloqu! . 42:169-82; Wood, Richard E. 1972. "New Light on the origins of 
Papiamentu," Neophilologus . 56:18-30. 

BRENT DECHENE & STEPHEN R. ltNDERSON, UCLA (THURS NORN: B] 

on CoJ!!P!Psatory Lengt!lening 

Processes whereb,y vel c2) v~ are ~)"pically said to involve t compensa
tory lengthening. • Using data rrom a variety ot l8JlBU&ges, we will show 
that auch sound changes may be understood as consisting ot the transition of 
C , through loss of occlusion, to a glide G (in practice, ](, z, or h), tol• 
lAved by monophthongization of the sequence VG into a syllable-nucleus whiP 
is interpreted ae distinctivelY lon&. Compensatory lengtheniM: may thus be 
el1•1nated from any m1n1mel inventory of phonological process-lypes. 

In order to eatal7liah this conclusion, we must docWDent both of the 
proposed component changes separately, as well as argue, on either phonetic 
or phonological grounds, that the intermediate stage must be postulate4 in 
attested oasee of compensatory lengthening (a particularly clear example of 
such an ar~ent appears in P. nparsky, "Sonorant Clusters 1n Greek," taggyage 43(1967):619-635). Monophthongization of vowel-semivowel and vow~· 

clusters is well-attested. As tor consonant-to-glide transitions. ve vUl 
find that liquida, nasals, and stope tend to become eemivowele, while spi
rants become h (evidence for nasals is relatively rare; for a discussion of 
alternations between .a and .!, see J. Rubach. "Nasalization in Polish, tt 
Jourptl, .R1 fhop,eUga 5(1977/:17-25). 
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G£611JJ0N F. DRAKE, San Diego State University 

1'1!!! areat Dic tionary Wars -
(FRI NORN: D} 

11ae dictionary is a .ajox intellectual and ~ tool in our kind of culture. Study of 
~vier toward the dictionary reveals data about linguistic attitudes, about social cor
rdates of linguistic behavior and about the ecology of language in general. Two intense 
cootroversies created by the publication of major dictionaries have raged in the U.S. 
!lll&e two wars are separated in time by a century. DW (dictionary war) two followed the 
publication of Webster's Third New International Dictionary in 1961. This wax is well
~exed. DW one is virtUafly-forgotten, but was more vehement, longer-lived and no 

1888 interesting. DW one was triggered by the appearance in 1860 of the quarto edition 
of worcester's Dictionary. This set off a rivalry between it and the Goodrich revision 
of the~ Webster, a rivalry in which nearly every literate person took sides. This 
paper compares the causes, battles and outcomes of the unknown DW one with the well
~ DW two. The conclusion is that of a remarkable continuity of causes, issues and 
concerns• Both. controversies grow out of the question of the nature of linguistic 
authority. Both reveal the same popular concern for seeking a uniform standard variety 
.Ue concrete in a dictionary. Both illustrate the importance of language behavior in 
tba social lllObility that occurred in the respective eras. Both in a broader sense Ulumi
aate the operation of wide-spread behaviors toward language which some sociologists of 
language posit as universal--i.e. standardization, historicity, autonomy and vitality 
(Fisblllan 1967). 

LIN~ DRESEL, University of Wisconsin [FRI NORN: B} 

Palataliution in Hausa Child Language 

This paper will examine palatalization in child lanquage in Hausa and its rela
tionship to palatalization in adult speech. 

In adult speech, when the alveolar consonants t, d, s, z occur before the vowels 
i and !. as the result of uorpholoqical process es, they -ct\Mge to £, j_, !_, f, respec
tively. For example : 
ya ci~ 'he bit' ya ci.i!_ yaro 'he bit the boy' ya cif=.. ni 'he bit me' 

Palatalization occurs in child language too, but is governed by different rules . 
It is not limited to occurring only in morphological processes, but happens whenever 
the sounds are juxtaposed. Thus words like tinkiya 'sheep' and rediyo 'radio' are 
palatalized to £ine'iya and lafiyo in child language. For !;_ and ~ the child's rule and 
the adult rule are basically the same, but the child overgeneralizes as to where the 
rule applies. The palatalization of s and z however, occurs before all vowels in child 
language: zomo 'rabbit I- forro, san 'bow'_, san. In addition, children palatalize 
~ and 9:. to £ and 1. before .!. and !. : do~i 'horse' ..:; do£.i, j_ida 'house' -> iida. 

Previous work on palatalization in Hausa has been in historical linguistics. The 
child language data compl8lllE!nts that work. we can conclude that palatalization in 
child language is a rrore generalized form of adult palatalization, occurring without 
restrictions and including velar consonants and non high front vowels. 

CBORGE DUNKEL, Johns Hopkins University WED AFT: B] 

2'he Origin of IE Preverb Repetition 

In Vedic and Greek, nouns may be conjoined by repeatedly preposing preverbs, i.e . 
P+N+V • •• +P+N•P+N+"and"+N+V. This conjunction process , fully productive in Vedic, and 
recognisable, though moribund, in Homer, is probably inherited. A priori, we might 
seem to be dealing with a gapping rule applied to an underlying P+N+V • • • +P+N+V. But , 
having collected all relevant passages from the Rigveda, Taittiriya Samhita, and Iliad, 
we see that such a rule cannot account for all cases, e.g. those where 1. there is no 
1-1 correspondence between P's and N's (RV 5. 87.1, 11. 4.447), 2. the underlying V's 
would not be identical in form (RV 1.97.4), 3. theN's are not in the same case (and 
thus are not truly conjoined, RV 8.7.33). I t is further weakened by the absence of any 
regular V deletion process such as might seem to be implied by sequences l ike P1+N+V •• • 
+P2+N (RV 4. 1.2, Il. 1.611) , and by the a ctual (undeleted) presence of the presumably 
unaerlying sequences (RV 1.40.3, 11. 8. 27). The full material in fact suggests tha t 
the active principle is repetition, not deletion, generalised from pleonasms of the 
form P • •• +P+V (RV 1 . 51 . 10, Il . 11.155) . These are themselves conflations of two well
known IE syntactic rules: for the P to begin the sentence, and for it to precede the 
V. E.g. RV 6.49.12 and 6. 28 .8 preserve traces of this evolution. 
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JIWES H. DUNN, Princeton University [THURS HORN: CJ 

Language Maintenance in a Sprachinsel 

A comparison of phonetic variables in the speech performance of maabers of a minorit 
langullge cQ!IJI!Uflity has yielded insight into a general pattern of language tran111111sa1!n 
(as well as language change) within this Sprachinsel. This information can also be Used 
to determine prospects for maintenance of this language. Based on data collected fro= 
a representative group of Swabian German-speaking inhabitants of a speech island inside 
Romania, this study- has y-ielded four groupings of speakers. The greatest phonetic 
differences were found between the group averaging JO years old and a group averaging 
80. The middle ground was held by speakers averaging 55 years old. The performance ot 
a group averaging 1) years of age was most like that of the 80-year-old group. dere 
the conservational influence of the eldest members of the CO!IIlliUllity on the youngest 
in reinforcing a pattern of maintenance is evident. 

NUSHIRA EID, University of Minnesota [WED AFT: C) 

Extraposition, Relative Clause Extraposition, and Non-Cyclic Rule Application 

In this paper I propose a non-cyclic principle of rule application. Rules are checked for 
application with respect to a whole representation. They apply simultaneously whenever 
their structural descriptions are met unless the siMultaneous application of the rules 
yields a contradiction in which case they apply sequentially according to other univeraal 
principles o! rule application. A rule cannot be reconsidered for application to the sa.. 
part of a representation. I show that this principle can distinguish in a natural v~ 
between two types of situations: eases where an unacceptable structure can 'e made· accep. 
table by the application of some rule and cases where it cannot. In English.tor example. 
relativization cannot apply into sentential subjects or relative clauses as predicted by 
Ross's Island Constraints. (1)*The girl who that Bill loves is obvious,(2)*The girl vho 
the man who hit lett. The application of Extraposition to 1 yields a well-farmed struc
ture but that of Relativ~ Clause Extraposition to 2 does not.(J)The girl who it's obvious 
that Bill loves,(4)*The girl who the man l&ft who hit. Attempts have been .ade to distin
guish the two types of extrapositions either by arbitrary extrinsic ordering restrictions 
(Ross 1967) or by a non.global constraint !or 1 and J and a global one for 2 and 4. These 
do not, however, explain the difference. I will show that the facts follow frO!II the prin
ciples of rule application I propose and the analysis of relativisation by which relativ• 
clause structures are derived from underlying coordinations and which I assume here. 

RU'l'H L. ELLENBERGER, University of Minnesota [WED HORN: B) 

Sequential Aspects of American Sign Language Phonology 

The first phonological studies of American Si~n Language (ASL) (Stokoe, 
1960; Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg, 1965) analyzed signs as having 
simultaneous rather than sequential sub-lexical parts. This was taken to 
be a key difference between oral and .. nual language phonology and has not 
yet been seriously challenged. ASL eigne clearly do, however, involve 
sequences, at least on the phonetic level. Since any sign involves motion, 
some aspect of the initial atate of that sign must change during its 
production. The phonological status of such sequences needs to be studied. 

This paper presents arguments for analyzing certain signs in terms of 
sequential sub-parts. The motions of certain signs are shown to be 
profitably analyzable as the pre~ i ctable consequences of sequences of 
locations or hand shapes, although the conventional aaalysis treats the 
motions •s pr1 .. ry, making no aapltett reference to the sequences. Other 
motions are shown to be analyzable as sequ~nces of more basic motions. 
It is shown that ASL and spoken-lan~ag~ phonology aifter, not ~, the 
presence or absence of sequential structure, but by the type of eequantial 
structure involved and the extent of its use in making lexical distinction& 
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#JI H· EBLING, University of Leeds [WED HORN: B) 

~litY Description - The State of the Art 

This paper describes phoneticians' voice quality analyses of a sample of socially 
ted speakers. Ita purpose is (1) to e~am~n~ the state of the a~t.i~ auditory.voice 

r~s·cy description. (2) to assess the rel1ab1l1ty of the author's 1n1t1al analy111 of 
~1oeial differentiation of articulatory setting in Edinburgh and (3) to appraise the 
c~:lness of the descriptive system used in that analysis. 
" Four out of 13 Phonetics staff members at Edinburgh University agreed to use the 
.,tteD of voice qu~lity de~c~iption based on Abercrombi~ 1967h and

3 
p~opoaed .by1 Ld~v!r.l975 d scribe the vo1ce qual1t1e1 of 6 speakers repreaent1ng t e mAJor soc1a lVlllOOI 

~ t:e sample. Six phoneticians explicitly trained in the use of this system also 
- f ~ed these analyses. This procedure resembles Ladefoged's 1959 evaluation of 
Per o.~ . 
phOneticians' judgements of vowel qual1ty. 

Tbe trained judges specify more features than other judges. and there are many 
.I of agreement. The distribution of numerous judgements. especially of phonation •r• · 'ff · · f • l ' t f t d 'b d • e corresponds to the aoc1al d1 erent1at1on o vo1ce qua 1 y ea ures eacr1 e 1n t: ~riginal analysis of the Edinburgh sample. It is concluded that this deacriptive 

!ytteD can be effectively taught and used in the sociolinguistic description of speech. 

J08N B. EULENBERG & CAROL H. SCOTTON, Michigan State Universi ty { THURS IIORN: D] 

l#biJrJ [-VOICE] Becomes [+VOICE]: The Phonological competence of People Who Cannot Speak - Most every speech community includes persons who, though intellectually intact, are 
~ysically unable to speak because of conditions such as cerebral palsy and degenerative 
diseases of the neuromusculature. Recent advances in the technology of communication 
aids have brought intelligible speech to many who previously had no hope of speaking. 
AnUiber of computer-based speech prosthesis systems are currently being used on an 
pperimental basis, incorporating voice synthesizers as output devices . 

The authors are engaged in the design and implementation of a communication enhance
tent program serving non-vocal cerebral palsied students. For the first time in their 
lives, these students are encoding their thoughts in sound patterns which are intellig
ible and which are accepted as varieties in their speech community. 

The linguistic data provided by this project support the hypothesis that an abstract 
111ge of phonological patterns exists independent of physical embodiment. That is, the 
ewelopment and maintenance of phonological competence does not require the actual 
percise of speech organs . At least one class of congenitally speechless individuals 
gives evidence of abstract rules of phonetic interpretation when given control of a 
YOice synthesizer. They are able to encode phonetically distinctive patterns such as 
Intonation patterns. socially meaningful styles of speech, rhyming word pairs and 
linguistically relevant rhythms. 

ALICE FABER, University of Texas, Austin [FRI KORN: C) 

Distribution of Relative Clauses in Extemporaneous English Disoourse 

keenan and Comrie ("Noun Phrase Accessibility and Universal Gra11111ar," Ll 8, I; 1977) 
define their Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy in terms of cross-linguistic facts: 
for every position (S, 00, 10, etc.) on the AH, there are some languages that rela
tivlze down to that position and no further, and, if a language can relativize a 
given position on the hierarchy, It can relativlze all higher positions. If the In
tuit ion underlying the AH is correct, then It would be plausible to look for reflexes 
of it within any one language. This paper will document one such reflex for English. 
A study of all relative clauses in the first Carter-Ford Presidential debate and of 
limited portions of the White House transcripts (a total of 302 relative clauses) 
shows that, to a certain extent, the likelihood of a given NP's being relativized de
pends on its position on the AH: subjects are more likely to be relativized than are 
objects, and so on. The higher rate of occurrence of passive verbs in relati ve 
clauses than in main clauses or sentential complements suggests tha t English speakers 
use passivization as a device to increase the relativizabillty of object NP ' s , albeit 
to a lesser extent than do Malagasy speakers (Keenan and Comr ie, ~£1!, Append ix) . 
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RALPH W. FASOLD, GeorgetOWll Uni. vexsi ty 

The Amazing Replicability of a Sociolinguistic Pattern 

Studies of linguistic variation as it responds to social forces of the sort pioneered by 
bov are based on the premise that apparently chaotic variation is in fact organi:~;ed in 
tremely regular and replicable sociolinguistic patterns. The results so far have been 
impressive; Labov (e. g., 1966) and o~hers have shown that parallel patterns exist 
several variables in the speech of the same population, and the same variables (e. g., 
"!! _!!deletion") fall into the same patterns when studied in the spee~h of different P<>pu]a. 
tiona. It has not yet been shown that the same patterns can be rephcated when a single 
variable is studied in speech samples repeatedly drawn from the same population. tn 
this paper, the absence of the off-glide from English (ae] is analyzed from speech 
samples collected by sociolinguistics students from different sets of speakers in Wash. 
ington, D. c. over a period of years, using "rapid and anonymous interviewing". In 
spite of the fact that there are reasons why regularities might not have been obserlra.ble 
even if they existed (lack of uniformity in phonetic ability, judgements of age and social 
class had to be left to the interviewers), the patterns that emerged were amazingly regu. 
lar from sample to sample. In particular, glide absence was consistently found to be CO· 
related with class and race and not to be influenced by age and sex. 

CRAWFORD FEAGIN [THURS lfORN: C] 

Can't Anybody Know What Underlies Negative Inversion 

Labov (1968) has shown that Black English has 'negative inversion,' a syntactic fo~ 
in which declarative sentences have the appearance of questions. A clause-initial auxi
liary is negated, and the grammatical su~ject is indefinite and/or negated. The questioo 
here is the underlying form. Is it a flip form or is there a dummy preceding the negative 
verb which has been reduced? Labov has demonstrated that BE has both dummy-deletion and 
subject inversion. Fraser (1971 ms), using Labov's data, produced a solution baaed 
entirely on dummy deletion. 

My study of negative inversion is based on 61 spontaneous examples from 36 speakers 
of Southern White English--data which supports Labov's conclusion. Evidence for a flip 
mechanism includes a kind of negative concord in which a negative indefinite serves as ~ 
subject of the clause followed by the negative auxiliary, as in Nobody don't come along 
and tell you you have to move. Dummy deletion, where an initial there or l! is reduced 
then deleted, finds support from constructions in which a dummy precedes a verb Which i1 
neither a copula nor a 'copuloid' as in There didn't nobody live up there. The data wa1 
inspected for occurrence of the same verb in both negative inversion and in the construc
tions supporting either argument. The pattern which emerged was indecisive. 

CHARLES A, FERGUSON, Stanford University [WED HORN: B) 

'Low Level Phonetic Rules' as lfajor Characteristics of Phonological Systems 

In addition to constructing a general theory of language, linguistics has as a 
goal the improvement of means of characterizing particular languages, i.e. showing 
in a princ:lpled way how each language differs from all others, A 'major phono
logical characteristic' of a language is one which distinguishes it from other 
languages aad is pervasive, is acquired early, is heavily utilized in stylistic 
variation, and is a significant source of interference, Variation in voice onset 
time in English is shown to be a major characteristic, being acquired at ages 
1;5- 1;9 and used in such registers as 'baby talk' and 'foreigner talk'. Data 
on VOT and spirantization in Spanish are adduced for comparison. Structuralist, 
generative, and 'natural' phonologies are inadequate insofar as they omit or 
deemphasize those 1 subphonemic' or ' low level' phenomena which are major char
acteristics. Adequate descriptions of phonological systems should identify and 
give appropriate salience to such characteristics, 

[WED MORN: B] 

tual cues and Phonetic Features 
~~p 

~ic features used in linguistic descriptions are generally assumed to be based on 
~e perceptual correlates, although it is well known that not f!!'lery detectable cue 
•Was a linguistic function, Perceptual experiments have examined how SWedish and Ger
•.rl eakers discriminate between vowels, with the findiq that at least two cues are 
- •Pused. Discrimination of Swedish long-short vowel pairs, the pairing of which seems 
•aiJII e a linguistic function, is based primarily on length differences, while German t:a!:'J.as vowels, which do not seaa to be Ung&istically related, are best discriminated 
c the basis of quality differences. BowetVer, speakers of both languages uae both cues. 111 f t the non-d0111inant cue (quality far Swedish, length for German) can be shown to 
ID :e ;.,at important cue in the discrimination of at least one pair in each language, 
lie d chaDSe suggests that the perceptual cues speakers use will fluctuate, just as do 
::physical manifestations of phonemes. HowetVer, it appears that the linguistic rela-

iOGBbips between vowels need not determine the perceptual strategies used by speakers. 
:. _,8t there be a one-to-one relationship between linguistic features and perceptually 

11u 811t cues, at least not auditory ones, 

JANBT DEAN FODOR, University of Connecticut [THRUS HORN: D) 

parsing Transformed Sentences 

Ia ~mpllblieed but videl.7 read papen, V&Diler et al. have proposed a JDOdel of the h-.u 
~er, applied to the comprehension ot Jb«liah relative clauaea. The parser locates the 
, p' tro11 which the relaUviaad phrase vas JDOVed b;y IIK-Fronii.ng. Ita gap location 
,::tiDe ia ingenious but passive, ao that onl7 'doubtless' gape are detected (i. e. poai
tiou which IIWit ba filled in deep atructure}. MoDg IUD1' othen, sentences ( 1) - (3) 
4iaooDfil'll tiirB" prediction. ( A• doubtless gap; (~ • doubtful gap.) 

l1 ~ 'l'his is the book whfCh the laaCher read <~ to the children. 
2 this 1a the book whi 'Cii the teacher read. (A) to the children fro11 A. 
3 this is the book vhi\ih the teaCher spoke to the children about A. • 

Iatuiiivel.71 (1) with ih doubtful gap ia easier to parae thaD (2) vUh its doubUeee 
PP• (3) oontrols tor leDg'th and oo11.plexiv in (2). It is easier thaD (2), indica.U~~g 
illat the d.oubUul gap in (2) 1a detected and 'deco;ya' the parser. Doubtful gaps are 
OYerlooked onl7 in a special Ciaaa of exa.plea (including the notorious Dative questions 
di1ousecl b7 Lako1'1', Jackendotf and Cul.icover, Langendoen et al.) iJl which a phrase of 
\he aaae t:rpe as the 110ved phrase directl;y follows the gap. These are preciael.7 the 
ooaatructiona that would •ialead u actiTe and 110re linguisUcall7 aophiaticaiecl gap 
location routine. h active 110del o'f"1he parser thue offers an e:~~:plqation tor oon
lir&inta iD some languages which preclude juat this t7pe of sentence. 

GLENN FRANKENFIELD, University of Maine {FRI MORN: B) 

bard Adult Pronunciation 

While recent studies haTe described how the child slmplities the 
ldult phonological BJ&tem, little attention has been paid to how the 
child aakes the transition tro• an earlier to a later stage or approxi
aation to the adult aodel. This paper shows how Amahl Smith (Smith, i97J) 
aDd Jacob Hankaaer (Menn. 1976) make auoh transitions. 

Both children .ake lexically gradual transitions that depend on the 
poat-Tocalio consonants ot the adult worda. Por exaaple, Aaahl moTes from 
Production ot the initial sound in shave as [wJ to._.Rroduotion as 0.) 
betore a labial during Smith's stages 10-16, but[~] berore a velar, aa 
1n shake, does not appear until stage 19. SimilarlJ, Jacob, who at first 
avoided adult words lfith initial lablals or Telars, establishes [kj 
betore a following Telar, then before a lablal, and then before a coronal. 
Then he establishes (bj t1rst before a labial, then before a Telar, and 
t1nall7 before a coronal. Both children selectively avoid words on the 
bash ot their tlnal oonaonants, and thls avoidance is a runotion or the 
child's originai:""i"tr'ateu, e.g. avoidance or a final coronal aToids 
aas1m11ator1 reinforcement to Jacob's coronal-initial atrategJ, 
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LYN FRAZIER, University of Connecticut [THRUS HORN: 

Visual Perception of Sentences with Temporarily Ambiguous Clause Boundaries 

The model o~ sentence perception proposed by Fodor, Bever and Garrett 
{The PsYchologY o~ Lang~•· 1974) emphasizes the importance o~ gr&amatictl 
cUii s!gnai!lng Ciause oundariea. and suggests that aegmentation of a 
aentence into clauses precedes computation o~ the internal structure of 
those clauaea. However. this model has nothing to say about the many 
sentences in which clause boundaries are not explicitly marked. 

(la) and {2a) are intuitively more difficult to parae than (lb) and (2b) 
{la) While Mary waa mending the sock fell o~f her lap. 
(lb) While Mary waa mending the sock it fell off her lap. 
(2a) Without her contributions would be inadequate. 
(2b) Without her contributions fUnds would be inadequate. 

I argue that in such cases clauae boundary assignment does presuppose 
prior analysis of sub-clausal constituents, and that parsing is guided bl 
the strategy (which I call Late Closure)• When possible. attach incoaing 
constituents into the clause currently being parsed. A grammaticality 
judgment experiment using rapil aerial visual presentation confirms 
predictions derived from Late Cloaure. 

ALICE F. FREED, Montclair State Callege [WED AFT: C) 

The Aspect of Some Aspectual Complement Structures: begin, start, continue and cease 

In an earlier paper, it was claimed that the complement structures of Aspectual Verbs 
could be consistently classified as "events." This paper will illustrate that the aspect
ual nature of these complement structures is determined, in part, by the syntactic shape 
of the complement. An aspectual analysis of begin, ~. continue and cease as they oc- l 
cur with either to V or V-ing complement forms will be presented. 

The claim is that the to V complement form as it occurs with these aspectualizers has 
a generic reading. A generic reading of an event suggests a repetition (or a series) of 
the event in question, occurring at different moments throughout an unspecified period 
of time. In contrast, the V-i!Jg form has a durative reading which refers to the unspeci
fied d1lration of a single event. Events which name "accomplishments" are, however, con- l 
fusing. For these, the V-ing form creates an iterative reading, easily confused with a 
generic. The difference is that an iterative is a repetition of an event occurring dur-
ing a single time period as compared to a repetition of an event occurring at several 
different time periods. The examples below illustrate these points. 

1a. Wait for the signal. I'll tell you when. Okay. Start shooting. (durative/ iterat.) 
b. Wait for the signal. I'll tell you when. Okay.*Start to shoot. (inapprop. generic) 

2a. That never ceases to amaze me. (generic) 
b.*That never ceases amazing me. (inappropriate durative) 

ROBERT FREIDIN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

On Deriving the Cycle 

The purpose of this paper is to show that the Strict Cycle Con
dition (SCC). a commonly held theoretical primitive in Universal 
Grammar, need no longer be so viewed. The sec ensures bottom-to
top application of rules. It excludes derivations resulting in 
such crucial cases as 

[S[COMP who; ] [5did John know [5[COMP whatj][S t 1 saw tj]]]] 

*Who did John know what saw? (cf. Chomsky 1973) 
We note, however, that the relation between who and its trace (t.) 
violates the Tensed-S Condition (Chomsky 197~which is independ! 
ently mQtivated by facts of bound anaphora (Chomsky 1976)--e.g. 
*John; thinks that himself; is sick. There are seven other cases 
of violations of the sec involving NP and WH movements which are 
likewise accountable for via independently motivated conditions 
under trace theory. Thus the empirical effects of the SCC are 
completely derivative so that the sec need no longer be stipulat
ed as part of Universal Grammar. 

[WED AFT: C] 

fPNCAN B. GARDINER, University of Kentucky 

fl«' ASs!.llliPtions in the Analysis of Intonation -
[FRI AFT: B) 

TWO theoretical asSU~~~pt.i.Dn:.s are prevalent in intonation analysis: (1) Pitch complexes 
~tours, tone-units, etc.) are taken as semantic gestalts whose components (pitch-levels, 
accent, rhythm) are meaningless; (2) Pitch levels are assumed relative - the contour can 
be raised or lowered or an interval widened without cha.nge in meaning. This paper questions 
these assumptions. The contour-as-gestalt notion is doubtful since separate components can 
be sho~~t~ to ha.ve meaning/function - accent means ' highlighting 1 , marking comment v . topic, 
loW pitch at phrase end means 'finality'. The gestalt notion leads to a list (typically 

20 to 30 items long) of progressively less gestalt-like, l ess convi ncingly meaningful con
tours which are not opposed to one another in any structural system. The notion of rela
tivity of levels is suspect since individual speakers appear to have quite constant pitch 
levels in neutral speech (just as they have constant vowel formants), as shown in several 
recent studies. Music theory suggests a different model in which individual pit ches are 
analogous to morphemes; both music and intonation are broken into phrases by timing, 
phrase final pitches mean 'finality ' (low pitch in intonation, tonic cadence in music), 
higher pitches mean 'non-finality' (progressive cadence in music) . The tonic (low pitch) 
is the unmarked member of the series,opposed to the octave, fourth/ fifth, and t hi r d which 
are marked, respectively, as dialogue-level, utterance-level , and phrase-level . Those scale 
degrees are taken as having a wider range of realization t han in music. 

SUSAN GASS, Indiana University [WED HORN: C) 

A semantic Strategy for Relative Clause Formation 

The most comprehensive and successful universal analysis of relative clause form~tion 
(RCF) is that of Keenan and Comrie (1972,1977). They have proposed that RCF is subject 
to the s~celled Acces::::ibili ty Hierarchy (AH): SU.~ DO~IO~ OBL~ GEN~OCOMP 
In essence, thP.re is a univer&al constraint to the effect that if a relative clause can 
be formed with the anaphoric NP in t he constituent clause in grammatical relation g, then 
relative clauses can be formed from sentences with the anaphori c NP in t he constituent 
clause in ~11 higher grammatical relations. Thus, if i t is possible for the lower ana
phoric expression to serve as a direct object, it is also possible for i t to serve as a 
subject. This is clearly a syntactic constraint. In this paper I will demonstrate that 
a proper analysis of RCF in Bikol, a Philippine language of southern Luzon , is i mpossible 
without certain semantic consider~tions. 

First, it will be shown that the purely syntactic constraints on RCF i nvolve BOTH matrix 
and constituent clauses. Second, there is an additional, essentialy semantic RCF s t ratP.gy 
in Bikol . Furthermore, l will demons t r ate that a constraint based en i dentical semantie 
function is compatible with the view that t he fundamental basis of RCF strategies has 
to do w1th perceptual decoding. 

HARILYN G. GLENN, Georgetown University [FRI AFT: B} 

The Pragmatic Function of Intonation 

The purpose of this paper is to s how how intonation function s i~ die
course. Historic~lly, those who have studied intonation have tried to 
show that prosodic features or wholistio contours entail specific mean
inF-s. My evidence, however, shows t hat intonation contours funct i on as 
sie:nals for t he addressee to lll2ke an i mplicature in the Grioean sense. 
S~ecific contours allow t he speaker to s ugpest information that, for 
~rious rePsone he does not want to make explicit. Liberman and Sag 
(1974) describe a certa in contour as pragmatically based in that it is 
a~prouriPte just in case it is used on a contradict ion . Evidence shows 
that this a na l ysis is oversimplified. The contour a lso occurs on asser
tions, imperatives, promises, protests, denials, and rhetorical ques
tions. Its function is to signal to the addressee that some assumption 
held by the speaker, the ad~reRsee, or a third party is to be repudia
ted·, Contours are not tied to specific illocutionary acts, though they 
Rre constr~ined by t he felicity conditions of the acts. The contour in 
~uestion, for example, cannot be used on acts of agreement, advising, 
reminding, etc. because the implication it suegeste is incompatible 
with the felicity conditions of these acts. 
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JOHN R, GOLDBERG, University of Kansas [liED AFT: B} 

Question Formation in Friulian 

This paper examines the three methods of question formation in the 
Rivignano dialect of Friulian. Although the general format is well-known 
in Romance and other language families, there are modifications made to 
the third type of question. The first and second types present no pro
blems. Type one questions are SVO, with a,rising inflection differentiat
ing them from statements. Type two questions add a no e var? tag to the 
end of a statement. This is similar to the French n'est-ce pas? and 
Spanish lverdad? 'isn't it' tags. The type three questions are vso. How
ever, with the third person singular, the presence or absence of the 
subject changes the meaning. With plural subjects, there is an added 
question particle. This particle triggers certain phonological rules, 
such as final obstruent voicing and converting velar nasals to dentals. 

This paper furthers the study of a previously unstudied, non-standard 
dialect, as well as presents data from a lesser known Romance language. 
Evidence such as that presented helps to present a clearer picture of the 
overall development of the Romance family, as well as that of a dialect 
from the standard language. 

SUSAN OONZC, Iowa State University [FRI HORN: C) 

Narkedness and Rule Naturalness: Evidence from the History of English 

In ~ Pattern 2! English, (Ch. 9) Ch~sky and Halle introduced the notion 
of "linking rules", whose function was to allow complex, highly marked segments 
created by rule application to be automatically converted into simpler segments, 
A linking rule is considered simpler if it is linked to a marking convention, and 
that rule is also considered more natural or plausible if it produces an unmarked 
segment. It would seem reasonable to assume that the Chomsky·Halle notion of rule 
naturalness or plausibility should correspond to s~e notion of phonetic motivation, 
but this does not appear to be the case. In fact, linking rules which produce 
unmarked segments are neither phonetically motivated nor phonetically plausible. 
On the other hand, diachronic evidence from the history of English (e.g. palataliza
tion, velar softening, vowel raising and fronting) shows linking rules which are 
phonetically motivated produce marked segments. Diachronic evidence, suggests, 
in fact, that when a rule stabilizes and becomes less highly marked, it loses its 
naturalness. Generalizations about rule naturalness and the direction of change 
cannot, therefore, be captured within the current theory of markedness, which 
attempts to measure only the intrinsic complexity of segments without reference to 
their context. 

WILLIAM J. GREENBERG, San Diego State University [liED AFT: C) 

on the Logical Form of English singular Sentences 

In this paper, two types of philosophically problematic sentences have been selected 
for treatment. 

1 (a, b) The present King of France is bald. The present King of France is not bald. 
2 (a, b) The present King of France exists . The present King of France does not 

After a brief sketch of the semantical and metaphysical doctrines which find their expres· 
sion in Russell's theory of descriptions, the problems presented by sentences like (1-2) 
are canvassed, and the solutions offered by Russell and Strawson discussed in comparative 
detail. It is then shown that these accounts, divergent in many respects, nevertheless 
share a common ground : the logical subject of a singular sentence must, according to 
Russell, refer, and to Strawson, be used to refer, to a particular. This assumption ts 
shown to translate directly into Russell's claim that sentences like (1-2) are not gen
uinely of the subject-predicate form and Strawson's corresponding doctrine that the 
assertions which (1} can be used to make are, in the absence of a present King of France, 
nei ther true nor false. Finally, an alternative analysis is proposed that posits an 
inherently ambiguous singular term, which may refer to a property of a particular as well 
as to the particular itself. The analysis in question is shown to remove the logical-on~ 
logical rationale for either a Russellian distinction between logical and grammatical fo~ 
for singular sentences or a Strawsonian doctrine of truth-valueless singular assertions. 
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D· Griffen, southern Illinois University, Edwardsville [FRI AFT: B) 

In Welsh, thenormal stress distribution fora four-syllable word is / 2413/ , fora tri
S,)'llabicword /413~,and fora disyllabic .~«>rd/1~/ (compareT.A. Watkins,l961, Ieithyddiaeth, 
C)erdydd: Gwasg Pr1f~sgol Cymru; T.O. Gr1ff~n, 10 press , On phonological stress in Welsh, to 
1~r in the Bullet1n of the Board ofCelt1c Studies). In one productive process, however 
CliO syllab1es,merge, and the s~ress assignments mergewi~h them. For example, Cymraeg /kam~ 
ra:yg/ 'Welsh has stress ass1gned to ~h~ syllables mak1ng up the formatives on the under
lying level--the ro_ot / kam.ra : / (perta1mng to Welsh ) and t he suffix /&g/ (adjectivizing)-
yielding an under~y1ng /413/ .Pattern, but then a merger ru le comb1nes the suffix and second 
root vowels. Th1s results 1n a merger of stress, not reassigned phonetically . (On produc
tivity, see Bwrdd Gwybodau Celtaidd, 1942, Orgraff yr iaith Gymraeg, 2nd ed., Caerdydd: Gwasg 
Prifysgol Cymru.) 

On the other hand, another productive process (see D.M. Jones, 1949, The accent in Modern 
llelsh,BBCS13. 63-4}deletesasyllab~e. When this occurs,stress is reassigned phonetically . 
For example, tra~ddol /tra.ga.wl.eol / 'eternal' (/2413/) can be realized /tra.gwi,d~ l / 
with reassigned I stress. Moreover, one word can undergo both processes. 

The only way to handle these relationships in a generative model is by circumventing 
the noniterative rule convention, for neither a single appl ication nor a cycle can account 
for the data. Furthermore, syllabication must be recognized on the underlying level. 

A£1C8 ffYLAND GRUNDT, !lni versi ty of California, San Diego [FRI HORN: C) 

Jjat&chlfrfung in Low German: Language Change and Rule Change 

This paper will examine the relevance of rule ordering and rule change in 
accounting for Hiatsc~~:fung in the Low German dialect of Soest, Wes tphalia, 
a sound chan~e very s1m1lar to VerschUrfung in Faroese. The argument, based 
on reflexes 1n Soest Low German; Southwest Norwegian of Aurland Sogn· and 
iD Faroese, propos~s t~at VerschUrfung and HiatschUrfung developed as' are
sponse to the comb1~at1on of open syllable lengthening and lenis consonant 
loss: In S?est med1~l -d- was lost and HiatschUrfung occurs medial ly; in 
Faroese med1al and f1nal -d· and -g- were lost and VerschUrfung occurs medi
ally and finally; in Aurland no lenis consonants wer e l ost and no VerschUrf
ung occurs: Soest [luu} 'cow' (ltoy•J 'cows•, Faroese (ltrgv] ' cow' (brgva) 
'to dwell', Aurland [dor) 'to die' [graJa) 'te comb'. The motivation for 
VerschUrfung was to maintain a contrast between VCV units and VV-V units 
by str~cture exchange . This kind of innovative change cannot be predicted 
or mot1vated by.rule change or rule ordering in the generative sense since 
new. rules enter1ng. t~e grammar are not structurally (i.e. , phonetically) 
•ot1vated, The ut1l1ty of rule ordering and rule change to ac count for 
such lan~uage shifts is questioned since a synchronic analys i s withi n one 
dialect 1n terms of rules has no access to temporal organization of the 
speech stream. 

Ull IIABBR, Universi ty of Rochester [THURS HORN: C) 

A S!111tacti c Study of Language-Impaired Children 

Ihe few reports to be found in the literature on the syntactic systems of normal ver
.us linguistically impaired children differ; Morehead and Ingram (1973), Lenneberg, 
ltchols and Rosenberger (1964) and Lackner (1968) find similar linguistic development, 
Vbila Menyuk (1964), Lee (1966) and Vogel (1975) report dissimilar development. Crystal, 
lletcher and Garman (1976) suggest individual differences among impaired children, such ::! some children appear to develop along normal paths, others do not. This paper pre-

• data from a large sample of language impaired children on their use of transforma
tions (Question, Negative and Passive) and the structure and complexity of their Aux. My 
~se is (1) to achieve a clearer definition of language impairment; and (2) to con
~t the linguistic systems of impaired and normal children, The findings thus far 

cate a number of similarities and some dramatic differences between older and youn
pr children. All of the children use shorter forma, as was found by Morehead and In
~· The language of the older children differs distinctly from the system of normal 
~ts; younger children are heterogeneous in this respect. Some of the younger chil
"-1 are indistinguishable from normal children at an earlier age. This suggests that 
~ are language delayed rather than impaired and will with time be linguistically 

ltinguishable from normal children (Baber, 1977, Ingram, 1976), 
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ERIC P. HAJfP, University of Chicago {WED AFT: B} 

The Thematic Genitive Singular in Balto-Slavic 

The problem with the ending Slavic -~ • Lith. -£has long been recognized, although 
handbooks persist in superficially repeating an impossible equation with the Latin 
-od . Endzelins tackled the essential phonetics by suggesting a pre-form *=2:!t• with 
differential resolution of the vowel timbre; Stang updated the phonetic theory by 
rewriting this as *-oH2et. But both versions lack syntactic and ultimate semantic 
explanation. Moreover, Stang's claim is phonetically unsound, since Ruijgh has made 
it clear that *~ colored *£as well as *~ to [a]. Therefore we must abandon the 
equation with tne IE ablative. 

Since the IE thematic gen. sg. (*~ suffered from homophony with the nom. sg. 
(*-o-s), Balto-Slavic, like other IE dialects, must have innovated. It is proposed 
that the B-S solution was one of postposing in enclisis a particle (as with the well 
known IE *bh and *m cases) which otherwise appears preposed as a preposition or pre
verb. This-element~ established by the equation Baltic at(a-) 'from, away, again' • 
Slav. otl 'from' • Celtic ati- 'back, again,' was Hfjt• an old endingless loc. sg. 
Such a-reconstruction is syntactically and semantica y plausible and explanatory; 
it respects phonetics and dialectology. Moreover, it has the additional interest of 
showing, with this postposed particle in case function, a very early instance of 
bilingual contact pheno~na with the neighboring Finnic languages. 

ASHLEY J. HASTINGS, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee {FRI AFT: B} 

Should Grassman's Law Be Repealed? 

Sag (1974) argues forcefully that there is no way to solve the Grassman 's Law ordering 
paradox fn the grammar of Sanskrit, and that, folowing P!oini, the alternation of root
initial aspirates and non-aspirates should be accounted for by a regressive assimilation 
rule. The purpose of this paper is to ar~ue that an independently-motivated constraint 
(the "Survival Constraint," Hastings 1974) allows GL to be retained. The celebrated 
ordering paradox involves GL and the rule of Deaspiration. D must bleed GL in deriva
tions like bhudh +~a+ ti > bhotsyatf, but not in derivations like bhudh +a > 
buddha. While a nu er of rule revfsfons have been proposed to overcome the paradox, 
none has been successful, as Sag demonstrates in detail. However, the Survival Con
straint, which predicts bleeding application just in those cases where underlying 
sets of identical elements would otherwise be deleted without any surface trace, pro
vides for the correct interaction of D and GL without altering their customary formu
lations. This aspect of Sanskrit phonology is thus to be viewed, not as a paradox, but 
as a set of phonetically natural rules interacting in accordance with general linguistic 
principles. 

References: Hastings, 1974. Alternating patterns 1n phonology. LSA Annual Meeting, 
Sag, 1974. The Grassman's Law ordering pseudoparadox. LI 5:591-607. New York; 

BRIAN F. HEAD, Un.iversidade Estadual de campinas, Brazil [THURS HORN: C} 

Some Factors .in the Rest:ruct:uring of t:he Demonstrative system in Contemporary Portuguese 

Descriptions of Portuguese grammar traditionally present a system of 
demonstratives with three distinctions corresponding to the grammatical 
persons: 

este, esta, isto -- "this", lst person (near the speaker) 
esse, essa, lsso -- "that", 2nd person (near the addressee) 
aguele;-aQue~agullo -- "that", 3rd person (elsewhere) 

Surveys of contemporary usage in Brazil reveal that the three-term 
system is giving way to a binary one, in which the former distinction 
between este and esse (and corresponding related forms) is not used . 
The presenr-study-raintifies and describes several factors in this on
going change in the demonstrative system. Survey data are used to show 
the relationship of differences in usage to social factors, and other 
structural features are shown to favor or to parallel modification of 
the system of demonstratives in the contemporary language. 
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{WED AFT: D) 

-- ThiS study compares the use of obscene terms in various types of dis-
• oetry in Latin, medieval Romance and modern languages; verbal 

course~spsuch as jokes, duelling and toasts, and observed use in colloqui
routin age. It seeks to identify and describe relationships between the 
;~;~es o! obscenities and their occurrences in different discourse 
contexts. . di The study reveals distinctions between poetic and non-poet~c scourse 

the relation of context to the features of obscenities. Occurrences in 
in try tend to emphasize or reinforce some of t he general properties of 
poe enities such as special distribution in the syntagm and hyperbole 
(~~~ough superlatives, repetition and accumulation). Moreover, obscenities 
1 colloquial language tend to lose their literal meanings in favor of ex-
n ssive values related to taboo areas, while in poetry {except in tne 
pr~orted speech of literary personages), the l iteral meaning is often sus
reined and reinforced through the semantic homogeneity of the disco~rse 
~ntext. Such differences between corresponding obscenities in poet~c and 
~on-poetic discourse are amply documented in the present study by examples 
dr$wn from a wide range of sources. 

;nrFRBY HBATH, Harvard University 

JUltlfunct:.ionality of Subordinated Clause TUPeS 

SO.• difficulties in the study of uses of ~erious subordinated 
clause types can be resol~ed by recognizing (at least) two 
l.vels or functional contrasts : the ob~ious semantic/logical 
differences a•ang different types (e.g., relati~e clause vs. 
object-complement clause), and the less obvious differences 
..an9 them in their capabilities or axpressin9 various 
(co-}raferentisl relationships. In Oyirbal (Australia ) , for 
aKuple, .nat appear at first sight to be "relative" end 
•purposive" clauses, respectively, are often manipulated t o 
taka advantage of their reference-indicating proper t ies, so 
that their semantic/logical functions become blurred. In 
oertain cases the network of referential relationships requires 
the usa of the ~purposi~e" clause instead of en ordinary 
conjoined clause. 

rMNK HBNY, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Holland 

{FRI HORN: D] 

{WED AFT: C) 

A Model Theoret.ic Semantics for COmparatives within the Extended Standard Theory 

Recent work In the Extended Standard Theory (EST) and Montague Grammar converges to deepen 
lnslgh-and solve problems in the former area, using techniques developed in the latter. 
The crucial links can best be made in the lexicon. A model-theoretic analysis of the com
parative morpheme -er is given, with morphological (word-formation) and selectional/sub· 
~tegorial rules, ~well as redunancy rules exhibiti ng i ts relationships with such i n
trinsically comparative forms as rather, more , better. The syntax of the comparative, 
while based on that of Bresnan, i~ler;-ind~emant i cs has ad~antages over that of 
Davis and Hellan, which was designed to operate on a Bresnan syntax. Crucia ll y, de let ion 
rules are not used; yet Bresnan's arguments for a delet ion analysis are met. Among the 
examples analyzed are such sentences as: 

(a) Fewer of the men came to the party than of the women. 
(b) • Fewer of the men came to the party than of the women came to the party. 

In the widely accepted Bresnan analysis these derive from a s ingle source and an expl ana
tion is required of the non-applicability of Kuno's Incomplet e Subject Constra int to (b). 
A natural account of the difference between (a) and (b) follows from the present proposal, 
which also explains a number of other, superficiall y unrelated problematic comparat ive 
examples. The results, if widely extendable, will fo rce a re-appraisal of much recent 
WOrk within the EST arguing for yet "shallower" analyses of most construct ions . 
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ROBERT K. HERBERT, University of Calgary [WED lfORN: D) 

Rule Devolution in Phonology 

It is generally assumed that there is a one-way continuum of rule develo~nt 
which proceeds: phonetic ~phonological ~ morphophonological ~morphological. This 
view is .ade explicit in a number of publications, most recently in a lucid survey 
by Dressler (1977). In this paper, a possible counterexample to this view is 
examined, viz. the Nasal Mutation of Old Welsh, a morphophonological rule which 
develops in the 5-6th century and becomes fully phonological, affecting all NC sequences 
by the early 9th. Nasal Mutation involes the nasalization of a post-nasal oral 
consonant : N~ ~ N(N), N~ N(,)h (Jackson 1953) . Originally affecting only derived 
NC sequences in which N represents the final of a British proclitic or quasi
proclitic, the rule thus serves morphophonological marking functions. However, these 
functions are lost by the early 9th century when the rule affects derived and internal 
sequences similarly. A possible explanation for this course of development will be 
proposed, which addresses the general question of morphologization of one of competing 
phonetic processes as a variation-leveling standardization. It time permits, similar 
tendencies involving the Nasal Substitution currently exhibited in some Western 
Austronesian languages will also be examined. 

EARL H. HEIIRICK, Texas A&I University [THURS HORN: C) 

New Evidence Extending the Proper Domain of Linguistic Competence 

This paper argues that linguistic competence must include categorical alternations of 
all kinds, whether they are conditioned from inside or outside language . Many linguists, 
including Hymes, Labov, Halliday, and Sankoff, have claimed, for various reasons, that 
competence must include alternations which are extra-linguistically-conditioned, or 
probabilistic, or both. Chomsky and his immediate followers, however, have claimed that 
competence can include only categorical, intra-linguistically-conditioned alternations, 
since only such alternations can be stated explicitly by T-G rewrite rules. 

Stratificational network formulas, which are equal in explicitness to T-G rewrite 
rules, have heretofore been used only for stati~ categorical, intra-linguistically
conditioned a1 ternations. However, recent work (Herrick 1977) has devised stratifica
tional formulas which can state categorical, extra-linguistically-conditioned alternations 
with the same explicitness. The appearance of these formulas will be briefly summarized 
in this paper. Because there is now a system of explicit linguistic f omalism which is 
able to state all categorical alternations with equal explicitness, whether they are con
ditioned from inside or outside language, both kinds of categorical alternations should 
now be treated equally as parts of linguistic competence. 

REFERENCE: Herrick, E.M. 19'n. Extra-linguistic, Non-semological Conditioning of 
Categorical Alternation. Unpubl. Michigan State Umv. Ph. D. Dissertation. -

JULIA HERSCHENSOHN, COrnell University [WED AFT: C] 

On the Precyclicity of Verb Raising in French Factitive Constructions 

This paper will refute Kayne (1975) and Taraldsen (1976) and extend the argument of 
Aissen (1974) by showing that Verb Raising (FI) in French factitive constructions is p~ 
cyclic, that Clitic Placement (Cl-Pl) is cyclic, and that Reflexivization (se-Pl) is best 
treated as an interpretive rule of Coreference Marking ( CM) rather than as atransfonaa
tion. FI must be precyclic because at least four cyclic rules cannot precede it~ Tough 
Movement, Passive, SubJect to ObJect Raising and SubJect Raising (l-4). l)*Jean fera ~tre 
facile ll voir Anne. 'John will make Ann easy to see. 1 2)*Anne fera @tre bue cette eau 
par son chien. 'Ann will have this water drunk by her dog.' 3)*Jean a fait se croire Anne 
bl!te. 'John made Ann think herself stupid.' 4)*Son expression t r iste fait semhler sou!
frir Jean. ' His sad expression makes John seem to be suffering,' If coreference i s haD• 
dled by the semantic component 5) is excluded by making CM follow Cl-Pl. 5)*Je lui. en
leverai la petite amie de Jean.. 'I'll take John's girlfriend away from him,' CM ~f re
f'lexives and inalienables must1 apply cyclically (6, 7). 6)Anne. se. croit bl!te. 'Ann 
thinks herself stupid.' 7) Jean. semble avoir ma.l & la tl!tet- 11Jofin seems to have a bead
ache.' Cl-Pl then must be cyclia to follow CM. This analysis clarifies the precyclic 
nature or PI, and eliminates the need ror se-Pl by allowing Cl-Pl to apply cyclically to 
ref'l.exivee as well as to other pronouns. -
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HINDLE, University of Pennsylvania [WED HORN: D] 

aecent studies of linguistic change and variation have discovered some of the 
that govern the phonetic direction and social location of phonological 

raising the question what factors determine whether a particular word will be 
less advanced in the direction of change. This study of speech situation and 

tic change is based on the conversations of one female speaker of the Philadelphia 
t recorded in a wide variety of everyday situations, An analysis of vowel formant 

shows considerable variation within each phoneme, Duration, stress, and 
tic conditioning account for much of the variation, but there remains a residue show

attuational conditioning. A striking example of the influence of situation is the 
overall shift to higher first formant frequencies when the addressee is a male superior 
lD the office setting, indicating a general adjustment of the vocal tract in a direction 
.. re ~haracteristic of women. In other cases, the situational effect is more closely 
tied to the Philadelphia system, For the upgliding vowel phonemes, the nuclei of differ
ant tokens of the same word cluster along a line defining the direction of change in the 
~nity, with the tokens farthest advanced in the direction of change occurring ln the 
..,t peer-oriented situations. 

These results will clarify some of the fundamental mechanisms of linguistic change, 
and particularly the leading position of women. 

JNfES E. HOARD, university of oregon {THURS HORN: B] 

on Simple and Complex Segments 

According to a number of recent propoeals, many phonological segments ~uet be considered 
c.-piex, i.e. to have internal sequential structure (Hoard. 1967, 1971, H. Anderson 1972, 
CUpbell 1974, s. Anderson 1976, Sasse 1976). Much of the hesitanc;:r and tentatinnese in 
tile propoeals stems from inadequate hypotheses and defini tiona for "si111ple" and "complex" 
.. pent.. Tvo proposals are fon.ulated and dillcuesed here: (1) the articulatoey bypothe
m.- any segment produced by a Billlultaneous set of artieulatoey gestures is simple; (2) 
tile perceptJ:&l hypothesis-- any segment percehed to be a homogeneous nent is s~mple. 
11J14er (1) t , t', c! are simple segments, but under (2) they are complex. E.g. t is aim
ple under Tl) •-since the tir pressure neeeesaey for aspiration is built up during the 
.top phase. Under (2), ! is complex, since aspiration follows the stop phase as a per
ceind event. As a test of the hypotheses 1 t is proposed that only complex sounds vill 
~ a~etry ( directional preferences) in phonological processes. E.g. affricates, 
ca.plex under both (1) and (2), show as;ymmetey in English, Puget Salish, Quileute, and a 
aa.ber of other languages. &t where (1) and (2) make different claims, the evidence 
atrongl;:r favors (1), the articulatory hypothesis. E.g. in Quileute and Gitkean a glottal 
atop is inserted ~ a glottalized consonant, while in Nez Perce l.aeyngealization fol
lows a glottalized consonant, I,e, glottalized consonants show no directional a&y~~~~~etey 
tii"Phonological processes and, thus, need not be considered to have internal structure. 

GARY HOLLAND, University of california, Berkele!l [WED AFT: B] 

•ckernagel ' s Law and Word Order Change in Early IE Languages 

Vackerna~el's Law (WL) states that enclitic pronouns (inter alia) in IE 
La~u~es occupy second position in the sentence, after-the first tonic 
element. WL has persisted throu~h word order cha~e in most of the early 
IB l~~es, so that when infinitives came to be placed after their mat
rlr verbs, their pronominal subjects and objects were not shifted with 
them, Thus, as ~ainst Hittite apas-ma-mu harkanna ••• sanabta 'but he 
IO~ht to destroy me' (Friedrich 1960al4J) Old Indio has tAt pasnv eva 
~ pari dadati guptyai 'thus he 2ives him the animals to ~uard (Del
bTack 1888•25) and Mycenaean da-mo-rte-ml pa-si ko-to-na-o ke-ke-me-na-o 
f,-na-to e-ke-e 'but the vill~e savs he hol1s the lease of communal ~lots• 
Ventris and Chadwick 1973•25j). Sentences of this type provide a more 

solid basis for the reanalysis of word order type than do those with con
lo1ned NP's or NP and modifier frami~ the verb, e.~. Old Indic phenam 
~xant1 bahulamS ~ bindun 'they hurl foam and abundant drops' (Gonda 1959• 
5), since the latter can always be analysed as SOV followed by an •ampli

fication' (fi onda 1959), while those with inf1n1 tives cannot, in spite of 
the surface similarity. Both ty~es often appear to have the inflected 
•erb in WL position. 
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HO
I), university of Southern California 

JOHN Y. 
·on in CiUnese: ~ard a Relational Analysis 

Passiviza~ 

[WED HORN: CJ 

thil paper I fint examine the behavior of goal locative NPs (Gruber, 
In !n Chinese under four direct object aenaitive rules: ~sive, ~ 

1965, 1967) rmation, Object Prepoaing, and Cleft Sentence Formation and shaw goal 
sentence F~s in Chinese behave like direct objects. Second, I show that the 
locative N ton of goal locative NPa in Chinese can be accounted for by poatulatinq 
paaaivi~ng two rules of advancement (Perlmutter and ~tal, 1974): (1) a qoal 
the foll P iS pr<li!IOted to a direc:t object, and (ii) the promoted direct object 
locative N into a subject. cne major advantage of the proposed solution. is that 
is turned 

1 
the generalization that Passive in Chinese ia limited to direc:t 

it capture ~thermore, followinq Keenan--comrle Accesaibility Hiererchy (Keenan 
objecta.i 1977), the present analysis can also explain the objectivization of 
and cocnr el~ NPa in Chinese via ~ Sentence Formation, Object Prepoaing, or 
goal loc•~ nee Formation as the intermediate atagea moving the NPa whieh are not 
cleft sen e to passive up the hierarchy, so that they can undergo Passive as shown 
acceaai;1~1QWing relation-changing chain: 
in the 0ti~ ~ Direct Object ~ SW:Iject. 
Goal LOCB 

LIHAli University of Minnesota 
KATHLEEN .fi()O ' 

·-'latorY and Non-Assimilatory Phonological Rules 
On ASS~"""-=---

{THURS HORN: B) 

h been proposed (by Lightner and others) that final devoicing (e.g., 
It al involves assimilation of obstruents to the negative value for the 

in German 'ce of a following word boundary. This paper argues against attri
fea~ure vo~ental features to word boundaries by showing that the type of argu
butrng s~gbY Lightner can also be used to argue for attributing other segmental 
ment use such as place of articulation features, to word boundaries, which 
features, the unlikely conclusion that different dialects of the same language 
leads t~ nish) differ in the place of articulation of their word boundaries. 
(e.g., P~t is argued that assimilatory rules (e.g, , nasal assimilation In 
Furt~er, icwel harmony in Finnish) differ from non-assimilatory rules (e.g., 
Spanish, vl formation in Spanish, vowel tensing in English) in that the former 
velar n~s~in and across the boundaries of smaller phonological units, such as 
apply Wit before they apply across those of larger phonological units, such 
syllables,while the latter apply at boundaries of larger units before they 
as words, thOSe of smaller ones. Under this characterization of assimilatory 
apply at similatory rules, final devoicing is seen to be a non-assimilatory 
and non·~Sal rule, thus providing additional support for the claim that seg
phono109fi'tures should not be assigned to word boundaries. 
menta 1 ea 

mr/IJ{G1 Fu Jen University, Taiwan 
JAHES c. IIV< 

• D reicle Movement 
~1nst "~ 

[FRI MORN: C] 

we propose to derive (1) He put on the hat from (2) He put the hat on 
0rJIIi.ng HEAVIER NP SHIFT on (2) to move the hat rightward. The claim 

by perf made that there is no need to assume PARTICLE MOVEMENT, either in 
is thu~itional form or in that proposed by Edmonds (19?2). Edmonds has 
its trthat particles are best treated as intransitive prepositions follow~ 
sh~t Np•s in underlying structure and that (l) is best derived from (2), 
obJeC e other way round. But his PARTICLE MOVEMENT, which moves on in (2) 
no;t t~ is as ad hoc as the traditional rule, which moves on in \1} right. 
lerdw M~reover, the need for the conditions on either form 01 the rule in 
wa • of ctpronounJ and ucomplexJ, is not explained, while in our analysis 
terms uns and complex NP's are seen as occupying certain positions along the 
prono of •NP weight• in our use of the term. on the other hand, HEAVIER NP 
sc~~ which subsumes Ross' COMPLEX NP SHIFT, offers functional explanation. 
SH 'alysis renders unnecessary the category PRT and the rule PARTICLE 
our anN1' and also generalizes COMPLEX NP SHIFT, etc. In addition, the par
MO~ m'between some syntactic phenomena shown by sentences without par
a~l~l 8~ those exhibited by sentences with them can be explained straight. 
i~~:dlY onlY by conditions governing the application of HEAVIER NP SHIPT. 
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papers by Cathey and Demers, particularly their "On establishing linguistic univer-
52.611-630, 1976), have incorporated an analysis of Old Icelandic (01) 

\.!:!~~=-•ch purely phonetically conditioned rules of 1-umlaut and u-umlaut are cru-
not onlY to the analysis itself, but to the theoretical-implications-the authors draw 
that analysis . The present paper will show that the historical umlaut processes had 

heavilY morphologized by the time of literary 01, and that all arguments based on 
nufng strictly phonological character of these rules are therefore unfounded. 
cally, !-umlaut had the effect of fronting a stressed vowel whenever i or j 

:..-.ar~w in the next syllable . Cathey and Demers impute a rule of just this form to lTter
as well, despite the existence of countless superficial counter-examples . But apart 

1 very few clearly exceptional forms, alternations support only an i-umlaut rule whose 
lfcation is restricted to just four morpho-syntactic classes: verbs Tn the preterite 

:::Junctive, J-thematic verbs in the non-preterite, adjectives with a consonant-initial 
CIIPirative suffix, and athematic feminine or plural ~-stem nouns. Historical u-umlaut 

tfnues to round ~ to ~ before u in the next syllable even in literary~. but its 
:::licatfon is also morphologically induced, viz. a+~ in all feminines, plurals, and 
u-steiS not followed by a vocalic suffix. All 01 ~aut alternations are covered by these 
ifrphologizations, which fn turn obviate the abstractions proposed by Cathey and Demers. 

azCBAJW DAVID JANDA, University of california, Los Angeles [THURS MORN: B] 

•!1p!ide-DOWll" Phonology: Regenerative or Degenerative? 

In ••upside-Down' Phonolo~ (L~~:. 5J.lal-20), Leben & Robinson (1977) propose that 
:a.ncal representations are not' morp!ie!Dis with underlying segMnts Out rather words in 
Ullir surtace-phonetio ieolation !oru, while P-rules, iriatoad o! deriving pronunciations. 
IDD1J iD rever .. order and with reverse effects to 1 undo1 the concrete lexical repreaen
\&Uims of pairs o! words. making them more and mora abstract until they can be correctly 
~ by morphological ru1ea. These provisions, along with tho convention that applica
llGD of a rule 18 olockedliif undoing it would not increase the compatibility of forma A 
IDd B with respect to Word-Formation Rule R1 (p. 2}. can thua accoUDt for spaalcers1 iDtu
lUGU that certain words are .,~bologically relat-ed vhUe at tbe same ti.llil avoiding 
~le.s vith the abstractness ot underlying segMents and boundaries. the Rexceptianali~ or .onoaorpheaic and non-alternating words with regard to certain P-rules, and rule or~ 
ID&• However. these clear~ desirable results and cjst.rainta &n~ bought at a high cost. 

It will be shONft that U~ide-DownR Phonology1 1) necesaari;ly and exclusivelY con
tuM glot>al •peeking~ rules since the above convent on requires P-rules to refer to 
U.ir own outtput before apcl.v ~~:. which is ~ruivalent to aopl.Yina: a rule, checkin~~: ita 
oat~t, and Mn, if C9IJIP&tib l~y with &{\ot er rorm is no't increased Ulidoing th5 •un-= rule and "Qroceecling to the next Ql)a}, 2} auti'ell tro~ 1ndeto~aw in •undo in~ 

iD rult~f or contextual neut{al1zat1PQ ( .g. the uncation o! more tban one vowpi 
q it1»• . lJ is unable to rela ~ direc'~<q. re~ aJ. omorp~ ~ ;a gular and 1rre@U' 

llinroruaents e.g. Yawel.mani vowel-harmoniZed aorist sut'!ixea)A 4) Jiust also •undo• IIICII'--

~!OI!O~..Suctfvein,g~!Fo~~t~~.~H:! ~ ~f1~r:8!if!...~ • ~gpr_g~!~ ~~!:-or 
tobui1d into the morPhOlogical rUles ru p.r\i1es with morP\iOiog cu anV'irOM&ntso 

JAY H. JASANOFF, Harvard Uni versi t.y [WED AFT: B] 

fils Aorist and Imperfect in Classical Armenian 

!rmenian has two preterites. The ~aorist~ (ct. beri 'I carried•, 2 sg. 
~. 3 sg. eber, etc.} is clearly baaed on the IB thematic aorist and im
i8iTe'ct, altbO\iih its endings are partly obscure. The ~imperfect• (ct. 
~ 'I wae carr,ying', 2 eg. bereir, 3 eg. ber~r, etc.} appeare to be a 
~1 new creation$ only the ' sg. in -~r, which originally belonged to a 
41fferent formation, can be given a plausible IB etymology. 

It bas long been suspected that the remaining imperfect forme are based 
on the imperfect ot the copula, and that lere1, -nr., etc. were created to 

•r carry' on the model ot!! 'I vas , eir, etC. beside 1m '1 am•. The 
t the copula cannot continue anr inherited sequence, but probably re-

cta the addition ot the augment~- to earlier monosyllabi~ *i 'I vae•, 

:e, etc. These forma immediately invite comparison with Gk • .;.,_ ~&.,. • etc.: 
ltaelt is probably a morphological replacement ot •tan < ~. while ·~ 

owe the regular wbstitution ot •-4 (probably< *4Ul.l tor*-</>(<*-,!) as a 
2 '«· deeinence. Apart from triggering the creationO? berei, -eir, etc •• 
the new disyllabic torms--at tirat simply preterital rather than specitic
~17 •imperfect~ in value--were also utiliEed to provide new endings tor the 
"nee which later was to become the aorist. 
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JOAN CASPER lCARR, Harvard university (liED NORN: C) 

Nisooded Syntactic Subjects 

A hterarcny of properties characterizing the term subject has been proposed by Keenan 
Keenan's hierarchical nypothesis predicts that any constituent evincing stipulated ' 
subject-like "control" (ie. syntactic) properties must also display all of the "codin • 
properties, such as case marking, which characterize subjects. Sinhala contains sent~ 
ences with dative "subjects" whkh falsify this prediction by displaying the "control • 
but not the "coding" properties stipulated by Keenan . It appears that the Keenan ' 
hypothesis, which is otherwise appealing and widely applicable, requires adjustment to 
bring it into line with this data. 
Control properties demonstrated by datfve "subjects" in Sinhala include control of equf 
coordination reduction, and certain forms of reflexfvization. There appears to be no ' 
"control" property of the subject in Sinhala which these datives lack. Gair has eluc
idated the semantic features of these sentences with numerous examples. In general, 
the dative "logical subject" is not felt to be acting volitionally. This is shown, for 
instance, by the fact that such sentences generally are not susceptible of transforma. 
tion to the imperative, even though an imperative with similar semantic content can be 
formed from a related nominative·subject sentence. When a finite verb is present with 
the dative "subject," it is generally in the passive. In general, these sentences see. 
to be neutral as regards the semantic properties included in Keenan's hierarchy. 

FRJINCES KAR'rTUNEN, University of 'rex as, Austin & 
R. JOE CAMPBELL, university of 'rexas, San Antonio 

'rhe Deve.lopnent of Inani~~~ate Plural Hazking in Postoonquest Nahuatl 

(liED lfORN: D} 

At the beginning of the 16th century, except in certain metaphorical constructions, 
Nahuatl attached plural suffixes only to animate nouns. Contact with Spanish from 
the end of the first quarter of the 16th century brought about the creation of two 
sets of "new plurals". The set of Spanish loan nouns went through an initial per iod 
of double plural marking with both a Spanish and a Nahuatl plural suffix attached to 
the stem. In this class no distinction was made between animates and inanimates. Soon 
it grew overwhelmingly large and dropped the use of Nahuatl plurals and also Nahuatl 
singular absolutive suffixes . The other set was created by extension of plural mark
ing to native Nahuatl inanimates on the Spanish model. Supported by colonial 
documentary evidence and transcriptions of modern speech. this paper traces the 
details of the historical development of the new plurals and the state of inanimate 
plurals in several dialects of Nahuatl as spoken today. 

JOEL T. KA'rZ 1 Stanford University {FRI MORN: B] 

Comp!lZ'abilitg of Jforpheme Acquisition Order in Child Firs t-LangUage (Ll) and 
Second-Language {L2) Acquisition 

Because of coding and scoring inconsistencies, Cancino's hypothesis 
(1976) about the locus of Ll transfer is not supported, L2 learners from 
the same Ll do n£! show significantly correlated acquisition orders. In 
addition, longitudinal data from two Israeli children learning English L2 
show that the Israeli rank orders correlate significantly with those found 
by Brown (1973) for English Ll learners, contrary to the Ll-L2 dichotomy 
reported in other studies, 

Transfer may still manifest itself at another level of analysis' mor· 
pheme-pairwise predictions based on whether the English morpheme's semantic 
content is overtly expressed in the Ll. This accounts for the data from one 
Israeli child but not the other. Further factors affecting the children's 
acquisition orders are1 degree of allomorphy, phonological salience, NP
vs. VP-relatedness of the morpheme, and cumulative semantic complexity. 

Some researchers do not a priori assume homogeneity in L2 morpheme 
acquisition behavior across different Ll backgrounds, The present longi
tudinal study of two native Hebrew-speakers shows that due to individual 
differences in language acquisition strategies, one should not even ass~ 
homogeneity within L2 learners from the ~ Ll background, 
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on whether the analytic devices of vacuous application and the free-ride 
are used, tour different formulations are possible tor the Common Slavic 

aa5~··•••ating t and d before the infin, suffix -ti: met-u, mes-ti; ved-u, 
nes:'ti; vez-u, ~· 1) the SD of the rU'ieiiiay '""'i)8"'Testz:IC"t'itd to 
segments or 2) vacuously extended to s and z, }) the SC may speci!y 

e] or not (4), If the latter option is chosen,-/ved-ti/ becomes /vez-ti/, 
s is converted to ! by the independently needed voicing assimilation rule 

taherited from IE. The historical loss of the voicing assimilation rule in Ukrai
aiaD gives !!!:!! from /vez-ti/, but ~from /ved-ti/. The Ukrainian data can 
be accounted for only by assuming first that ! and a vere converted directly to 

8 
1D co.-on Slavic without recourse to a free-ride, and second that assibilation 

was not vacuously extended to ~ and ~· These data thus provide corpus-external 
evidence bearing on the validity of these analytic devices. It is also of note 
tbAt tbe correct analysis in CS vas the one employing the most feature specifi
c•tions in the assibilation rule, providing further support for the contention 
tbat economy of features per se is not a relevant factor in the construction of 
aa evaluation metric, 

SARA E. KIJIBALL, University of Pennsylvania {WED AFT: B] 

fJJe origin and Develoj?Jllent of Greek {Ionic) Iterative Preterits 

Gk. has verbs, known as Ionic iterative preterits, formed wi th the suffix ·GKt/o 
and secondary endings, added to aorist or imperfect stems (eg. +Oyt-GK£ "he would 
always flee" ; +t0Yt·GKt "hecillwjys fled"). But IE ·Ske/o originally occured wfth 
the zero-grade root (eg . •n·s'Ke/o- "go"). No one has satisfactorily explained 
this change. According to Kury~owicz (1964), IE -s~e/o was replaced by ·tGK after 
consonants. This does not accord with examples such as ).0£-0K£ "he always looseeed" 
(the~~atic stem ).ut-). Schvyzer (1939) and Chantraine (1958)" merely point out 
parallels between the Gk. forms and Hitt. iterative·durative verbs in (e·)ski/a. 

The origin of the Gk. -£ before the suffix lies in an analogical extension of the 
stem·final ·t vhich shovs up regularly in iterative preterits derived from the 
thematized stems of old .tthematic verbs in root·final ·£ < *-hl (eg. B6:).t·OK£ "he 
always called" stem~ *t'jht·), ' Analogically, IE CiJf· roots + CVRV•in Gk. In pre
epic, iterative preterits were formed: aor. stem + -aKt/o + secondary endings, 
giving eg. B6At·GK£; *+VY·GK£. Verbs in -£ < *·h1 were thematized. Then, 
analogical pressure from verbs of the BaAtOK£ type forced a change in the derivation 
to that of epic. Forms with imperfect stems before ·GKt/o (eg , +tOyt·OKt) were 
then made on analogy to those derived from aorist stems. 

ALBXAN~E KIHENYI, California State University, Sacramento [FRI MORN: C] 

A Note on Dahl 's Law 

tbil paper shows that Dahl'• lav, aa noted in Kilii,Yarvanda, is a voice 
~~i~lation rule because it affecta all voiceless atop consona~f prefixea 
that occur before stema starting with voiceless consonants. This rule doesn't 
affect coneonants that end in long vovela, Two explanationa 1 one phonetic and 
the other functional are offered. In some other eases, the rule doesn't take 
place if so11e other rules are involved1 due obviously to rule ordering that 
datroya ita structural description, It ia observed also~t in very fev ~aea 1 
the rule applies to final conaonanta of the stem if the suffix haa a voicelese 
couooant, It is argued1 that in these instances1 however, the rule has been 
lexicalized, 
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PAUL XIPARSKY, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

~ini as a Variationist 

[FRI HORN: D) 

To urll: a rule as optioul., Plflni usee eaeh ot the words li, !ibbA!!, aad. !!\l!t&ra 
about a lluadrsd ttael. Tbe tred.ttlon troa earlle1t t1au has eoRaldered. thea to be ·~~ 
TDOUs. Cloaer ln•eatlgatlon ra•eala a a;reteutie aeaaiag ditterence bet ... a thea Yil 
reepectl•el.T 1uauallr1 , 'rarel11 , &ali 1 eoaetiaea 1 (or 1prsrerabl.T1 , u1'11Mll¥', 'aad ;opt. 
lonal.l;r'). Tbie agrees With tbe noa-teclmieal u1e ot the word8 la laaekr1t and/or wU.It. 
their et7110log:r, and explaiae a re.nge or otherwlae •eeai~~&l.T pointle.. coapl.icat1ou ot 
rule a and other reaturea or the 171tea. 'l'be pr1ac1pal eYldeaee tor till a MW laterpret&ti• 
howenr, coaea troa a eoapreheaeln coaperleon ot P~il'li '• option&! ru1 .. WitA &etU&l --, 
u11age ln Se.n1kr1t literature. We t1ad. that opt1on1 introduced b;r P~1a1 Witkll are 1a 
gallerll aore frequent tllaa the eltel'llatlvea, &ad taat optlou introdueed b;r Jllp.W Wita 
•lbhta! are in general leu frequent tllaa the alternatives. the agreeunt na f01U1cl to be 
nearl:r coaplete 1n the ea1e ot the apeclfieall:r fedic ru1.. eheoltecl aga1Mt tke extaat 
Vedic worka, and 1ll tae cue or the otber rules where u.e7 could be eaeckeli agalut tu 
contnporlr"T l1 terature, in particular Plfi.l\11 1 OWil usage in the Af~'ldAI¥171• 11\k later 
elaaaical lansll:rtt, the agreeaent is leas, but et1ll tar greater tkaa what could arlee -, 
c-.nce. OUr finding~ ailed aew light on the atructure ot PID1a11 a greaaar aad oa tka .,.L
utton or 8anskr1t. 'l'he7 al1o heve 1apl1cationa tor the aaaesaaeat ot IitJi:rana'a aad 
PatalJali11 position in the Sanakrlt graaaatlcal tradition. 

JARED s. KLBIN, University of Georgia (WED AFT: B) 

On the TWofold origin of Rigvedic tu 

The particle tu appears 46 different times in the Rigveda, aost charact«rletlcall:r 
in emphatic value With second person singular iaparatlve verbe (2.5x). 'nle frequency or 
ita occurrence With these foras seems to support the generally held view that tu is of 
un1 t&ry etymological origin and represents the 'tare atea of the second ,P«rSOn singular 
pronoun (cf. Cithlc Avestan til), 11h1cl} appears extended in Sanskrit tvaa. 

Ov~r 2.$% of the tiae, however, tu appears in 1ndlca.tlve chuaes:--Gra.aiSII&Dft tr&na
lates .E! varlously ln these cases as ...,..abex', soniern, vielaehr, beaondera, doch'. Close 
8XBIIllna.t1on rev~s _ tha. t, these ~~e ~ tho~t excepti~n con~n ~oref~ntl&l sequences, 
~.g. VIII.51.4 :yasma arkai aapt&afr~ anr<:~ ... 7!:! tv laa v!sva bbuvaninl clkradat 
~ llhom they have s~ the eeven-headed 80116 • • • that one caused all these creations to 

bello'N':-1.69.8 tat tu te d&ilso ~&han ... 'Tha$ 1'8'thY'Womera that thou hast wtten 
•••• ' !loreover, in none of the pa.s~S&gt~s where tu appears with s.coiid Ptii=8on si~a
pera~lves do such sequences occur, Ve thus observe two totally imepenient emploJ11enta 
of tu, and these can be correlated with a. twofold etyaological origin ot the particle. 
Besides represent1116 the unextended second person singular pronoun, tu &lao e~~bodiea an 
old de1ct1c particle built to~ in the saae va.y that t&- 1s built to a- (*e/o-). In ad
dition to accounting for its ,seconi eaployaent, this etyaology also eipl&1ns the fact that 
the coreferential usage of .E! ls identical to the original employaent of ~ in the Rigveda. 

WILLIAM H. KLBHME, Cornell University [WED AFT: B) 

Romance Reflexive Constructions and the Latin Passive 

The purpos e of t his paper is to present historical evi dence in support of t he concept 
of t he surrogate subject phenomenon ( Langacker 1974) and its r el evance to the analysis of 
Romance reflexive constructions . The semantic connect ion between the deponent verbs of 
Latin and t he obligatory reflexives of Romance is already doc1mented. A synchroni c mani
festati on i s found in a fev ver bs of Latin which behave a s either deponent ver bs or as 
acti ve verbs us ing a reflexive pronoun . As Latin evol ves into Romance , many of t he -sco 
verbs are al so displaced by non-!££ verbs us ing a reflexi ve construction or a refl exive 
co~s~ruct ion ~s used to fur~her r e-enfor ce · !££verbs r emaining i n the l~guage. The 
or1g1n_ of Lat1~ ·!££ verbs 1s t r a:ed to Proto-Indo-European - sk-, vhi ch displays vari ous 
semant 1c funct1ons . The par a lell1sm between t he semant ics of t he - sk- affix and the Rom
ance r eflexive constructions i s discussed. The r eplacement of mi ddl e voice i nflections 
by : eflexi ve const r uctions in Nev Testament Greek is compared wi th the r eplacement of 
Lat1n deponents by reflexives in Romance , suggest i ng the univer sali ty of the exchange of 
passive or middle voice with refl exives, at l east for Indo- European . The presence of an 
i mpersona l passi ve i n Latin i s used as evidence i n support of t he anal ysi s of t he i mper• 
sonal r efl exi ve of some Romance l anguages in terms of t he surrogate subj ect phenomenon. 
Further synchronic evidence f or t he s urrogate sub ject phenomenon is di splayed by modern 
German , which has both an impersonal passive and an imper sonal r e fl exive . 
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rent interest to theor l.:s o f s~ntence ,erception i s t he questi on 
c:r avtono11 Y of syntar; t ic anal ys i s by the listener : are decisions 
t 1e svn"tac ti.c !:' t r L<ctur e made wi thOIA t r cf";ii:C'd to semant ic information, 

th~re an ;.nteraction between synt actic and sernan tic de cisi on-
·rhe l'CS L~l to:> of a s~,;.·i es of t ests us in~ a word recognition 

c l earl y S '.l"opor"t t he .i.nt eractionist position , a s well a s provide 
tl">e mechanis:!IS used i n process in!~ :nttl ti-clauae sentences . The 

experi:nent.s 5.nv olved mate r i al consis tin,~ of two-clause s entences. 
inata in str ucture , a ll of which conta i ned ~~ as the conjunc tion , 

which varied with respect to a semantic fac tor (the r ela t i ons between 
events in the- tv.-o conj un cts --either t e:aporal, causal , or "neutra l ") 
a ~yntac ti.c cm.c ( the positi on of a tar get word relativ~ to t he ma jor 

~ •se boundary}. :lcs1Jnnse l atenc i es, averag~d over 72 subJe ctr.; , for 
cla~I.Jliz.inrr the tar,~ e t wo.-·d in l:-J ~se sentenc"'s l':(f~ ~ si 'i:n\ficantly nl tered 
recthe syntactic va~· iati.on, but onl y f or the se:,1 t>.nt ico.lly neutral sen
;yncc stri n !t: . ',· Jw~;e! rt!F;ults are expl ain ed i n ter:r.s of a c l ause - processor 
t~at is sem::i tiv e to both surfac3 nyn tax and s ema!'1i.ic val·i a.bles . ... 

JIICIIIKD J(()SAKA, New Yo:rk University [WED HORN : C ] 

lfOblems in the Japanese Particle Con s truc tion 

~posea To explain the distribution of the so-called case-marking parti-
es in Japanese. Certain case particles such as ~ (object marking) and 

n1 (indirect object marking, but not always) must be inserted in the base. 
~hars are inserted by transformations. Critical Examplesa Counter-evi
dence to Kuno•s subjectivization and similar propos8Isa (1) John-De 
1•-D£ kirei-na koto, (2) John-no ie-&! kirei-na koto, (J) *John-&! ie-&! 
tLrel-na koto. (Glossa (l)-(J)7TJohn-particle house-particle pretty
,article tact'. •The fact that John•s house is pretty•). (4) John-n2 
~1-no suki-na koto, (5) John-no unagi-&! suki-na koto. (6) John-&! 
wwgi-&! suki-na koto. (Glossa 'JOhn-particle eel-particle like-partlcle 
tact, •The fact that John likes eel . •). In other instances, my analysis 
~diets the same sentences as the previous studies but with fewer ad hoc 
aechanisms, and these are restricted to the lexicon. Conclusion• My analy
sis correctly predicts more data . The transformational rules are more 
&eneral than the previous analyses . Also, it lends support to the lexical-
1st hypothesis and is consistent with the unordered and optional t r ans

formation hypothesis of Chomsky. 

aiL KOVAC, Georgetown Uni versity & Center for Applied Lin guistics [ FRI HORN: B) 

CMldren's Compr ehension and Use of Indirect Speech Ac ts: The case of Solici t i ng Pr aise 

Children in school cooperate in the evaluat ion of t hei r produc t s and act ivities by 
teachers and o t her s tudents by calling attention to these pr oducts and activities with 
Yarious language strategi es.The r equest!! tha t someone notice s omething and/or praise it 
are the data base f or this study . The unmarked s peech act for this request type i s in 
the fona of a yes / no or WH question that directly probes the hearer ' s opinion (e . g. "How 
clo you like my sailboat?" , "Do you like my batik?") Video- t aped s amples of direct and 
tadirect speech act s by children in nursery school and grades K-3 develop lines of re
••rch found i n Sadock (19 74) and Sinclair and Coulthard {19 75). The occurrence at all 
arade levels, of di rect imperatives (as numerous as the unmarked r es ponse), other in
terrogative forms, and declarative&, provides evidence {1) for chi l dren's unders t anding 
~competence i n the use of indirec t forms {Shatz 1974 ;Garvey 1975) , and (2) tha t t he 
lpparent "mismat ch" between the grammatical surface f orm of an ut terance and i ts func
t~ in discourse can be accounted f or by informat i on concerning school setting, t he 
~ial conventions, and the relationship between part i c ipants. Ev idence is a l s o pr ovided 
for developmental stages in the acquisition of understanding of and competence in use 
of indirect forms. 
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WILLIAN LABOV, University of Pennsylvania [WED HORN: B} 

categorical Discrimination Along a New Phonemic Boundary 

The experimental paradigm for testing categorical description 
was applied to examine the perceptual corre~at7s of a new phonemic 
boundary developing as the short /a/ is spl~t ~nto a tense and lax 
/ae/, and the tense group raised and f~onted. In the ~orthe:n 
cities dialect, the entire word class ~s tensed and ra~sed: ~n East
ern New England a simple rule tenses all words before nasal conso
nants: but in the Middle Atlantic States, tense and lax./~/ fol~ow 
a complex distribution which appears to represent two d~st~nct d~c
tionary entries. A Philadelphian's production of the word mad was 
altered to produce ten stimuli evenly spaced along the path-oi the 
natural sound change. The results of two experiments show t~at only 
those with Middle Atlantic dialects show the type of categor~cal 
discrimination associated with stable vowel phonemes. 

D. ROBERT LADD, JR., Cornell University [FRI AFT: B) 

Intonation: Around the Edge of Language? 

Resistance toM. Liberman's notion of 'intonational lexical items' (1975 MIT Diss.) is 
based largely on the following assumptions: (1) that a co~tour's interpretatio~ is so coq. 
text-dependent that finding a single abstract meaning is lmpossible; {2) that lntonation 
signals only 'speaker's attitude' and that this is outside the realm of l inguistic de
scription; (3) that the 'tune' merely accompanies the 'text' and 'modifies' its meaning. 
These objections appear to be either false or immmaterial, since: (1) context-dependence 
is a f'eature of' segmental lexical meaning as well (e.g. modale, particl es); the quarrel 
here is not over bow to deal with intonation but how to deal with any co~text-dependence; 
(2) speaker's attitude is conveyed by the totality of the utterance and ltS context; it 11 
wrong to consider intonation special in this regard (e.g. ¥ut tba; pipe aw~ said by a 
stewardess to a passenger is still not polite even with a polite intonatlon); {3) the 
division into tune and text is heuristic only; in actual use they funct ion together. Con
sider an analogy to lexical tone: while tones and segmental phonemes are phonetically 
different, both function as phonological enti ties whi ch distinguish morphemes. The tone 
in no sense 'modifies • the segmenta.l. string. In the same way, intonational and segmentel 
lexical items differ phonologic&lly, but in the absence of evidence that they differ 1\Uie
tionally as well, it is more reasonable to treat linguistic contrasts of intonation like 
other lexical and grammatical contrasts. 

PETER LADEFOGED, University of california, ws Angeles [WED HORN: B) 

Phonetic Differences Within and Between Languages 

All languages contrast voiced and voiceless sounds, and many l anguages also have a 
third contrasting possibility, sometimes called murmur or breathy voice. Thus both Hindi 
and Igbo have contrasts t hat may be transcribed /b,bh, p,ph/. But it i s by no means clear 
that these contrasts are phonetically the same in the different l anguages. This leads to 
an interesting theoretical issue. The aims of a linguistic description include not only 
describing all the contrasts that occur within each language, but also describing bow one 
language differs from another. It is usually assumed t hat both t hese aims can be achieved 
by describing languages in terms of a set of features that reflect t he human phonetic 
abilities. But there are often systematic differences betveen l anguages that are never 
used contrastively within any one language. This point vill be exemplified by recordings 
and instrumental evidence from a wide variety of languages including Igbo, Hindi, Java
nese, Moru ( Nilotic), and Mpi (Sino-Tibetan ), all of vhich use some form of breathy voice. 
There are phonetic parameters that are sufficiently salient to enabl e t he speakers of a 
language to hear them and to learn to use t hem in a characteri stic way, but vhich ~re 
nevertheless not used to form phonological contrasts within any one l anguage . It Wlll be 
proposed that not only in the case cited, but also in describi ng othe r phonetic phenomena, 
the phonological processes that occur within a language are often most appropriately de
scribed in terms of a set of features that are not in a one to one relationship vith the 
features required to describe the phonetic differences between languages . 
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[WED HORN: D} 

er 1 present an analysis of English still and ~et focussing on their c hanges 
thls 1paPaRd syntactic distribution since Middle Englis h. HE yet was s ynonymous with 

ng In Jts temporal sense as In ••• one I loved and yet do [Halory]. HE stil~ 
urred as an adjective although many instances of it are open to an adverb1al 

ly ~c~ion as in the lord sat stille as he were in a traunce (Chaucer: Sumner's Tale). 
E :t survives only. In s~e modern idiolects while Ho~E yet i~ usual I ~ a negati ve 

" Y'tem with a mean1ng d1f ferent from but related to 1ts earl 1er mean1ng , I pre
ar~ty 1 

illustrating the different uses of the words and their relative frequencies 
sent ata Emphasis is placed on relating the change in meaning to the changes in t he 
In t~t~~ distribution of the items , The results suggest that t he deve lopment of 
synta~t polarity yet Is best viewed as a narrowing in meaning of HE yet brought about 
nlfl~v~ncorporation into its conventional meaning of an imp l~cat~re ~hich was pro~ably 
by t tiona! earlier. The rise in frequency of temporal st~ll IS Simultaneous With the 
~~e~~afrequency of HE yet and the rise of negat~ve po larity yet,. indicating that the 
fa tics of negative polarity yet can be viewed Independent ly of 1ts suggested (e . g. 
::::"1970) positive counterpart already, which is a much younger lexica l item, 

Born, Laurence R. 1970, Ain't i t hard (anymore) in CLS 6, 1970 . 

MIRfHA LAFERRIERE, Southeastern Massachusetts Uni vers ity 

considerations of the Vowel Space in Sound Change: Boston / it. / 

JWIGARBT S. LAFF & LEE A. BECKER, University of Illinois 

lfotivation for the Extension of Case Usage 

[WED HORN: D} 

[WED HORN: D) 

In this paper we discuss a model for the extension of case usage and illustrate it by pro
~ing motivation for the extension of t he use of the instrumental case (INST) in the de
qlopment of Russian. We claim that case extension can occur when t he basis upon which a 
~appears in a particular case i s s ubject to alternative interpretations. Thus given 
~t at a certain stage a particular case is assigned on the basis of criterion X and gi
ftU that at a later stage this same case is also assigned on the basis of criterion Y, we 
~opose to focus the search for the motivation of this extension upon the class of sen
t~ea for which the basis of case assignment was ambiguous, i.e. could have been carried 
OUt on t he basis of either criterion X or criterion Y. For t he extension of INST illus
nated in the change of (2) to (1), we claim the crucial type of sentence to be (3). 
1. On stane t korolem. Mod .R. 'He will become king(Inst).' 2. On" stanet" korol '. Old.R. 
'Be will become king (Nom). ' 3. Oni postavili ego korolem'. Old. R. 'They appointed him 
(kc) king(Inst).' We will s uggest that prior to this extension the basis for the assign
~t of INST in (3) was t he chSmeurhood of the noun in question; this was criterion X. 
~r, the INST in (3) was misinterpreted or reinterpreted as being based on an under
l~ng semantic cr i terion, criterion Y, rather than the syntactically derived criterion X. 
~dence for the proposed motivation comes from the fact that the first documented exam
Plea of the predicative instrumental, as in (1), ar e with the nouns comonly occurring in 
~tructions like (3), namely professions, ranks, and offices. 
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BARBARA LANDAU & ADELE A. ABRJIHAHSEN, University of Pennsylvania 

Children's Evolving Kin Term Representations 

Recent treatments of the semantic field of kin terms have focused on relational compo
nents (Bierwisch, 1970) or algebras (Winkelman, 1975), in contrast to componential ana~ 
lysis . Though it has been suggested that developmental data could be relevant to con
structing psychologically-relevant analyses (Burling, 1970), no appropriate studies 
exist. Haviland & Clark (1974) had some success in predicting order of acquisition 
from an adult relational components model, but did not attempt to trace the evolution 
of children's representations. We made such an attempt, presenting children of ages 4 
6 and 8 with the traditional definition task as well as two new tasks for 16 terms. 1~ 
the Labeling task, ! constructed doll families and children named family members based 01 
their relations (e.g., Here's a lady and here's her girl's little girl."). In the Con
struct Relations task, the child constructed doll families to include designated kin, 
labeling the members and the relations between them. The primary finding was that child~ 
ren have parent-centered representations, with various kin related to the parent rather 
than to the appropriate reciprocal kin. E.g., for aunt many children constructed a faa. 
ily in which a child had a mother, and a second adult was aunt to the mother, not to tbe 
child . Knowledge of adult-to-adult relations (e.g., one's aunt and mother are sisters) 
and of reciprocity (aunt is aunt to the niece) develop late. Also, order of acquisition 
and other findings suggest SIBLING should be a primitive relation in representations. 

F. CHRISTIAN LATTA, Ohio State University [THURS HORN: B) 

The Interaction of Reduplication and Nasal Assimilation in Tagalog 

s. R. Anderson (1975) and R. Wilbur (1973, 1974) have proposed essenti
ally phonological solutions to account for the interaction of reduplication 
and nasal assimilation in Tagalog. Anderson uses local ordering and Wilb~ 
proposes a universal constraint. I will argue that no purely phonological 
solution is consistent with the data and that the weight of the evidence 
demands a morphological solution. In particular I will argue that nasal 
assimilation is phonetically marked since sequences of a prefix final vel· 
ar nasal and a voiceless initial of a base totally assimilate (at least in 
the derivation) while the same nasal and a vo iced initial only partially 
assimilate--eg. manakot 'frighten several people' for ~+takot, but 
mandukot 1 steal 1 for ~+dukot. The rule is also phonoTBgiCa!Iy marked 
since not all forms un~rgo-the rule. I will suggest (following R. Herbert 
1977) that the derivation ~aD+takot, mantakot, mannakot, manakot is not 
correct. I will then conslder-certain pecuiiarit1es of reduplication and 
argue that both oral initial and derived nasal initials (takot and manakot) 
must be listed in the lexicon and related by morphologicar-reQundancy 
rules. 

STANLEY E. LEGUM, SWRL Educational Research & Development [FRI HORN: B] 

The Development of Comprehension of Personal Pronouns in Listening and Rsading 

The development among elementary school children of the ability to comprehend 
personal pronouns in four syntactic contexts and the relation between aural and written 
comprehension in the same contexts was explored. Forty~three 2nd graders, 52 3rd 
graders, and 40 7th graders were tested on sentences of the following four types : 

(SlP2) When Dad is at the beach he builds forts. 
(SlPl) After she drank her milk,--Dot told Bill she felt happy. 
(MlP2) Eve sa~that she does not like cats. 
(MlPl) ~ knows that "Hatik can make nice things. 

Half of the sentences have the subordinate clause first (Sl) and half have the main 
clause first (Ml). Half have the pronoun in the first clause (Pl) and half have the 
pronoun in the second clause (P2). All sentences were embedded in short paragraphs 
containing appropriate nouns as potential referents. The task was to choose one of 
three answers to a who question (e.g., Who builds forts?). 

The results show-that the meaning ~pronouns in main clauses is still being 
learned in the primary grades. Furthermore, although listening comprehension is superior 
to reading comprehension at all grade levels, there is evidence that once the alphabetic 
code has been mastered, listening and reading comprehension are nearly identical on thie 
task. 
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LENNIG, University of Pennsylvania [THURS HORN: C] 

Labov (1972), Trudgill (1974) and others have observed many instances 
linguistic change in progress which seem to originate in the lower mid

dle and upper working classes (change from below) • Many fewer cases of 
ange from above, in which a change spreads from the high status group 

~~ward, have been reported. Acquisition of postvocalic / r / in New York 
citY is one such example. This paper will try to determine the generality 
f thiS tendency toward change from below by examining a series of recent

~y reported ongoing sound changes in Parisian French (Lennig 1976). vowel 
formant data from a socially stratified, age-stratified sample of 100 na
tive Parisians will be analyzed. These data, obtained during three months 
of field work in the spring of 1977, consist of tape recorded interviews 
of approximately one hour each in which informal conversation was elic
ited. Linear regression of mean form~nt frequency on speaker age for in
dividual phonemes and allophones will be used to detect apparent ongoing 
sound change. Separate regressions for different social strata will in
dicate which groups are leading in the observed changes. [Work supported 
by NSF.) 

DJUN RYDING LENTZNBR, Johns Hopkins University {FRI HORN: C] 

.PIItlVe Movement Re-Examined 

Examination of the dative movement phenomenon in Modern Standard Arabic (KSA) reveals 
4eletability of the dative•marking preposition ia deterained by the semantic structure 
of tbe verb used in the predication. MSA verba are analyzed in ter.e of predicate eal
cnalu, i.e., by the :umber of 'arguaenta• neceaaaey to the aean!Dg of the verb. Cauaa
tiye fora& ot transitive verba have a }-argument structure; caueativee of intranaitive 
yer'ba have a 2-ar«UPnt structure. 'l'he dative aarker ia deletable in the 3-ar«U~~ent 
atrvcture when dative aoveaent occurs, but not 1D the 2-&r«U~~ed structure. 'l'hia re
lates directly to the problea of how to explain the difference in .aaning between the 
two tn-e of .!h2!t structures in English: a.) I ahoved her the picture. 

b.) I shoved the picture to her. 
Example (a.) ie demonttrated to have a semantic structure of: I-cAUSE-HER-SEE-PICTURE 
(£,fent-Y-Beneficiary-Y-ObJect), which in MSA 1a the causative fora of the transitive 
verb, •to see'. ~xaaple (b.) ia: I-cAUSE-PICTURE-APPtAR-TO-iER (Agent-V-Qbject-V
Prep-Beneficiary) vbicb in MSA 1a the causative fora of an 1ntrane1Uve verb, •to 
appear'. Engliah hu one surface fora (~)for tvo aeaantic atructurea, while MSJ. 
baa different toras and exhibits the derivations aore trantparently. !_o-dativee in 
ISl thus fall into two categories: deletable and non-deletable depending on the verb. 
!!£-datives are never deletable, being used exclusively with 2-arguaent verba. 

ANDR&l LBVITT, Wellesley College & Haskins Laboratories [THURS MORltl: D) 

&.e Psychological Evidence for the Underlying COordinate Clause Structure of 
Nonrestric tive Relatives 

There is an ongoing controversy over the status of nonrestrictive (N) and 
restrictive (R) relative clause sentences. The usual analysis, in which 
N•s are derived from underlying coordinate clauses, whereas R•s remain 
subordinate in underlying structure, combined with a plausible hypothesis 
in which lon~-term store (LTS) corresponds to underlying structure, makes 
the prediction that N•s act like coordinate clauses i n LTS while R's do 
not. Thi~ paper reports the results of an experiment t hat supports this 
hypothes1s, Pairs of N and R sentences were constructed using both main
subordinate (MS) and subordinate-main (SM) clause order. The subordinate 
clause inforaation either described an event temporally prior to the main 
clause or had no significant temporal relationship to that clause. Coor
dinate clause sentences were similarly constructed, with the first clause 
tamporally prior to the second or with no temporal orderin~. A recognition 
Probe technique was used in both short- and long-term memory tasks. Re
sults indicate that R's pattern alike in the short- and long-term tasks, 
Whereas N's show different patterns of rAsults in the two tasks, and 
~rucially that N•s behave more like coordinate clause sentences in the 
ong-term task with respect to temporally ordered information. 
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JANES H. LINDHOLM, University of Chicago (WED AFT: C) 

The Logic of Quantification in Tamil Indefinite Reference 

In addition to (l) e::d.stential quantifioa.tion ( • 1 some 1 ) and (2) un1 versal quantirioa
tion (a 1aey1), Tamil indefinite expressions include (3) an intermediate oategoey of quu.., 
tifio&tion transl&t&ble as 1for one (or more) amollg a. range or a.lternative V&lues or z• 
henceforth jJ, • 1hese categories are morphologioall1 distinguished by the different lUi'~ 
filtes tba.t form indefinites by addition to interroga.tives (aWH}& -8, -um, ~vatu. '!'bu. 
for ,sr 1 wbo 1 w ba.ve: (l) :rJid vantlllka. 'aol!l!!ono came'3"c.""c..w.(2) lll:lla vara.a. ' 
'III!SiaA oan oolll81 v. c... .. , .... t.c,Q , (3) ytlrlmtu varuviDka 1s0!!1Bono <or otherY-vUl ooaa• 
Sl)l -.till c. ..... c...l'll.l. Since it might be claimed tba.t 3" "'" c-.c..('IC) is true whenever (3) 1e 

true, the question arises wbether·i11. • is not merely a contextual variant of 3~. But -3 
and-ltvatu are contrastives the sentence •Son ot Sam vill kill so:meo:oe aga.in" may include 
either )'lr3 or ylrl;vatu. The fol'llllll' version asserts the f'Uture existence or a rtotill; 
the la.tter asserts tha.t potential TiotWza.tion ranges over alternative illdiYidual.s. 011e 
sta.te:meDt rDa:1 be appr"Opriate in oonditions wherein the other rDa:1 not, such a.s if the 
speaker usumas the lt1ller selects his Tictims long in advanoe. On the other hand, J,., 1e 
sim1lar to v1( in r&n81ng 01"8r ml.ti~ values or x, although they differ in degr.oee of 
generalitys ool!lpar8 (2) above to (3&) :rk&Yitu ~u Pk ~ 'ony thr8e peopla au 
come' "• c.- -~C>•>· !his analysis suggests tbll: the set or logioal operators Deeded 
tor a.oc~ BGJ~Bntic deaoription is quite poseibl.T l.aJ:Iguage-contingent. 

JULIE BETH LOVINS, Bell Laboratories [FRI AFT: B] 

A Phonetic Reanalysis of Some Common and u.noommon Constraints on Syllable Structure 

English syllable-initial and -final consonant clusters may be uniquely specified by a set 
of features whose temporal ordering (when final voice-assimilated coronal obstruent& are 
excluded) is determined by the principle of the sonority hierarchy. The assumption has 
often been made that syllables in most languages are constructed according to this 
principle, but there has been no systematic examination of the "obvious exceptions" (e.g. 
Czech, Georgian, Kutenai). Using both original data and secondary sources, this paper 
explores this problem, with particular emphasis on phonetic explanations for such excep
tional phenomena, and it is shown that even these "exceptions" are far from anarchical 
with respect to more universal conditions on phonetic structure. For example, Czech 
initial clusters may contain more than one member of a major class (/sf,scv,vst /)--a sup
posed counterexample to ordering restrictions predicted by the sonority hierarchy. H~ 
ever, a generalized interpretation of the sonority hierarchy is relevant to constraints 
on these clusters. The revised analysis is also based partially on the notion of an 
"almost-syllable", a phonetic entity adjacent to a syllable boundary which does not 
quite attain syllabic status. Finally, phonetic motivation is provided for the 
language-particular non-occurrence of certain clusters that do ~ violate the sonority 
principle, e.g. English *[tl-), *[sr-) . 

HARTA LUJAN, University of Texas, Austin [WED HORN: C] 

Conditions on Transformations, Trace Theory and Clitic Hovement in Spanish 

A recent analysis (Quicoli 1976) contends that clitic movement in Romance lan911ages is de
fined by a very genexal rule (CM) whose applicability is restricted by the prohibition a
gainst extracting elements f~ a Tensed S (TSC), and from a clause bearing a Specified 
SUbject (SSC). The latter notion includes 'intezpreted' as well as 'trace' subjects. 'l1ds 
paper argues that this analysis is totally inadequate for Spanish. 

The analysis d1stin911ishes derived (a;;!UI) infinitives from basic ones. Only the fo~ 
allow their clitics to raise to the matrix v since no violation of sse is inwlved (e.g. 
the CCC!Ip. of querer 1WlUit1 ). Basic infinitives, having inteq>reted subjects, must adhen 
to sse (e.g. the cCCIIp. of prometer 'pranise'). Many facts contradict these statements. 
First, querer cannot attract the clitics of its oomp. v if it is separated from it by~ 
or an adverb. Since sse is inoperative here, this fact indicates that the proposed fo~ 
lation of CM with a variable between clitics and attracting V is untenable, The oonclulliCII 
is corroborated by other derived infinitives that do not allow CM (e.g. the comple1180t of 
factive v•s, of V's that govem a preposition, and of the v•s expressing 'belief' 1 ·~ 
ledqe' and •report'). Moreover, there are basic infinitives that ~ undergo CM (e.g, thl 
comp, of permitir 'a.ll.ow'). Finally, there are infinitivala with subjects removed by Wb
movement (hence, trace subjects) which allow CM. These data argue, instead, for a fQDil
lation of CM without an intervening el-ent between the matrix V and the compl-t V. 
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J. HACARI, u.ni versi ty of Texas, Austin [WED HORN: D) 

topic of my paper is the model of sound change put forth in the paper "Abductive and 
Change" by H.Andersen, Language 1973. A generalized version of what is apparent

same theory was proposed independently by N,Hacari in a paper titled "Signal Detec
Theory as a Model for Sound Change," Texas Linguistic Forum #6, 1977. My purpose i n 
paper is to recast Andersen's model into the more general framework given in Macari. 
a reduction is desirable in that it serves to unify a segment of the ongoing debate 
the mechanisms of language change. But a more important benefit derived is answers 

that can be and have been raised to Andersen's version of the model. One 
criticism is that Andersen unrealistically treats only of ambiguities on the sensory 

ipbery, talking, for example, of characteristic acoustic frequencies, whereas it is 
~l known that other factors such as burst formant values, transitions, etc. enter into 
the perception of segments. The signal detection model can reply to this difficulty since 
it supposes the relevant ambiguities to exist at a "higher" cognitive level (cf. Macari p. 
l09f) that would incorporate all features. Another problem is that if change arises from 
.t.sanalyses of perceptual ambiguities, why don't the analyses oscillate, for surely, dur
ial acquisition an ambiguity recurs. I show how the signal detection analysis can solve 
tbl problem and data from an unpublished study of the perception of /p/ and /b/ by Span
ilb-English bilinguals is cited in support. 

liJRL'fS A. HACKEN & DAVID BARTON, Stanford University [FRI HORN: B] 

!be Acquisition of the Voicing Contrast in English and Spanish word-Initial stops, 

88 ,_.sured by Voice Onset Time (VOT} 

This paper reports on 4 studies on the acquisition of the voicing contrast in word
iD!tial stops in American English and Mexican Spanish, languages which differ in phonetic 
lid phonological details. VOT was used for analysis because it reliably separates voiced
YOicelesa stops in both languages (Lisker/Abramson 1964). 

In each study 4 monolingual children participated. In Studies 1&2, the children were 
recorded every 2 weeks for 8 months from age 1;6. In Studies 3&4, children aged 4;0 were 
recorded once. VOT was Qe&sured using a spectrograph and an oscilloscope. Data from the 2 
laasuases are strikingly different. 3 Study !(English) children acquired an adult-like 
coatraat at all 3 places of articulation by 1;11; no Study 2(Spanish) children acquired 
adult-like contrasts by 2;1. Preliminary analysis of Studies 3&4 shows that the English 
but DOt the Spanish 4-yr-olda produced all stops with adult-like VOT characteristics . How
eft~', only the Spanish children produced the voiced stops as continuants. 

The findings are interpreted in terms of phonetic (VOT categories) and phonological 
(Spaniah apirantization) difference• between English and Spanish. From our results and ob
servations of adult speech, we suggest that, contrary to most phonological descriptions 
~ria 1969), the systematic phonemes of Spanish are~--/, and that in Andante speech 
(edult-to-child), the voiced continuants occur more often than would be expected, 

IAII IIADDIESON, University of California, Los Angeles (liED HORN: B] 

l'bne Loans: An Answer to a Question Concerning Tone Spacing 

Tonologists disagree on the separation of level tones in phonetic tone 
space. Some propose that, regardless of the number of levels, the highest 
and lo•est tones are separated by an equivalent tonetic distance. Thus, for 
lxa~le, the tones in a system with J levels would be separated by a lesser 
distance than the tones in a system with only 2 levels, Others propose that 
level tones are separated by a more-or-less constant interval adequate for 
distinctiveness. In this view, a greater number of tones requires that a 
larger phonetic space is used for contrasting tones. The two proposals out
lined, positing maximal separation or merely adequate. separation, make 
different predictions about the phonetic equivalence of level tones in 
different languages, This paper examines the way in which tones are treated 
•hen loanwords are taken from a language with fewer level tones into a 
language with More. The study of tone-loans suggests that tones are not 
;-•i•ally separated but rather are only separated by an adequate interval. 
his finding suggests limits on the role that maximal distinctiveness plays 

•• an organizing principle in phonological systems. 
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ALEXIS NANAS'l'ER-RAHER, Universit!l of Chicago {liED HORN: B) 

Nonglobal Tone Sandhi in Bangul?angu 

BangubaDgu baa underl.yillg high and lov tones and, 8111ong others, these three rules: 
(a) shitt a high tone onto the following lov in the sue word, (b) place a high tone 
on a lov qllable a!'ter a high in the preceding word, and (c) change a high tone to 
lov between a high in the precediDg word and a high in the a8111e word. 
McCavlq (1973) alaills that (b) and (c) are global because, as the date indicate, the 
tonal specifications or the segment undergoing the rule and that or the righthand Bide 
or the emiroment are the undeal)'ing ones (spec., they- are as before the applic:atJ.on or 
(a))' wbile the tonal spec1t1cation or the lei'thand side or tha environment i:a a derbed 
one (af'ter (a)). MoCavlq reallzed onl:y that different parts or the structural deserlp.. 
tiona of (b) and (c) referred to different stages in the derivation but not that there 
\IU this general lett/right a11711=etr;y. For it is clear that if' the rules applf lett.
to-right, then the global condition is not needed. When (b) and (c) appl:y, {a} vill 
baTe applied to the precediDg word but not the word under considerdion, so the lett.
hand side of the enviro~t vill rep res ant the situation after (a) and the: -rest or it 
vill still be before (a) , as required. 
It is proposed that tone sandhi rules alva;ys appl:y left-to-right (cr. Mandarin). 

MeCavle;y, J. (197.3) •Global rules and Bangubangu tone', Issues in phonological theo,!2, 
ed. b;y M. Kenstovicz and c. Klsseberth, The Hague, Mouton. 

LYNELL MARCHESE, Universit!l of California, Los Angeles 
Prox!l: John Singler 

On the Develomnt of Auxiliary Verbs in Kru 

[liED MORN: D) 

In Kru languagea of t eet Africa, the hnsic word odder ia subject-verb-object, as can be 
aeen in the following euaple fro11 GodiC/ (l) ::> pi nk~ (ahe cook-inco11pletive rice) 
'abe cooks rice'. Exceptionally, however, when a sentence contains an auxiliary, the 
baaic VO order is reversed: (2) ::> yi" e~~· pi {abe potential rice cook) 'she will coot 
rice. • Moat scholPre 118inlain that lCru languages, like other 11eabera of Niger-Coll80 ori
ginally bad an SOV word order. 1ly:lan (1975) suggest!> that the current S AUJ 0 V atructure 
ie derived fro• an earlier "SV10V2 where Vl was an intransitive verb," when the languageo 
were still sov. While this proposal is so11evhat sp~aling, it can be shown that Vl waa 
not nece~sarily intransitive. Thia fact Ofene up the possibility of an alternative hy
JOtheeia. Rather than developing froa a aerial-like construction, S AUX 0 V could htve 
developed froa a coaplex e tructure like: S V1 L9-v ~noainalizer 1 0 bj where OV2 func
tioned aa the object of a potentially transitive verb. Arguments for this hypo*heaia 
include the tranatitive natur e of gotion rnd loc•tive verba (froa which auxiliaries 
developed). the present coapounding proceaaea which reflect OV order, and evidence froa 
related l.nguagee suggesting that a noainslizinc suffix was orieinally present and 
subsequently loet in aany Kru languages. The data alao au.;gest that the eeaantic ahift 

froa full verb to aspect aarker at least in soae caeee preceded the loss of the noainaliiUc 
auffiJ:. 

I..ARRY H. HARTIN, JAHES J. BRADAC, Uni versi t!l of Iowa 
& 1IOFU4AN D. ELLIOTT, Ohio State University 

Judges and Judgments: A Multivariate Study of Linguistic Intuitions 

{FRI MORN: B) 

Linguists typically rely on their own intuitions in both the construction and 
the validation of grammars, putting the empirical basis of linguistic inquiry in 
doubt: the jud~ents of linguists may differ systematically from those of non
linguists. We asked subjects to evaluate 35 strings of various types (grammatical, 
unacceptable, anomalous, containing foreign errors, containing native errors, uni
versally ungrammatical) along 13 typical and atypical, 7-interval scales (e.g. 
grammatical, good English, foreign-sounding, beautiful, logical) and to furnish 
self-report data on amount of linguistic training, sex, birth order, and other mat
ters. Our subjects were students and faculty of a linguistics department and an
other department the members of which have various linguistic training. We sub
jected the data to factor analysis, discriminant analysis, and multiple regression 
analysis, deriving judgment types, sentence types, judge types, and predictors of 
judge types. Our results show, among other things, that linguistic training is 
a significant predictor of membership in judge types . The factor structure of 
judgment and sentence type varies with judge type, suggesting that linguists and non
linguists may not understand the same thing when asked to make judgments about sen
tencehood. An implication of this finding is that linguistic hypotheses which are 
tested solely against the intuitions of linguists may yield an increasingly arti
factual system, a system which fails to model natural language. 
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AJ(ATSUKA MCCAWLEY, University of Chicago (WED MORN: C) 

Ve t~u-ans exist in thls world in such a wa;y that it is impossible for us to EXPERIENCE 
ple's inner world of consciousness. Now, it ia little recognized that Japanese 

~ extremely sensitive to this epistemological distinction or the Ego/non-Ego dis
eoapare the following pair of English Ss1 

&, I don •t know 1£ I love him or hate hilll, 
b I don •t know 1:f Susan loves him or hates him, 

' • the two Ss are exactly parallel, However0 the;y are qual1tat1vel;y dif-
-~lC:J.AVh_.e,~n the speaker sincerely utters (a) • he is actually EXPERIENCING the emotion. 

onlY trOuble is that he is unable to label this emotion either 'love' or 'hate', In 
however. he is s1Jnply eaying that there is no way he can determine how Susan feels 
thiS -.n, Witness that Japanese is sensitive to the ep1ste1110logical difference 1 } 

(l} • a, (dbun ga) ano hi to o suki na no ka, kirai na no ka, { vakaranai/*siranai 
self Sub,that man Obj, love or hate or know not knov no~ 

b, {Suuzan ga} o\ vakaranai/sirana.i J 
t'l use of sirU • to get to know' is ungrammatical, if the speaker's own feeling is at 

•· In tiii8 p&per, I will show that Japanese counter-parts of English Vs such as 
~. believe, !!!!lr etc, are also sensitive to Epistemology and discuss its relevance 
to aeneral linguistic theory. 

JJ1IE't H. HCKAY, University of Maryland 
snPHEN CAJ/IR, Center for Applied Linguistics 

(WED AFT: D) 

!!Pressive Adjectives in Indirectly Reported Speech 

Both Partee (1973) and Banfield (1973) have claimed that adjectives expressing 
point of view in indirectly reported speech must be given a de !!. reading; namely, 
they represent the view of the speaker of the sentence in which they are uttered. 
Their argument is based on the proven nonderivability of indirectly reported speech 
for~& from directly reported ones. Moreover, it would seem that the de re reading 
also follows from the higher abstract performative approach to sentence analysis 
(Sadock, 1976). 

However, Reinhart (1976) has pointed out the point of view ambiguity in 
11ntences of saying and believing. Our studies, demonstrated by selected examples, 
of adjectives expressing point of view in indirectly reported speech indicate that 
a) they are far more likely to be given a de dicto than a de re reading out of 
eontext, thus making the de !!. reading a marked reading; b) in oral language the 
a.biguity as to whose point of view is represented is often mitigated by intonation 
aDd context; c) in written language surrounding context plays a large part in 
deciphering forms which are genuinely ambiguous on the sentence level. Therefore, 
ve propose a pragmatic, discourse based approach to the analysis of expressive 
adjectives and to the analysis of point of view in general. 

JANES MCCLOSKEY, University of Texas, Austin {WED HORN: C] 

Syntax and Semantics of Verbal Noun Constructions in Modern Irish 

?nis paper presents an explicit syntax and semantics for Verbal Noun con
atructions in Modern Irish. The syntactic framework is transformational, 
the semantic framework that of 'Montague Grammar'. Its theoretical aim is 
to demonstrate that by providing explicit semantic analyses, we can often 
avoid cumbersome and abstract syntactic analyses. The central problem to 
be faced in the analysis of these constructions is this: semantically they 
!unction like embedded sentences yet syntactically they bear little resemb
lance to sentences. The surface distribution of verbal nouns is essentially 
~e same as that of ordinary nouns and the syntax of verbal noun phrases 
differs markedly in many respects from that of sentences. Two solutions are 
considered: one derives verbal noun phrases from underlying sentences by 
aeane of several transformations. It is shown that this account requires 
Powerful and elaborate transformational machinery and perhaps cannot be 
Mde to work at all. The alternative analysis, favoured here, generates the 
tne surface syntactic structure of verbal noun phrases directly and accounts 
{or their relationship with embedded sentences in the semantics. £ class of 
e11cal rules is exploited to relate the form and meaning of verbal nouns 

to that of their associated verbs. 
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LISE MENN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology & Boston University {FlU HORN: B] 

Parental Awareness of Child Phonology 

l'arents vary wide~ in the accuracy of their use-t• of their child '• pbonolOSi«lU abiu 
ties. 16 middleclaes families• firstborn children (21~12) were recorded in a laboratol'J .. 
pla.yroom. FroJn these recordings, for each child, a teat list conaisti~ of l) wrde lalo'1111 
to be produced accurately by the chil4 2) words which the child did not yet l!ltq in accord. 
with parental dialect, vas compiled. Each parent was read the list for hie/her child aDd 
asked how the child would say the vord. Reeponaea varied strildJI&l.y acroas i tema aDd aero .. 
parents; however, the two parents of a given child were very similar to one llllother. l!oth 
correct and incorrect parental responses ehoved the effect of expectations or stereo~ 
For certain notorious wrde like aJl8.1dlett1. parents were accurate as to ~ the child • 
had trouble pronounc~ them, but often !llAi the child said was misreported; e.g. Clli.lli 
said !!Ai<~ mother reported "apieghetti"• Or, parents lliiJ;f be aware of a cb114'• rule Olil.1 
aa it applies to a notorious word& the father of the sue chilli reported [e.t gEtiJ accur.

tely, but neither parent vas aware of the child 1 a seneral C-+ ~ *-• in 1 school' , 1 store 1 , 

etc. Parente do, however, sometimes know that theiJ; childreli have trouble 'ICi. th ~to
rioue words; in such caees, they seem to report patterns ( 1 she says .!. for l' J, not jllat 
instances, and may overgeneralize. (This ~t Cllild had /skr/'{S"G parent reported[atri not 
observed [:lru]; effect of illlglieh phonotactics on adu.lt perception li.kely here.) 8qlected 
(r .... w) and unexpected (c ... ¢1 il_s) rules have ndt shown 81J7 difference in their likelihood of 
being reported. 

BRUCE MILLAR, Milltronics Ltd. [THURS MORN: D] 

Individual Differences in the Interpretation of Focus 

Chomsky(1971) identified clefting and contrastive stress as focus 
devices. An experiment was conducted to see if niave subjects viewed 
these constructions as equivalent focusing devices. 

Subjects were presented with pairs of sentences. The first member 
of the pair was a contrastively stressed sentence. The second member was 
a cleft sentence. Subjects were requested to rate the similarity to which 
the sentences highlighted the same constituent to the same degree. 

A hierarchial clustering program sorted subjects according to their 
response profiles. Three groups of subjects were found: a cleft focus 
group, a linear order group and an intonation group. Fletcher(l97J) found 
similar group differences in a study of questions, answers and clefting. 
Group differences are explained in terms of surface structure strategies. 

References 
Chomsky, N. Deep structure, surface structure and semantic interpretation. 

1971 
Fletcher, P.J. An experimental account of syntactic paraphrase. 

Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Alberta, 1973· 

MOSHE NARIR, University of Manitoba [WED AFT: D} 

Language Planning Functions .. A Diachronic View of Modern Hebrew 

In a recent classification of language planning it has been proposed that 
language planning agencies have been involved in one or more of five LP functions 
(Nahir, 1977): Language Purification, Language Revival, Language Reform, Language 
Standardization, or Lexical Modernization. The objective of this paper is to suggest 
a diachronic applicability of this classification to cases in which agencies shift 
their emphasis from one function to another, abandon fUnctions, or adopt new ones to 
meet new needs or policies. Viewing the recent development of Modern Hebrew reveals 
three periods distinguished by the prominence in each of a different major LP function: 
(1) Revival, i.e. the process whereby a "dead" language becomes a vernacular once 
again (1890-1918). (2) Standardization, i.e. the process whereby one language or di~ 
lect in a region becomes accepted as major or "best" (1918-1948), (3) Lexical 
Modernization, i.e. the process of word creation in a "mature" language where concept 
borrowing has been too fast for it to cope with through evolution (1948 to the present). 
Matrices can illustrate these Period-LP function combinations. This typol ogy as 
applied here can illustrate the validity of a diachronic as well as synchronic 
delineation of LP functions. 
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[ THURS MORN: C) 
& Pontif1cia Universidade Cat6lica, Rio de Janeiro 

integrated view of syntactic change as a surface phenomenon can be 
follows: change originates in contexts that admit more than one· 
analysis with a minimum (or zero) alteration of the surface form, 
ading to other contexts in inverse proportion to the degree of 
the new form in each context. Quantitative data in support of 

are given from the following changes-in-progress in spoken 
Portuguese: subject pronouns as direct objects, shadow pronouns 

clauses, noun and verb phrase agreement. For example, in the 
phenomena data are provided to show that loss of agreement 

ginates in morphological classes that have a singular form minimally 
different (zero in some dialects) from the plural and that a fine tiered 
bierarchy of saliency of the singular/plural opposition statistically 
predicts frequency of agreement (about 5,000 data for VPs; 10,000 for 
NP•l· Along the same lines, the use of shadow pronouns, which repeat the 
reference of the head NP and the relative pronoun, increases in direct 
~rtion to the distance separating the copy from these elements 

~abOUt 1,300 data). All results are given in terms of raw frequencies, 
adjusted frequencies (on the additive model) and probabilities (mixed 
.ultiplicative model). 
GI()FFREY s. NATHAN, University of Montana [FRI !lORN: C) 

&r~Uaining a Constraint on There--Insertion --
This paper proposes an explanation for a major condition on the application of 

\~English transformation of There-Insertion (TI) •. Existential sentencea within 
the TI framework are derived from non-ES containing an instance of the verb be~ 
Since the verb ~ may be that occurring in some but not all constructions contain
iDe~. the claim that one of the conditions on TI is purely morphological 
is difficult to uphold~ Close examination of the cases in which TI may occur 
with sentences containing ~ •. as well as those in which it may not, reveal that 
a different generalization can be made •. 

Researchers have shown that predication in English may be of two types--
weak and strongp Weak predication, which may be temporary or alienable in nat
are, includes the progressive, the passive and certain types of adjectives. The 
constructions which are permitted input to TI include only those expressing weak 
predication. The reason for this lies in a contrast between pre- and post-nominal 
.odificationp Post-nominal modification expresses weak predication. Application 
.t TI creates a post-nominal modifierp Therefore only constructions compatible 
with poatnominal modification could be allowed to underp;o TI and it is only those 
conetructions which in fact do eo. 

KAREN J. NEFF, Hofstra University [THURS lfORN: D) 

Constrlllnts 011 COmparatives 

~e!i?us studies of the co~parativ~ in English have explored 
poasib1l1t1es for formal analys1s of th1s construction. They have not, 
however, dealt in any detail with semantic constraints on compared 
items. This paper makes the point that what is being compared will 
affect acceptability and grammatically juagients as well as how the 
comparison is made. --

Results of a survey given to 126 college students show: 
. (a) that grammarians (e.g. Langacker 1972) have erred in 

aasum1ng that comparisons of semantically opposite adjectives, such as 
•Ralph is thinner than Peter is fat,• are acceptable to all -- or even 
to most -- native speakers of English; 

(b) that acceptability of comparisons varies according to 
t1Pe of quantifier used (as ••• as, more/-er than, less ••• than); 

(c) that acceptability of comparisons varies also w.r.t. the 
ltaantic classes used. 

This experiment reinforces the importance of variability and 
•~ties in the study of grammar. 
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JOHANNA NICHOLS, University of California, Berkeley [FRI AFT: C} 

Chinese Pidgin Russian in Siberia 

Materials on the 18th-19th century Chinese pidgin Russian of Kjaxta are very sparse. 
two new sources of pidgin data are presented and analyzeds the Chinese pidgin Russian 
in Harbin, Manchuria through the mid-20th century and recalled by emi~s J and 
'broken Russian 1 in literature and ethnographic accounts from the Ussurian area of 
in the early 20th century. Literary stereotypes are easily distinguished from true 
Dialect geography and political history support spread eastward from Kjaxta. In 100 
and 1500 miles the pidgin converges in phonology and word form vith standard Russian 
diverges grammatically from Russian, Chinese, and (substratal) Manohu-Tungua 1~8 
alike to develop new verbal categories of its ovn. These are strikingly parallel to ao
cepted universals of pidgin-creole tense-aspect systems. The Ussurian materials re10.,...._ 

the speech of Manohu-Tungus, Chinese, and (marginally) Korean speakers. They give clear 
evidence for new grammatical phenomenas the aspect system; reduplication; the fo~ and 
ordering of awciliaries; formation of relative clauses; development from parataxis to a 
type of hypotaxis where the marker of dependency is always in the~ clause. Alth0U41h 
some of the developments are those we would expect of a pidgin undergoing oreolization, 
the Ussurian pidgin vas never oreolized, and shove lexical variability, partly becauee 
there vas another lingua franca in the area. Linguistic and historical evidence argue 
that the Chinese, not the Russians, vere the carriers of the pidgin. 

MICHAEL NOONAN & EDITH WOOCK, State University of New York, Buffalo [WED HORN: C} 

The Semantic Basis of Complementation in Lango 

The two major parameters that affect the choice of complement type across 
languages are the •truth position' of the complement (whether or not it 11 
'taken as true•, or alternatively, asserted to be true) and the poss1bi· 
lity for independent expression of time reference 1n the complement v1s-6-
vis the embedding verb (Noonan 1977). In our paper, we Will discuss the 
way in which these parameters operate to condition the choice of comple
ment type in Lango, a Nilotio language. Briefly, 1t will be shown that 
what we are calling the indicative (the form used in independent clauses) 
is used in all cases with complements having independent time reference. 
In the case of complements with dependent or determined time reference, 
the choice of indicative or subjunctive (a special form used only in impe
rative and complement clauses) depends on the interpretation of the com
plement as an accomplished fact (indicative) or unrealized (subjunctive). 
rhe selection of the complementizer n1 with indicatives will be shown to 
depend on the independent time reference parameter. 

Noonan, M. r ~omplementation• to appear in Language TypologY and Syntao
Pield Work, eds. Shopen et al. 

PATRICK J. O'CONNOR, Yale University [WED HORN: D} 

Discrepancies in Historical Reconstruction 
This paper considers differences between comparative and internal 

reconstruction, using data from Japanese. 
The paper first discusses written records of earlier Japanese 

and internal reconstruction of the modern language, both of which 
indicate a system of eight vowelsr in contrast1 comparative work 
based en modern dialects indicates a five-vowel system. 

The accepted history of Japanese holds that the eight-vowel 
system of the early language evolved from a still earlier system 
(perhaps of five vowels) and subsuquently decayed into the five
vowel system of the modern language. This paper proposes, however, 
that when the comparative evidence is weighed a new picture 
emerges. Modern dialects may be taken to have evolved a five
vowel system directly from proto-Japaneser the attested literary 
dialect of the eighth century represents a unique alternate de
velopment that occured in no other dialect. Once this patter is 
understood, we can rewrite the history of Japanese. The eight-
vowel system, far from being the system of proto-Japanese, is 
merely an isolated eddy that has derived undue prominence from 
its literary importance. 

It is further pointed out that only the combination of in
ternal and comparative evidence yielded this reinterpretation. 
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~ult111ngual nation, Ivory Coast continues to use French as the exclusive 
1anguage. Since French is seen as the key to econo~ic advancement and access to 

haS varied ethnically, Ivoirians were expected to display sensitivity to variation 
QOlllpetenoe, as people have shown toward linguistic variation in Canada and the 

, la!llbert et al,, Tucker & La111bert), A modified Mtched guise technique(same 
adapted to local circumstances, tested J groupsano formal educ., primary cert., 

• Comparison of the identity of the guises and judB&ments of the respondants 
achievement judgements were made first; ethnic labels were assi~ed later 

...,...,r!llll6 to ethnic stereotypes, rather than the reverse. Thus, while ethnic stereotypes 
f .-,tion&l language competence exist, they do not detei'Illine the respondants • evaluation 

0 f the guises' abilities. The study srowed the emergence of positive norms, but not nega
~ye ones, in contrast to the Canadian and US experiments, where social prejudices 

ulted in strong negative judgements as well. These results give strength to and go 
::;ond Inglehart & Woodward's claim that rivalries among a mobilized multilingual popu
:~Jtion can be neutralized by acquisition of a cosl!lopol1tan language, (Ret. lnsJ.ahut, R.' 
......,.S .. 1967• ~ ContUota anS the PoUtical e-mit,," in P. P, GislloU. 19?2o L&.1guap and Social Context, 
~ 'p~./ .. bo"f, 11. 1972, Socio~stic Pattems, Chapt, 6. U, PfiM,/ !.ubort, ;;, et al, 1960, "Evaluatio~l 
~ w ~ .._.. .. " J, ot Allnonlal anS Social P$7Chaloey f1Js44-51./ '1\zoker1 G,R. & 11. !.ubort, 196'), "''.'hite and 
IIP'O u-s• Relations w ftl'ious Atoarican-Etl&lisll Dialeota." Social Forces 47s463-468. 

J()ll1l 11. pERJCINS, Ohio State University 

~:r-Dialect Imitation and Phonetic Change 

[WED liORN: B} 

Jeogr811111&rian linguists appealed to the notion of "intimate borrowing," or "dialect bar
roving," as an explanation of otherwise regular sound changes (Bloomfield 1933); and more 
recently, historical linguists have suggested that cross-varietal borrowing may be a major 
aource of sound change ( Labov 1972). The initial stage in cross-dialectal borrowing of 
pronunciations is necessarily the imitation of phonetic representations found in another 
wariety. Experimental evidence is presented showing that when speakers of one variety 
ot 11 language (American English) imitate another variety that differs in its phonetic rep
resentations of vocalic diaphones in shared lexical items, they tend to substitute similar 
~l nuclei from their own phonetic inventories, without regard to phonemic category, but 
tend to modify these substitutions in the direction of their own phonetic representations 
of the diaphonic categories contained in the imitated lexical items. This implies, among 
other thin~s . t~at the process of acoustic imitation itself may be a source of phonetic 
change. other 1mpl1oations for historical phonology and phonological theory will also be 
discussed. 

Bloomfield, Leonard. 1933. Language. New York: Holt , Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 
~v. William. 1972. Sociolinguistic Patterns . Philadelphia: The Univers ity of Pennsyl

vania Press. 

ntB1i F. PRINCE, University of Pennsylvania [WED AFT: D} 

OJ the Yunetions of Tho Tyees of Cleft Sentences in Discourse 

lh-clefts (What Jo saw was mr key) (WC) and it-clefts (It was my key that Jo saw) (IC) are 
studied, in order to determine and compare their distribution & functions in discourse. 
Each has a focus (~ and a presupposition (Jo saw X), leading some to conclude that 
~yare synonymous & interchangeable (Akmajian 1970 ••. ). However, they are rarely so. WCs 
S~rt the usual custom of equating presupposition with old information (Hooper & Thompson 
1973, Hankamer 1974 ••• ), in that the wh-clauses indeed represent old info, but of a certain 
kind: it is such that the speaker can assume it is appropriately in the hearer's mind (Cp. 
Chafe's (1974) given) This is a necessary constraint, in the case of WCs, on Clark & Havi
land's (1975) bridge, & it accounts for why some discourse-initial WCs occur, in contradic
tion to Hankamer 1974. ICs are different & are of 2 types:(l)the stressed-focus IC (SF): 
the that-clause represents known/knowable info, not necessarily assumed to be in the hear
er'siDU1d & not presented as new in the discourse; (2)the informative-presupposition IC 
(IP): the that-clause represents new info but presents it as known, tho not to the hearer. 
E.a. It is~s same ![th which iSiJ?e!Petuated in the 2 so-called modern Constitutions ( • .. 
~~-- - ~955~, wherein ••• Cp. Whorf's nomic assertion. IPs also have various secondary sub-

lnatlng unctions: backgrounding, cause-&-effect • •• A possible reason for the 'nomic' 
•e of the IC is left-to-right order: generally, old info precedes new, as in WCs. SFs vio
late this, but it is regained in IPs. Numerous examples, taken from natural discourse & too 
long to be cited here, are presented. 
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PHILIP J. REGIER, University of SOuthern California {WED HORN: B) 

Indo-European consonants and Balto-Slavic Tone: Distributions and Relative Chronol~ 

In a paper presented at the Third International Conference on 
Historical Linguistics, Purcell and Regier (1977) presented evidence 
that root-initial voiced aspirates probably caused the Balto-Slavic 
circumflex pattern to arise in opposition to the laryngeal-inspired 
acute pattern, The present paper pursues the distributional patterns 
shown by Indo-European consonants and Balto-Slavic tone. When factors 
other than aspiration are taken into account and the roots are re
sorted, other generalizations are possible: 1) BS acutes predominate 
before root-final IE voiced segments, and BS circumflexes predominate 
before root-final voiceless segments and resonants. 2) BS circumflexes 
appear even before voiced segments if the initial segment is a velar 
(unless *n intervenes), including IE*~ g, which shifted to BS *s z. 
3) BS circumflexes appear even before voiced segments after initial 
*st or *sk, but not *sp. 4) BS acutes appear even after root-initial 
voiced aspirates if that initial is *dh and the final is also a 
voiced aspirate. These principles are about 85~ successful in account
ing for the tone distribution on BS short diphthongs. 

AUDFIEY L, REYNOLDS, Northeastern Illinois uni versi t!l {FRI HORN: D) 

Otto Jespersen: A Humboldtian Linguist 

Although otto Jespersen devoted a considerable amount of energy to combatting 
the views of those with whom he disagreed, there was at least one linguist whose 
work Jespersen admired: Wilhelm von Humboldt. From Jespersen's perspective, Hum
boldt, unlike other nineteenth-century linguists, unders tood that language was a 
human activity, not the supra-human, mechanistic process so often referred to by 
August Schleicher and the Nee-Grammarians. 

In this paper, I will argue that Jespersen not only admired Humboldt, but 
consciously applied some of Humboldt's views in developing his own linguistic 
theory. Specifically, I will focus on four of Jespersen's theoretical conceptions 
which parallel those of Humboldt: (1) th~ concept of language as creative actiYi
ty; {2) the distinction between the potential and the actual (competence and 
performance); {3) the view of language as a complex, mysterious activity which 
eluded att~pts at analytic confinement; and {4) the development of a grammatical 
model which sought to express the relationship between sound and meaning, 

Finally, I will suggest that these conceptions are among the things which 
make both Humboldt and Jespersen so interesting to contemporary linguists, most 
notably Noam Chomsky. 

KAREN R. RICHARDS, University of Chicago {WED APT: D) 

on the Category Definite/ Indefinite in Old Church Slavonic (based on the three oldest 
original texts) 

Flier has shown that usage of long and short adjectives in the OCS Gospel manuscripts 
fairly consistently reflects the category definite/indefinite in the NP. A similar con
sistency is round in the Lives of Constantine (Cyril) and Methodius and the Panegyric to 
Cyril and Methodius, despite the lateness of our manuscripts of these works, What other 
resources exist to express this category? Sentence word order and deictics are seen to 
be of marginal relevance, The main indicators, rather, are contextual and semantic. 
This finding accords vith later Slavic developments, as vell as with adjective usage 
itself. 

Fl.ier, Michael S. Aspects of Nominal Determination in Old Church Slavic. The Hague 
Mouton, 1974. 
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RIDDLE, Adam Mickiewicz University, POland {WED AFT: C) 

Lakoff(Language,1970)and others have distinguished between true and 1• pasts. A true past refers to a fact no longer true. A false past de
~es a fact true in the present. This occurs in main and subordinate 
~uses• 1.The stranger~ taller than Tim is. 2,Jan told me he~ sick, 
:ut he looks fine to me, I will arguethat the simple past actually means 

ue in the ast in the speaker's world of beliefs and that the idea n2 
er true s a pragmatically derived inference. This single generaliza

on accounts for such seemingly disparate uses of the past as in 1-5• 3.I 
:idn't )mow you wore glasses now.l!.I thought this !!J!!! Miami. 5.Tom had a cat. 
1 will also argue that the past tense can be used as a strategy to avoid 
wrongly inviting inferences associated with the present tense;eg.the exis
tence of a personal relationships 6 , Ann was clever. ?.Kent ~ a nice place 
to live. The past is used in cases like ~nd 7 when the speaker no longer 
haS any relationship to the person or place described even though they may 
still exist. The context, pragmatic information tell us why• death, a bre~ 
up moving away, etc.Other aspects of the present and past will also be 
di;cussed. The new explanations of the meanings of these tenses obviate 
the need for a rule of sequence of tenses. 

ftlH RINDFLESCH & NICKI D. HARPER, University of Minnesota [WED AFT: D] 

Graphelllic Analysis and the Genetic Classification of Languages 

To test the hypothesis that genetic relationships of languages can be predicted from 
arapheaic frequency and distribution, l,OOo-word texts from many modern languages and all 
ancient Mediterranean-area languages were analyzed. Graphemic, not phonemic data were 
used since for many ancient languages, especially those which cannot be translated, only 
arapheaic data were available. Using the Cyber 74 computer, we obtained: total and 
po1itional occurrence frequencies; consonant cluster frequencies; and trigraphs. We have 
been able to show that, using only total occurrence frequency profiles, each language can 
be identified as Indo-European or Afro-Asiatic or neither. Analysis of other data 
&lready obtained will permit more refined classification. Zip£, Ku~era, and Greenberg 
have counted graphemes in various languages. None has used graphemic analysis to deter
aine genetic relatedness. Our results can help determine the genetic relationship of 
texts which can't be read but whose gross phonetic values are known, such as Minoan 
Linear A. They may also help determine phonetic values of graphemes when genetic 
~ationship is assumed, but the language remains poorly understood, as Lydian. They 
uo also help restore damaged texts in known or unknown languages and assign reliability 
indices to the restorations . We hope to use them to determine the genetic affiliation 
of Minoan as part of a long-term study of Linear A. 

CAfHERINE 0. RINGEN, University of Iowa [ 'I'HlJRS HORN : B] 

a:. the Relevancy Condition 

~purpose of this paper is to argue for a reformulation of Jensen's (1974) Relevancy 
~dition which differs from Jensen's formulation in two ways: its domain is restricted 
to assimilation and dissim.ilatf.on rules and, like Howard's (1972) Crossover Constraint, 
it eltcludes a possible focus from the intervening material rather than the set of segments 
defined by the features common to the focus and dete=inant. t11at the former revie.ion is 
aecessary is clear when examples other than assimilation and dissimilation rules are con
lidered . For example, given Jensen's formulation of the Relevancy Condition and his 
definition of focus and determinant, it is predicted, incorrectly, that no intervening 
aaterial is possible between the focus (V) and the determinant (#) in the Finnish stress 
nue: V + [+stress)/#C • Or, in the case of Russian !-deletion, which applies only to 
verbs, it would be pred~ed, incorrectly, that [-cons] segments can intervene between 
~e focus and the [+cons] segment: 1 +~/[+cons] #. That the latter revision is 
Dlcessary is demonstrated by examples like Menominee Vowel Raising (discussed in Howard, 
1972), for which the reformulation, but not the original, can correctly predict the in
tervening material, It will further be shown that the proposed reformulation can handle 
:;1 the examples cited by Jensen with the exception of Sanskrit n-retroflexion which will 

shown to be incorrectly formulated. 
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ORRIN WARNER ROBINSON, Stanford Univers ity (THURS HORN: a] 

Abstractness in a Phonological Parsing Hodel 

Since Kiparsky 1968 there has been a growing conviction in generative circles 
that certain types of analyses theoretically possible in a generative theory or 
phonology should nonetheless be rejected as too abstract. Rather loosely grouped 
under the name of 'absolute neutralization', such analyses typically i nvolve 
setting up an underlying distinction where there isn ' t one on the surface in 
order to account for otherwise unpredictable alternations found else~rhere on the 
surface. An example is Hyman's 1970 ayslysis of palatalized and labialized 
consonants before ! in Nupe (where J:j: a] is set up as underlying /C£/, (cwaJ as 
/C~/). Here I do not reargue the necessity for excluding such analyses, but 
show that while in a generative phonology they can be thrown out only by appeal. 
ing to restrictions extrinsic to the actual ~eehanisms provided by the theory, 
in a parsing model of phonology (such as that found in Leben and Robinson 1977) 
analyses like these are automatically prohibited by the way in which (backwards} 
derivations take place. Specifically, it is shown that the undoing of a 
neutralization rule will result in unspecified fea tures or segments unless there 
is evidence from other terms of the comparison as to the specific preneutraliza. 
tion value involved. This in turn makes it impossible to undo any other rule 
dependent on a specific value !or the features involved. 

THOMAS ROEPER & SUSAN TAVAKOLIAN, Univers ity of Massachusetts {THURS HORN~ D) 

A L.imit on LAD: The s-no de Principle 

We have experimental evidence that a single principle governs all of chil
dren's first structural hypotheses about complex sentences: all new material is 
attached to the topmost s. The principle holds for relative clauses where chil
dren interpret the rat kicked the cat that pushed the dog as having the rat both 
kick and push. The same holds for perception verba John saw MarY carrying the 
basket where John sees and carries. In addition in a ~ sentence the cat put 
'tii'eii'Og that kicked the rat on the table where S-node attachment of the relative 
is impossible because the PP attaches to the VP. we find that children uniformly 
do not take cat as subject of both pUt and kicked (taking dog as subject or de
leting the relative). Other sentence types follow the same principle. In ad
dition the principle accounts for children's treatment of pronouns in complex 
sentences for him to hit the dog would please the ..at where s-node attachment 
excludes (by the command principle) eat from referring to him. Finally we have 
evidence that children determine quantifier scope as if the quantifier were at
tached to the topmost S for~. ~. and~ as in the bear saw Bill not eat 
the honey where ~ applies to both see and eat. This pri.Deiple limits the range 
of potential hypotheses a child must consider. 

ANDY ROGERS { liED APT: C] 

On Gener ali zed conversational Impli cature and Preparatory Conditions 

On Generalized Conversational Implicature and Preparatory Conditions 
In •Requiem for Presupposition• (Proceedin¥s of the Third BLS Heetina) 

Karttunen and Peters distinguish between genera 1zea conversational fmp11· 
cature and preparatory conditions on felicity of utterance on the basis 
that the former are cancellable, while the latter are not. I will show 
that the same conclusions about cancellability follow in both cases if 
strictly comparable cases are considered. so no argument for the distinct
ton has been established. In their implicature example (13), the critic 
and the speaker of the contradicting sentence are noncoreferentiol and 
the respective speech acts are noncotemporal. 

{13) John criticized Harry for writing the letter. Since the letter was 
written by Mary, it was quite unfair of John, 

In their preparatory conditions example, the directer and the speaker of 
the contradicting sentence are coreferential and cotemporal. 

You are in no position to shut the door. Still. please shut the door.{369) 
If these variables are made parallel, parallel results obtoin: therefore 
the disttnctfon collapses. I will discuss ramifications of this and several 
other facts for their classification of presupposit1oo•11ke phenomena, 
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[WED HORN: C) 

Schacht er (1977) proposes a uni versal Coordinate Constituent constraint (CCC) 
he claims wi ll expl a i n many facts about coordinate constructions. It i s the 

of thi s paper t o demonstrate that the cri t erion of ' like semantic functi on ' in 
is t oo vague t o account for the semantic basis of conjoining . I will show in 

that : (a) Schachter' s claims about like semantic function are incor rect . 
Japanese, ss with different semantic functions, i n particular , statements and 

!:...nds or requests, can be conjoi ned, and Ss wi th like semantic funct ions , in part i cular, 
twa commands , or two reques t s, cannot be, and (b) the acceptability of many conjoined ss 
C~PDCt be a7counted fo: ~ terps of the CCC ~ pragmatic constraints . I claim that the 
difference 1n acceptab~l~ty of (1) and ( 2), for exampl e , cannot be expl ained i n Schachter ' s 
fr.-ework. 

1. I di dn ' t plan to come so late but I had car troubl e . 
2.*1 didn' t plan to come so late yet I had car trouble. 

1 use the not ion of 'coromon topi c' information shared by t he conjuncts of conjunctions 
(cf. Lakof f :7971) t o ~emonstrate t hat th~ di fference in acceptability of sent ences like 
(1) and (2) 1s semant~c, and not praqmat1c. I concl ude that the notion of common topic 
tnfo~tion ~ust be included in any general constraint on conjoining, and that semanti c, 
DOt pragaatic , criteria pl ay a l arge rol e i n determining the acceptability of conjoi ning. 

I'l1oN /1. SAG, University of Pennsylvania (WED AFT: C) 

!§roper Theories of Proper Names 

llcently several linpists (Ieenan(71, 72)., Cole(7S), Abbott(76)) have proposed to 
treat transparent vs. opaque differences in understanding of sentences containing proper 
..... &ad definite descriptions scopally, on a par with si•ilar proposals for the logi
cal representation of comparative sentences (mostly derivative of Postal(74)) , This pa
per argues against any such proposal. Crucial to the arguaent is the dependency of elli
psis phena.ena on variable binding d0110nstrated by Sag (76) and Willi811s (77) . VPs corres
poadiDI to subparts of logical for.ulae containing free variables cannot undergo Verb 
Pllrase Deletion (*What did Harry ~ ?) • VPD thus provides a practical test for what 
~d ' wh~t shouldn•t be given a log~cal account in teras of variable-binding opera
tors adaitt1ng of scopal variation. Br10fly, the differ ences in understanding in the 
case of co~atives (sensible vs. contradictory) pass the VPD test. Deletion of just 
CU eUedded VP is blocked on the sensible reading of exx . like : S811 believed we were 
IDI'e upset than we were. Did Lu believe we were~?. But siai lar exx. i nvolvin& the tran
rparent understanding of sentences with proper naaes allow deletion of the eabedded VP: 
Sa believed we were upset at Jo . Did Lu believe we wore 07 Logical structures like this 
.uuld incorrectly block deletion : T(Jo,x)(Lu believed we were upset at x).Th!1 & other 
ewidence suggests comparatives should be treated scopally & proper names should not. 

AllliRADHA SAKSENA, University of cali forn ia, Los Angeles [WED AF'l': C} 

I• 'l'here a Passiv e Transformation in Hindi ? 

Tbia paper pursues the current questioning of t ransformational approaches t o 
language data by examini ng a ma jor t ransformation, the passive, i n Hindi. This 
construction, i l lustrated by (1 ) , has t hree formal properties. 

(l ) raam-see r ootii khaa-yii jaa-eegii 
Ram-instr bread ( fem ) eat-past par~ passive-future , fem 
The br ead will be eaten by Ram. 

First, the main verb is i n t he past participle form, and i s f ollowed by the passive 
•uxil liary J!!• Second, t he ag~nt takes the i nstrumental case marking - see (rather 
than the otherwi se -~ I -~. ~ inally , t he verb agrees with the object Trither than 
the subject). This paper cl a i ms that each of these three properties of the passive 
~ accounted f or by three separate, independently needed statements of Hindi grammar . 

us, t he pa86i ve auxilliary behaves like other nuxil liaries i n compound verb 
formations, which do not permit a trans formational treatr.1ent in Hi ndi . The use of 
"!!! follows i t~dependently established f unction of signalling t he non- focussed 
•gent. Finally,Ave~t agreement i s predicted by a s i ngle, language-general rule of 
Yerb agreement , Since all three pr operti es of the passive construct ion are indep
:ndent~y accounted for anyway , positing a passive t r ansformati on is an ~necessary 
Xcerc1se. Other Hindi-specif ic problems wit h thi s transfor mation are~olnted out. 
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lfARIO SAL'l'ARBLLI, University of Illinojs {FRI HORN: CJ 

Nhere DO Agent Phrases Come From? 

It 1• often assuaed that agent phrases have but one source: the passive. This ana 
lysie hae been extended to include agent phrases in clause union languages like ~ 
French and Italian (Kayne 1975, Aissen 1974, Postal 1977, Comrie 1976). Accordins
ly, agent phrases in (1) are homogeneou.ly derived by the passive transformation 
Tbis paper presents syntactic evidence indicating that the passive analy*is is ea: 
pirically incorrect for clause union constructions like (lb). In fact, the agent 
phrase in (la) is a •ch&meur,• whereas the ~gent phrase in (lb) is a •tena,• con~ 
trary to the prediction Made by the passive analysis. The relational difference is 
syntactically demonstrated in (2), where we observe that the agent phrase does not 
cliticiae in (2a), proving its ch&meur status. In (2~), on the other hand, the 8C• 
ent phrase does cliticiae, revealing its relational status. It will be argued that 
any descriptively ade,uate account of agent phrases, consistent with these and ot~ 
er aspects of their syntactic and semantic behavior, must recognize more than one 
derivational source. It is proposed that agent phrases are derived through gr-..ar 
changing rules (la) as well as rdational conditions on reduced structures incorpo. 
rating hierarchical, semantic and pragmatic factors (lb). 
la la pomme a 6te mangee par Claude 2a •1a pomme ~a 6t6 mangee 
lb elle fera manger la pomme par Claude 2b elle ~ fera manger la pomme 

GERALD A. SANDERS, University of Minnesota {THURS HORN: B] 

Simplicity and Evaluation Fallacies in Linguistics 

'there are a DWIIber at UDSOUDi arcu-nta in tbe l.inguistic literature based cruc~ 011 
tbe notion ot a •aiq:>l.ici1i;r lllltric• ar nevaluation procedure11 far granars. This paper 
vill 8DJii.D8 two representative arguments of tb1s type am will show that tbe;r are hlla. 
ciows becauae ~the inberent incoherence ot tbe under~ idea ~ gr'll!lllatioal. evalna
tion it.aelt. rhe first argument, tl'Olll Kiparslcy' (1971), attelllpta to demonstrate tbe e.pi~ 
rical inadequac;r ot tbe t,-pe of nal~tion 11111tric propoeed by ChOIIIIicy' and Halle (1968) b)' 
ahCIIdng that it fails 1io aelsct the appropriate phoiiOlocical rules far the ~r of 
Mllari. But this arglllllml; depends wholly on 1;be talJJe aaawaption 1ihat an eval.l.laticm .tn.c 
.a~St be able \o correc1ily projec1i t'rOlll all1' arbitrary' sample whatner to the whole lA~p 
tr0111 which the sa~~pla vas drawn. Tbe second al'gUIIIIInt, !'rOIIl Cbomslcy' and Halle (1968), pur
par1ia to show that ona metatheory and ewl.ustion procedure is superiar to another becaraae 
ot ita capacit;r to account for certain typological facta about natural language phonolccr. 
But tbia argumezrt. is NSed on tbe false asaU!Iption that the wak genarati.Te capacit;r of 1 
tbeCIZ7 or lllllt&laDgllllge-vbich is ita only possible source for the generation of typol.ogi~ 
cal predictiom-could be affected in anr va;r by the choice of one nalu.tion procedure 
rather t.ban another. Baaed on the a~es of ncb arguJ~~Bnts, am certain ~~are general 
conaiderationa aa well, it Vill be argued that the idea of an e~luation procedure far 
grlllllllllrB can serve IIO usetul purpose at an in l.inguistic description am analysis. 

SUSAN F. SCHNERLING, University of Texas, Austin {FRI MORN: 

TOward a Non-Global Analysis of Auxiliary Reduction 

Contrasts like Tell me where John's working--now/*Tell me where John's-
~ have generally been assumed, following Harold King ("On Blocking the Rules 
for Contraction in English"), to indicate that complete reduction of auxiliaries 
is blocked in the presence of an immediately following "extraction site" {indi
cated here by dashes), and King's interpretation of the blocking condition has 
provided one of the most convincing arguments for "global" reference in trans
formations (either directly or through the use of traces), The purpose of this 
paper is to undermine this evidence for global reference by showing how, given 
an independently motivated rule shifting be out of VPs , the relevant contrasts 
are accounted for in a "local" analysis, whereby Auxiliary Reduction has a 
right-hand environment of VP1 reduction is blocked when the VP is destroyed. 
This alternative, unlike an extraction-site analysis, correctly predicts the 
ungrammaticality of *John's been workinq hard, and Bill's been--too. Apparent 
counterexamples like When's dinner? are shown to be equally problematic for an 
extraction-site analysis1 compare VP-Deletion examples like *I know when John's 
arrivinq, but when's Bill? 
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{WED HORN: C) 

'l'be notion "same rule" has been invoked rather extensively in the linguistic litera
Though suggestions,arguments, and claims about certain rules being different tokens 
"same rule" have often been made, the notion itself has not been clearly and unamb

definedl neither has its si9Jlificance for the theory of language been made expli-
~r.,•u•>• paper is concerned with the above-mentioned issues : an attempt is made to estab

undentanding of the full impact of the concept "same rule" for linguistic 
--,.u,•x•-··~• ~ th:r~y to assess the si9t1ificance of the notion for syntactic theory. 

'l'be tent rule u defined in terms of an acquisition model of linguistics constrained 
bf CI()Miderations of the "innateness hypothesis" ,such that "same rule" should be able to 
a.pture a significant qeneralization in terms of such a model . It is pointed out that this 
~~~~.z:pretation of "same rule" is inapplicable for comparisons across two or more languaqes, 
GD}ess some provision is made within the model which can adequately explain cross~linguis
tic •umeness" of rules or similarities among rules . Various explanations are examined and 
it is argued that given "an acquisition/innateness" model of linguistic theory, only ~ 
explanation in terms of some universal inventory of transformational rules allows for a 
given rule to be a significant generalization across two or more languages,and makes any 
)dJICl of clai.Jn to psychological reality. This explanation is assessed in the light of a 
..-ple of cross-linguistic studies. 

SUSAN SHEPHERD, Stanford University [WED HORN: D] 

!lJI!Illllters, b1.1t personys7 Variation in Middle English Plural Formation -
During the period from approKimately 1460 to 1550 a change was occurring in Middle 

IB&liah plural formation. Until this period most plurals were formed by adding - Va 
(vowel plus /s/). This began to be replaced simply by -s, in what many have thought was 
a ~dom manner. However, a closer look, confirmed by variable rule analysis, indicates 
t.at certain environments favored the new form, while others did not. lmpor&ant factor 
,roupa were found to be origin of the word, preceding environment, number of syllables 
ID the word and presence of certain morphological endings. -s plurals occur first on 
~OUDS of French origin ending in a sonorant, preferably /r/ (often from agentive -er). 
At present the linguistic environment for this change has been analyzed . Another level 
can be explored with information available on social position, age, education and 
aaosraphic location of different speakers (writers). There is aome indication that more 
.. ucated apeakera (at least those exposed to French) may have initiated the change . The 
data used in this study were plural nouns found in lbe Paston Letters. Special problems 
IDd advantages in the analysis of variation in written texts will be discussed, as will 
laplicationa of the study for the composition of the lexicon. The issue involved may 
aot be as specific as plural formation. It probably reflects a more general process in 
the language, also seen in the formation of possessivee and the past tense. 

IGI.I' SHIH, GUY CARDEN & LINDA LANE, Yale University {THURS HORN: D) 

Ullobtrusive Data-Collection: An Evaluation of the Appropriate-Response Methodology 

lee A centr~ problan in collecting syntactic data is that responses are invariab:cy more or 
s biased .l.f the subject knows you are asking about language. Here we evaluate one os

=e sol';ltHn, an unobtrusive "appropriate-response methodology<•: The syntactic st~-
s of J.nterest appear as questions in an interview about a non-linguistic topic and we 

1'lte the goodness or the structure by the proportion of "appropriate" responses ' 
t.o Our~ pilot e:Jqlerimenta (40 and 32 subjects) test the method by' c~aring.responses 
t.o grammatical control sentences of varying length and c~lex:i.ty with those to ss agreed 
tb have syntactic (eg Ross Constraint) or sei!IEIIntic (es Cross-Over) violations md with 
( ose or doUbtful status (multiple central 811lbeddings). The method proved unobtrusive 
(~or the 72 subjects suspected 011!' linguistic interest), but relatively insensitive 

In numbers of subjects were needed to produce statistically significant result s ) 
p addition to the test of the method, linguistica~ interesting data appeared: 
~ exanple, C~X~plex NP violations (.1' non-appropriate) could not be distinguished fran 
(~)natural controls ($), while eo-ordinate-structure violations were 811101'\g the worst 
CQh • Mul.tiple central e111beddings (1~} could barel:;r ( .05 level) be distinguished trom 
•cr~ of the same length ($), and wre better than a long, c~lex control (22%) whiJ.e 

multiple central embeddings were significantl:y worse than unscrambled ( 3$)! 
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CARHBN SILVA-CORVAUN, University of California, Los Angeles [PfED APT: D] 

A Quantitative Study of Speakers' Awareness of Ambiguity in Discourse 

This paper presents a quantitative validation of the factors that determine the 
tion or the expression of the subject in spoken Spanish, and the position of the 
with respect to the verb when it is expressed. The study is based on the language 
through recorded interviews of Mexican-American Spanish speakers. By examining the 
are able to identify the factors that determine: l. the choice between expressing or 
ing the subject; and 2. the choice between placing the subject in preverbal or in post. 
verbal position. 

Syntactic and semantic constraints on the occurrence of the two variables were inve,. 
tigated by the use of the Cedergren/Sankoff variable rule program. The results indicate 
that same reference favours the deletion of the subject and its preverbal position when it 
is expressed. Preverbal placement is also influenced by the presence of an NP or an adverb 
in the verb phrase. On the other hand, the effect of old versus new information on the 
tion of the subject is surprisingly low. The results of the multivariate analysis 
the hypothesis that the ambiguity of the verbal :f'orm is an important constraint on 
tion of the subject. The speakers'linguistic behaviour consistently responds to three 
of ambiguity: 1. morphologically ambiguous verb; 2. morphologically unambiguous verb; 
3. context unambiguous verb. The ambiguity constraint also bears upon the position or tbe 
subject: its postposition is strongly disfavoured in the environment of an ambiguous verb. 

JOHN VICTOR SINGLER, University of California, Los Angeles [WED AFT: D) 

Language and Nationalism in South Africa 

This paper examines the role of Afrikaans in the nationalism of Afrikaners and the 
role of English in the nationalism of Africans in South Africa. Additionally, it considers 
the ways in which South African language policy has sought to advance the former lang
uage and nationalism while thwarting the latter. Afrikaans, the single most important 
symbol of Afrikaner nationalism, is seen by Afrikaners as the sacred and unique embod
iment of a sacred and unique nationalism. English, on the other hand, is valued by Af
rican nationalists because of its relative neutrality, i.e. because it is not identified 
with any of the constituent ethnic groups which African nationalism seeks to unite. The 
Afrikaners see English as the medium of British cultural imperialism; consequently, 
the utilization by Africans of English as their language of political expression combines, 
in the Afrikaner perspective, two threats to the survival of Afrikaans and Afrikaners, 
the imperialistic English language and the numerically superior African population. 

The paper will further examine those pieces of apartheid legislation, particularly 
the Bantu Education Act of 1953, which have shaped contemporary South African lang
uage policy. The relevant implications of recent events, including the Soweto riots of 
1976 and the South African attempt to create Bantustans, will also be considered. 

ANJANI KUHAR SINHA, University of Chicago [FRI HORN: C] 

Passive Predicates and Adjectives 

Contrary to Freidin (197.5) and Hudson (1976) this paper claims that 
passive predicates should not be treated in the lexicon nor should they be treated 
as adjective phrases . It shows that Freidin 's clailll that stative passives and 
adjectives behave alike does not hold good.Stative passives may not be combined 
with stative adjectives.{e.g.*American air and naval forces are stationed in the 
Philippines and satis:factory. )Stative passive predicates may take a ]ly NP; stative 
adjectives do not.(e ·~·This tablet is placed in the memory of Albert Pick by his 
relatives and friends} .Non-stative passive predicates and adjectives do not behave 
alike either.If a relative clause involving a passive predicate is used as a reduced 
apposition,]ly must be retained 1f the agent is to be retained;i£ a prenominal adjective 
is used.,gy lllUst be deleted and the agent hyphenated with the verb.{e.g. 'oranges 
kissed by frost' ,frost-kissed oranges/*by frost kissed oranges).Even in English,not 
all :passive predicates and their adjective counterparts have the same forms.{e .g. 
The value of pound has shrunk/ *shrunken,a shrunken/*shrunk pound). 

The paper further argues thatadjectives derived by passivizatlon have the same 
O'Ot'lStraints that passives have{e.g<l'His speech was followed/*& followed speech1his 
speech was barely followed/a barely followed speech) and they should not be treated 
in the lexicon either. 
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S. STEFFENSEN, University of Illinol:-
{'l'HURS HORN: C) 

sts do not accept theories of verbal deprivation, but there has been little sys
evldence refuting such claims as that of a "giant-word syndrome" in the speech 

Jturally·deprlved'.' children. In this paper, data will be presented from a Jongi-
1 study.of two children (ages 17 and 20 months) acquiring Black English Vernacular . 
syntactic patterns show a development essentially Identical to that of children 

ring Standard English. Many of the structures allegedly absent in the speech of 
'AM~·vectr·gJds were produced by these children. It will be suggested that while 
OPting, Bereiter ~nd ~ngelmann unwittingly placed their subjects In dyadic relation
..Jps where verbal1zat1on would have violated sociolinguistic constraints. On the other 
~.the naturalistic observation being reported conformed more closely to the rules 
of the children's speech community and a high volume of spontaneous speech was directed 
10 the observer •• Mo~e s~phistlcated means of testing are necessary If the language of 
•'culturally-depnved ch1ldren is to be realistically assessed . 

letelter, c .• & S. Engelmann. 
Engelwood Cliffs, N.J.: 

1966. Teaching disadvantaged children in the preschool. 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 

JaRCIA STEYAER'l', University of Minnesota 
(THURS HORN: D) 

J CDmparJson of the Speech of ESL Teachers to Native Speakers and Non-Native Learners 
of English 

Recently, increasing attention has been given to the study of adult-child language, 
.. cause it represents the primary source of input in the language-acquisition process. 
SDDW has found that adults simplify their speech to children even when the children are 
1111t physically present, e.g., when making tapes intended for them. Few studies have yet •eea done on the input to adult second language learners, however. Gaies has compared 
me classroom speech of ESL (English as a Second Language) teachers to their students 
n-s) to that addressed to other teachers, and found syntactic simplification in T-S 
1peech: fewer words per clause and fewer words and clauses per T-Unit. To supplement the 
re1ults of that study and test whether T-S speech is simplified even without verbal feed
back, an experiment was done in which six ESL teachers retold a story in their own words 
~ native speakers and non-native learners of English, under the guise of a listener 
~r~hension study. No statistically significant simplification was found on any of 
C.iea measures, but teachers did simplify in other ways. using slower speech, more repe
tition, and less reduction of main clauses. This indicates that, even in a testing situ
ation where there was no verbal feedback, the presence of foreign learners is sufficient 
~ produce modifications in the speech addressed to them by native speakers. 

AWID If. S'J'ILLHAN, Boston University 
[FRI AFT: C] 

F14dish and English - Yiddish and Hebrew: A Comparison of n.>o Contact Situations 

t Thi~ ~per. \·till analyze. the differences and sir.~ilari ties in the borrowinea 
(rom Y1dd1sh 1nto the :::.n.:;ll.sh spoken by the Jewish community of Ue1., York City 
(IIYCJB). and Co~loquial Israeli Hebrew (CIH). The absence of native-speaker models 
~:-ex1sten~ 1~ Is:ael, remote because of residence patterns in Hew York} as-
• d tha~ Y1dd1sh 1nfluence on !NCJE and CIH would be profound. Although Yiddish
~~akers 1~ both ~l~ces adopted ~h! new languages enthusiastically, they lived in 

Hst ent1rely b1l1ncual co~mun1t1es where borrowings from Yiddish into English 
or ebrew were easily understood. 
i~ Many ~o ~:owings were motivated by the need to express features of Eastern 
••biean Y1dd1sh culture retained by the immigrants in their new countries. Others 
~h ed t he.new language t? expresa certain fundamental distinctions of Yiddish, 
the faa ~t1onsart categor1es. Areas of the native•s competence often obscure to 
1Dter;re1~ner.such as the correct use of prepositions were especially subject to 

T erenc~ 7n_the speech of these bilinguals. 
~tuhe poss1b1~1ty that these borrowings from Yiddish will continue to be used by 
t7~re ~enerat1ons is far stron~er for CIH than !or NYCJE because of the different 
COQ s o ~ressure exerted on these speech forms by the standard lan ua es the 

pete w1th- General American English and "Classicizing" Hebrew~ g y 
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YERO SYLLA, University of California, Los Angeles [WED HORN: C] 

A Daughter Dependency Analysis of Pula Clitics 

This paper intends to describe in two sections some facts of Fula pronominal clitice 
within the framework of Daughter Dependency Grammar,a model recently developed by R,A 
Hudson. This model 'generates' only one structure (rather than the traditional deep~ 
surface structures found in a transformational grammar),An important innovation in RUde
on's model is the use of features on higher nodes, 

First section: Following an improvement of Hudson's model sugcested by Paul Schachte~ 
the morphological variants of Fula clitics,such as (1) mo moo "him",and a/cfaa "you" as 
in (2)noddu-mi-mo(call-I-him)"I called him",(3)noddu-moo-mi call-him-I)" I called him" 
(4) a suud'-iHyou hide- General Past)"you hid", and (5)cuucf-d'aa(hide-you)" you hid", ' 
will be predicted in a context-sensitive lexicon;redundancy rules will relate these 

second section: The general constraints on ordering of Fula clitics ,which could be 
accounted for in a transformational model by means of'surface structure constraints•, U. 
handled in DDG by •sequence rules ' which are sensitive to features such as tclitic, 
tpronoun, :long etc •••• 

It will be shown that DDG provides an adequate description of Fula clitics, 
as descriptively adequate as the one provided by a transformational model. 
Reference: Hudson,R,A. 1976. Arguments for a Non-Transformational Grammar, Uni, of Chica. 

go Press. 

JANES fi. 'IOLLEFSON, Stanford University [FRI AF'l': C] 

Hultilingualism and Language contact in Slovenia, Yugoslavia 

Two languages ~y oe said to be in contact when spoken by one individual or by con· 
tiguous speech communities (Weinreich, 1953). The relation between these types of coatact 
is the focus of this study of 113 Slovene students and their parents in Ljubljana, Tug~ 
slavia. Second languages spoken in Slovenia are classified into 3 categories: intra
national (within Yugoslavia) contact languages, i.e. Serbocroatian and Italian; inter
national contact languages, i.e. German; and non-contiguous languages, i . e. French, 
English, Russian, etc. The relationship between each of these socio-political categoriea 
and two socio-psychological variables is determined : ~nner of acquisition and 
educational level of speakers. 

Preliminary results of the survey suggest that: (a) Both generations have the same 
degree of multilingualism, but the students know non-contiguous languages, while their 
parents know contact languages; (b) Intranational contact languages are acquired at h~, 
international and non-contiguous languages are acquired at school; (c) Knowledge of 
intranational contact languages correlates with all educational levels, while inter
national contact languages correlate with higher educational levela, and non-contiguoua 
languages correlate with highest educational levels. This study documents a generatioaal 
shift in individual multilingualism defined by the socio-political status of the 
languages involved. 

RUSS 'l'OIILIN, University of Hichigan [FRI HORN: D] 

70ward an Explanation of the Basic Hord Order TYpology 

The goal of the paper will be to show that the distribution of the six lOC]ically pol· 
sible word orders {SOV, etc.) can be explained in terms of two independent syntactic 
principles, (1) and (2) below: 

(1) The Expected First Principle (EFP): Information that is more expected (old, given1 
stro1'19ly correlates with subject) will occur earlier in the sentence. 

(2) Verb-object bonding (VOB): The object of a sentence is bound to the verb to a 
greater extent than is the subject. 

It will be arqued that a tendency for (1) and (2) 
world accounts for the distribution of word order 

(3) EFP VOB ~~s . C0111111ent 
sov + + 40 Both EFP and VOB 
osv - - 0 Neither EFP nor VOB -v 

-v- svo + + so Both EFP and VOB 
ovs - + 0 Only VOB 

to be maximized in the languages of tilt 
types (summarized in (3)): 

Totals 
Both EFP and VOB 
Either EFP or VOB 
Neither EFP nor VOB 

90~ 

10\ 
0\ 

v j\'SO + - 8 Not lOC]ically possible for boi=tl 
~OS - + 2 Thus, cases of either. 

The evidence necessary to establish (1) and (2) ~ncludes: for (1), ~vement rules, pro~ 
minalizations; for (2), incorporation, adverb placement, movement constraints, idioms. 
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4Uferent kiDde ot evidence, the :fi:ret about. peroeytion and provuotion, the _. 
about din.ohronio ctewlopments in varioue languages, converge on the eypothesis 
the naturalness Of 1\ naeal vowel ie proportional to ita openness. First, acous

theoJ7 predicts. that the eaee with which the quality or a nasal vonl is peroeiwd 
prOportional to 1ts openness. Conti:r~~~ation fop this prediotion oomea froiD a "ffWl 

..,alitT pq10epUon ~xperi~~~ent I have perf01'1118d uing phonetician-Produced oral and 
-al vowels as st1lll!lli, phoneticians as subjects, judgements on a vowel quad:·il
ttPI aD4 011 a l"'mlc!Deas soale u method, aDd mean soatter in these judgemente u 
8 .an.re ~ the inve:ree ot peroeptual salieno;y. There are signitioant di:t:ferenoes 
ta the preclioted direoUon 'be"';.en the rank orda:re ot scatter of the oral and those 
fll the naal vowela. Jl'urther, the relative perceptual saliency of open nasal vowels 
otferfl Uself as the onl;r viable explanation for the tindine of EMG reseEU-oh that 
dv1118 the produo~ion Of a nasalized vowel 1 the degree ot nasal illation is. .aubjeat ~o 
oOJltrolled. TariatJ.on dependent on vowel openness. Seoond, altheugh moat ·7T 

8 
telllll 

lD the wo:rl_l's l~i:!-"~!'!! membe:re identical in qualit;r and number with t~ir oral 
Ju"'lerfl.l ... en quali • ., o~"tSQ• do ooour in nasal vowels the o£~ is towa.rd"' more 
8pen qua&it;r• Exa~~~plea 001118 from the hieto17 of l'renoh le.g. ;r'>lil" ), the evolution 

:. ~·ri~:iJ• t~ Nmerp )~ J!fts~;-v:c, 0( .e1k. th.f. :r;j~ ralllil;r (e.g. high nasal vovela 

IIJ)BI!R'llf. VAGO, Queens Co~~ege & City University of New York ['l'HURS KJRN: B) 

~ AfPlicat.1on of Rule Schemata 

This paper examines how the subrulcs of rule schemata (abbreviated 
rules) are expanded in phonology. Previous studies have universally 
assumed that the formalism determines the order of application, e.g. a 
longer aubrule prec~des a shorter one. This linear expansion is illustra
ted with several br1ef examples. Other evidence discussed (Sundanese 
nasalization! Madurese vowel tensing, Hungarian vowel harmony) suggests 
local expans1ona the order of application is determined by the i nput 
atr1ng. E.g., in Madurese lax vowels are raised and tensed by the (simpli
fied) rulea V => +T I +T (+son) , where +T (tense) : tense V, voiced c, 
aspirated C. The form /cha+la+~?7. 'to the south' contains three lax vowels. 
fhe shorter subrule (/ +T _) appl1es to the first Va /chK+la+~?/ 1 the 
longer subrule (/ +T +so~_) applies to the second Va /ch~+lt+~?/1 now 
the tirst subrule reappl1es and converts ~ to ~· [chfltu?J. ~his shows 
thatt a, a longer subrule does not necessarily precede a shorter one

1 
b 

a subrule, after it ~as applied, may reapply if it is fed by another sub
rule, A universal pr1nciple is proposeda leftward directional rules are 
expanded linearly, rightward directional rules are expanded locally. 

JOHN 1'. VIGORITA, Cornell University 

ltelsh archaf, drychaf and rhyd 

[ liED AF'l': B) 

This brief paper will, by showing the derivations of these words, illustrate the dif. 
ference between a Ve~leichendes W~rterbuch and an Histoire des Mots. 
It appears that the first two items, archaf "I ask", and drychaf "I mirror I see" derive 
~spectively from ·£~!!.~~~!.-!!1! and ·~!skC!_•!!1!• One also has ~ •ford": from p;oxi.mate 
..;,--.!:2·.!· N~, ~f one looks up, the words coqnate with archaf in Pokorny, one discovers that 
1n ~ys "•£r)!.·~, woraus •2.1~·" If one accepts the sta'teiiient made by Lewis and Pedersen 

omparative Celtic Grammar, that before stops and resonants one has ri 11 elsewhere 
~!!;. this will result in~ and~ as normal reflexes. One woU'i~,h~ver, expect 
~ reflecting •dr-sk-a-me < •drk-sk-a-me. 

us/ar we have comeaepending on a 'vergleidiendes W~rterbuch. What is the solution to our 
~ em. The solution lies in looking at what will pass for an Histoire des Mots, the Geir
~ Prifysgol ~· ~ and ~ both occur in the OW period, while drychaf the~ tiv! ~:rs inst~ad of •darchaf, is not attested till the MnW period. It is a den~ina-
de 1 r ~ 'mirror'" which occurs at: the beginning of the MW period and is the normal 

ve opment from proximate •dr1klcos. 
~ thus needs two types of etymological d1ctionari4 s. A ~ ~ Ve~leichendes W~rterbuch type, 
1.·~-.as Frisk's for Greek, and an Histoire des Mots type, such as Chantraine•s for the same 
-.,uage. They overlap, but they are both necessary. 
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STEPHEN WALLACE, University of Texas, Arlington {FRI An: C) 

Syntactic Imperialism 

This paper discusses syntactic and semantic change in constructions ot 
act~ve vs. passive voice. While ~ curren~ fashi?n i~ t? concentrate 
on ~nternal structural factors wh~ch cond~t~on l~ngu~st~c change, this 
work underlines the importance of external influence from English and 
other Western languages on diverse major modern languages, with special 
regard to voice. Data from four languages support the present hypothe
sis. In Japanese (Martin), Mandarin Chinese (Chao; Li and Thompson1 
Wang Li), and Persian (Moyne), English has contributed to the elabora
tion of full "passive" constructions. In Malay-Indonesian (personal 
research}, English and Dutch impact has caused a significant change in 
the use and meaning of the contrast between ~active" and "passive" 
verb forms. Concluding points are the following: 1) To call attention 
to the pervasive syntactic-semantic effect of English and other Western 
languages on non-Western languages; 2) To emphasize the role of cal
quing in such change, often promoted by superficial equivalence of 
grammatical categories across languages1 J) To highlight the need for 
awareness of the structural and stylistic values of grammatical features. 

WILLIAN WASHABAUGH, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee {THURS HORN: C) 

Topic Prominence in Providence Island Sign Language 

Providence Island Sign Language (PSL) is a manual language used in a small, isolated, 
and relatively young community. Its variability, and formational and lexical simplicity 
all suggest that it is still in its formational stages. A lack of categorical rules of 
syntax reinforces this suggestion. But while categorical rules are absent, cert~ 
syntactic tendencies are apparent in both candid and formally elicited signing. A 
fundamental tendency is for sentences to be constituted of sentence final verbs preceded 
by a single noun phrase sign. Deviations from this tendency are systematic and invoked 
where elaboration of sentence meaning is required. For example, in formal context
independent signing, where the discourse topic cannot be reconstructed from t he speaking 
context, signers construct multi-noun sentences. These multi-noun sentences explicate 
the discourse topic though they do not specify the semantic re l ationships between the 
nouns. Signers employ a variety of such multi-noun sentence types, including initial 
mention of the noun signs with a l ater repetition of them in the predication , and also 
proto-typical double subject, topic prominent sentences. 

Topic prominent sentences in PSL seem t o arise, like a variety of othe r deviant 
sentence types, from the appl ication of pragmatic strategies for elaborating and 
clarigying the meanings hidden in the fundamental simplex sentences of PSL. 

LYNN WATERHOUSE & DEBORAH FEIN, Trenton State College {FRI MORN: B) 

Sex Differences in Acquisition 

In a study of the language and perceptual development of 203 nursery school child
ren aged 18 months to 6 years old, a subsample of 116 children--58 boys and 58 girls-
were matched in boy-girl pairs where the birthdays of the boy and girl in each pair 
were less than 3 weeks apart. For paired T tests of 8 measures of language and percep
tion--(!) productive and (2) receptive vocabulary, (3) mean utterance length, (4) 
sentence repetition skill, visual (5) discrimination of forms (6) and complex figures, 
and (7) use and (8) variety of grammatical morphemes--there were no significant 
differences across the 58 grouped pairs, and there was only one significant difference 
when the group was clustered by 10 month age periods (i, e. , 20-29 months--60-69 months): 
in the 30-39 month age range, boys did significantly better than girls (T-2.57, pC .03) 
in receptive vocabulary (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test). 

These findings counter genetic research on the X chromosome which suggests that 
males have a strong biochemical advantage in visual perception (it is thought that the 
female's second X in turning into a Barr body exerts some dampening effect on the the 
remaining X which in both males and females appears to control visual perception ((by 
either a single or multiple gene effect))), These findings also counter arguments and 
some evidence to suggest that socially,young girls have more of a "talking relationship" 
with their mothers, and hence have early(speeded)or advanced language acquisition. 
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DONALD A. SCHUHSKY, University of Cincinnati {FRI HORN: B) 

es of 

nus paper reports on experiments done by a. phonologist and an experimental psychol-
to determine where speakers place the boundary between derivational sufi'lx and stem 

words ending in ion. ~· m. al, and some others. One group of subjects was 
tten words on which to mark the suffix; another group was read the words and 

the suffix orally. These two methods were used in order to explore which was best 
eX1~1.m,en1r.s on morphological segmentation a.nd to obtain results based on what was 

to two different methods. 
Prellmina.ry analysis of the data. indicates that 1) the written method is more valid 

tbiJI the oral, contrary to the experimenters' expectation; 2) there is rarely uniformity 
iD the choice of suffix. For example, some s ubjects chose ~. some ~. and some "no 
auf'fix" for the word continuous; 3) subjects make three types of suffix ohoices1 a) the 
auf'fix is what comes af"ter the stem it is added to (~in spiritual, ive in elective); 
b) the suffix is the same a.s suffixes in other words al i n spiritual because it is a.l 
iD ~tural, etc.) and c) the word has no suffix (often where linguists would posit One). 

According to the results of thase experiments, it does not reflect psychological 
reality to assume, as is usual in phonological theory, that suffixes are always determin
acl 10 that a.s few as possible are posited, that people necessarily posit the same set of 
aufflxes, rn: that they agree on which words have a suffix at all. 

JICJIAIW fiOJCIK, Barnard College, Columbia University {WED MORN: B) 

!'be Role of Alternations in Low-Leve.l Poono.logy 

This paper presents further data in support ot David Stampe's conten
tion (1968,1973) that so-called "low-level" phonological rules ought to 
be based on the notion "constraint on articulation" (i.e. natural process) 
rather than alternation. The data presented (American English) shows that 
certain optional rules of fast speech which operate across word and mor
pheae boundaries (e.g. palatalization,degemination) can account for gaps 
ln phonemic patterning (morpheme-internal (sy,ty,dy,zyJ and geminate clus
ters) if they are taken to be obligatory within syllables. The exa111ples 
differ from Stampe•s in that no alternations exist to "Justify" the opera
tion of the rules in obligatory contexts. Hence, phonetic substitutions 
rather than static conditions like generative phonology's MSCs are seen 
to govern phonemic patterning. Moreover, Read's (1971) study of sponta
neous spelling in pre-schoolers further supports the claim that alterna
tions are irrelevant to low-level rules. While his informants' obstruent 
clusters conform to the voice assimilation rule, past tense morphemes 
were spelled phonetically with T and D until about the age of five, when 
a single letter (D) came into use. That is. they seemed to have the rule 
ot voice assimilation before they recognized the alternation which genera
tlv1sts would take as justifying the rule. 

AIINIE ZAENEN," Harvard University 
JOAN lfALING, Brandeis University 

2'01'-posi tion 

In t ne current liter~ture two views on the derived 
consti t uent structure of topica.lized sentences prevail. 
According to the first the topicelized cons tituent ends up 
in the cm.IP-node. A~cording to the second t he topic is 
generated under an S preceding c-n s. We wil l show that 
neither proposal can be maintained for Icelandic and 
Yiddish. The argument crucially involves the exi s t ence of 
~ Verb-second Constr&int in embedded ch·uses i n those 
lr-ngu~ ffes and the difference in behavior between wh-words 
&nd topics with respect to this constraint. 

{WED NORN: C) 

We will. propose tho foll?wi~ derived constwent struc-
~e for top1cs: (i;OMP [_,toplc NP £;;f ••• t.1··· and 
81V~ further E'.rguments for it. T e consequences o this reana 
qs1s are that neither the Fttempt to explain wh-islands in 
terms of doubly filled cor~-nodes nor t he attempt to col
lapse VIH-movement and topicalization into one rule can be 
~intained for those languages. 
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ERIC ZEE, University of California, Los Angel&S [WED HORN: B J 

Phonetics and Plx>nology of shanghai Tones 

There have been differences of interpretation about the characterhatlon or the •h•~~t~ 
of the the phonemic tones (A, B, C, D I. E) of Shanghai dialect. Jiangsusben He Sb8ll« 
balshi Fangyan Galkuang (1960) and H&ll)'U Fangran Galyao (1960) characterize the tonea • 
53 (A}, 34 (B), 14 (C), 5 (D), 2 (E) and 42 (A), 24 (B), 35 or 434 (C), 5 (D}, 23 (!) 

11 

respectively. Sherard { 1972) offers a qualitative description of the tones, Ybieh 1a 
diatinguished :from those of J'HSFG and HFG, 'l'he present stuey presents the phonetic aha 
of the t1 ve tones, based on the results of acoustic analysis of the data by using a ~r;-
12 computer at the UCLA Phonetics Lab . On the bas is or these results , the five Sh~ 
tones are 1110re accurately characterhed as 51 (A), 33 (B), 13 (C), 3 (D) and 13 (E), 
Phonetic details , such as intensl ty and duration , rlll be presented. The paper al1o 
presents the tone sandhi rules constructed on the basta of the results of the acoustic: 
analysis of the tone shapes of the bi-, tri-, quadri-syllabie 1110rphemes. In re£&rd to 
the the01"1 of the representation of tones, the data indicate that tone"in Shansb&1 r.q1111a 
a suprasegPMmtal interpretation {Wang, 1967; Ll.ben, 197lb, 1973ab; Elime1eeh, 1976) 
tone E is a shwt tone as well as a rising tone, Ybich is agalns t Woo's ( 1969} cCII1tenttaa 
that no contour tones can occur on short tones ; and because the tone of the tint IJ'll&blt 
of a polysyllable morphe• determines the tone shape ot the entire morph- in this 

JANET DELONG ZIEGLER, Messiah College [THURS HORN: D] 

Morplx>logy and Syntax in a Case of Late Language Acquisition 

Acquisition of morphology and syntax of an artificial sign language which approximates 
the structure of spoken English (Signed Exact English). Progress report covering the 1st 
18 months of a case of late language acquisition. The subject is a 6-year-old profoundly 
deaf child. Data collected by means of manual notes and videotapes. Subject uses two 
basic types of acquisitional strategies for syntax: straight memorization and repeat, 
and a semantically-oriented structure consisting of major concept plus satellite concepts. 
(The latter is typical of sign languages in general.) Ease with which words are learned 
appears to vary directly with the amount of meaning they ~ontribute. Names, action verbs, 
attributes, quantifiers all appear (MLU 5 to 7 words). Prepositions and articles fre
quently omitted. The!£ infinitive is often confused with the~ indefinite article, ~s 
in, 'I want to play outside,' which becomes, 'I want.! play outside,' indicating an 
equation of infinitives with nouns. (NP VP NP) The signed language produced structur
ally resembles a spoken English with a small vocabulary (approx. 1500 words), while 
exhibiting certain systematic gaps, deviant word order (N+ADJ is common), and other omis
sions which can be attributed to inadequate exposure at this time. The sequence of 
acquisition of the 14 common morphemes, however, differs from that of normal speech 
(Brown, 1973). 

nAVID A. ZUBIN, Southern Illinois University & Columbia university [Wf:D AFT: D] 

Discourse Analysis of Heaning in Grammar: The German Nominati ve 

In concentrating on intrasentence variables, semantic research has pro
duced only peripheral information about the semantic content of the nom
inative, or "grammatical subject" in German, e.g. that there are quant
ifier scope differences betw. active and passive sentences. Functional 
Sentence Perspective, in using discourse variables, has not found a sim
ple relationship betw. "topic-comment" and the morphologically specified 
"grammatical subject" (Sgall et al., 1973). This paper will present two 
quantitative discourse variables--Focus Index and Token-Type Ratio--to 

75izocus Index 

50% 

25 
dec 

test the hypothesis that the nominative case signals "Speaker's Focus of 0% 
Attention." Both these variables derive from the psychological concept 1. • few .. often 
of "selective attention"(e.g. Neisser & Becklen, Cog. Psych. 7, 1975). freq.ofmention 
The Focus Index compares the total number of times an entity is mention- Token-Type Rltio 
ed in discourse to the number of times mentioned in the nominative. The 5 
Token-Type Ratio measures the number of different entities the nominative 4 
refers to in discourse, compared to the other case forms. Quantitative 3 
data based on these measures support the hypothesis that the nominative 2 
signals "Speaker's Focus of Attention." 1 
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Poetic rbythm, like speech rhythm generally, is the result of a 
of like units (typically syllables) modulated by an alternation 

..ac:Jce,sSJo.upurominent and non-prollli.nent units (ct. Allen 1975, p. 77). We will 
t1Dd it usefUl to differentiate two ways in which the thythm of verse 
differs from speech rhythm: first, the definitionsof prominent and non-

eminent unit may be rather complex logical functions of natural language 
pro rties (typically accent and quantity; see e.g. Kiparaky 1968), and 
~0~, the successions and alternations of verse are subject to numerical 
re,ulation: the number of units and/or the number of peaks of prominence 
within a line (defined in terms of syntactic boundaries or as the domain 
of phonological rules or devices such as rhyme or alliteration) are kept 
constant; the number of units between peaks is typically restricted also. 

lie rill be concerned in this paper only with the numerical regulation 
of the verse line, and specifically, with the fact that for some languages, 
DWaerical regulation refers neither to the stllable nor to peaks of 
proainence, but to a sub-syllabic unit, the mora. Por tbe present, the 
.ora 1181 be thought of as a unit of length such that a av syllable is 
ODS mora long and dV syllables and, optionally, some or all OVC syllables 
are two moras long (bimoric). We will argue that 'mora-counting' systama 
of versification are historically derivative of syllable-counting systems. 
Specifically, it will be shown that mora=counting arises through syllable
conflation processes of the form CVCJV > CN and OV(JV >eve, whereby new long
vowel syllables and closed syllables are created by contraction following 
intervocalic consonant-deletion and by vowel-syncope, respectively, and 
are interpreted, e~ymologically, as disJllabic/bimoric for the purposes of 
vereification. Ve will also find that a necessary condition for the 
development of mora-counting is that the language in question be character
ized by a word-accent which entails no phonological modification of the 
vowels of unaccented syllables; i.e., there must be no alternations of vocalic 
quality or quantity conditioned by accent and no neutralization of vocalic 
contrasts under lack of accent. 

This last is a characteristic which must otherwise be rejected as a 
criterion of metrical typology. It has been noted (Kurytowicz 1966, p. 164) 
that lack of vowel-reduction (the putative phonological correlate of 1pitoh
aocent') is compatible with metrical prominence based entirely on accent 
(Czech), as well as with prominence based entirely on quantity (Sanskrit) 
or on a combination ot the two ( Pinnish) • Purther, although 1 t has been 
ae~ed by, e.g., Allen (1975, p. 80) that a language without reduction 
of unaccented vowels is naturally associated with a parely syllable-counting 
(Vedic Sanskrit, Classical Japanese) or syllable-and-prominenoe-counting 
.. ter (Czech, Spanish), the example of Classical Tamil shows that it is 
o0111pat1ble vi th the ~ely prominence-counting type as well. Similarly, 
tbere are examples of the co-occurrence of vowel reduction with all of the 
above versification types except the purely quantitative, a gap which may 
be due simply to the scarcity of examples of the latter. Later in the 
paper, we will suggest a reason tor the relevance to the development of 
aora-counting of this variable which otherwise has little or no importance 
tor ~~etrical typology. 

Rules of accentuation may be syllable- or mora-counting as well, in 
tbat they may define a 'unit of phonological distance' (ct. McCawley 1968, 
P• 59) the number of whose occurrences between two p~onologically or 
.orphologically defined points (e.g., places of accent, boundaries) is 
at1'1ctl7 regulated. We will examine below several examples of mora-counting 
accent rules, showing that the basis of mora-counting accentuation is 
identical to that of mora-counting veraification. We will not consider 
~ea like Lithuanian, whose unit of accentuation may be argued to be 
the mora (Lithuanian contrasts rising and falling intonations on long, but 
not on abort syllable nuclei), but which does not .£Q1m1 moras either in 
ita versification, in which it is the nuaber of syll8iles per line which 
ia regulated, or in accentuation rules (accent is contrastive rather than 
Predictable) • 

Vith the introduction of accentuation rules and the concept of 'unit 
ot phonological distande, 1 we have a second criterion for judging a language 
aora-counting. The question of whether what counts as a unit fort he 
~oses of versification need always coincide with what counts as a unit 
tor the purposes of accentuation will be answered in the negative when we 
coca to consider Maori, whose ver•ification system reflects a more archaic 
aiage of the language than does its accent rule. 
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The !~rat languages vev111 consider ~ detail are Japanese and 
Bome~c Greek. In order to understand the difference between the systems 
v~oh re~ted from the introduction o! mora-counting in these two ~~~, •• 
ve must clarity the similarities and differences between mora-counting 
vereif~cation and quantitative versification. The d§fini tion of the mora 
given above seta UD an opposition between unimoric CV syllables and bimor10 CV(C) syllablesr clc syllables are unimoric in some systems (Tongan, 
Southern Paiute) and bimoric in others (Japanese). Nov quantitative 
versification (add more generally, the use of syllable-weight as a 
phonological variable; see Bevman 1972) also sets up an opposition between 
light Cf syllables and heavy c"' and OVC syl1ables. The crucial difference 
between the two is that mora-oounti.Dg involves an .gqsivalence of one cV or 
(in Japanese) eva syllable to two cv-syllables: avav is metrically inter
changeable with df or eve. In a purely quantitative versification system, 
such as tbat of Sanskrit, no such equivalence holds. There, the contrast 
between CV and df/OVO is used as the means of differentiating prominent and 
non-prominent syllables, a function which it does not have in a pure 
mora-counting system. 

Accentuation rules, too, may be based on quantity {syllable weight) 
as well as on mora-counting, and here the two may be harder to dist~iah. 
A case in point is the Latin stress rule: McCawley {1968, pp. 60-61) 
formulates it as "put stress on the sv11ablg which is two ~ before the 
last sYllable" (emphasis his), while Hpan {1975, p. 31) claims that Latin 
has "dominant antepenultimate stress, but that a heavy syllable in penul
timate position will attract the stress onto it." LatiD versification, 
which is (through borrowing) both quantity-based and mora-counting, would 
not favor either formulation, but we will see in Tongan a case where mora
counting versification lends support to a mora-counting analysis of a etreaa 
rule which could also be interpreted as responding to syllable weight. In 
general, we will find that the only ironclad evidence for mora-counting 
comes !rom versification; accent rules may always be reformulated in other 
tel'JIISo 

At this point, we will be ready to present a detailed account of how 
.Japanese became mora-counting. Old Japanese, as late as the early tenth 
century, was a language without closed syllables or distinctively long 
vowels. Starting in late Old Japanese, however, two sets of sound obangea 
coupled with numerous borrowings from Chinese led to changes in the language'• 
syllable-structure. Representative examples of intervocalic consonant 
deletion are the following: 

aa~i te > ma1 te 'generally' i taku.) i tau) i tlS' 1 very' 
At about the same time, syncope of /i/ took place in a number of forms, 
followed by assimilatory changes in the resulting consonant clusters: 

ar!te >*arte) atte 'having/be!ng' YOm!te> *yomte) yonde 'reading' 
As a result ot these changes, then, cV and eve syllables were created. 
How Japanese versification bad been based since the seventh century on 
alternating sequences of 5- and 7-syllable lines;_witb the changes we have 
discussed, that pattern was disturbed: the new CV and CVC syllables were 
110t treatecl for purposes ot versification on a par w i tb the old a'l syllables, 
but rather etymo~og1cally, as sequences of two CV syllables. ~he verse 1Uw 
vas no longer syllable-counting, but bad become mora-counting (we canno~ 
say that only the definition of 'syllable' bad changed; both 'syllable' 
and 'mora' are needed in an account of Japanese phonology). 

Reconstructed Indo-European versification is quantitative and syllable
counting, like that of Sanskrit. In Greek, IB *s,y (and later, *v) were 
lost intervooalical1y, re~ting in the creation of new long vowels and 
diphthongs which were etymologically disyllabic, could be used in place of 
a sequence of two light syllables in the dactylic hexameter, and which 
triggered a reanalysis of_all syllables containing long vowels and diphthingl 
(and by the equivalence cv;cvc characteristic of quantitative versification, 
of all closed syllables, too) as bimoric for purposes of the hexameter 
(of. lagy 1974, pp. 49-50). We will discuss the difference between the 
basis of this 'contraction' in the hexameter and the basis of 'resolution' 
in the iambic trimeter. These changes bad their effect on the accentuation 
ot Greek, too, but because long-vowel syllables and closed syllables were 
never equivalent for the purpose of receiving accentuation, only the former 
are btmoric for accentual purposes. We will claim that this fact is 
reflected in the restriction on accent placement in terms of the vowel 
length rather than the quantity of the last s yllable which is part of tbe 
recessive accent rule and attempt to show that recessive accent is basi~ 
mora-counting. 
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,Another clear case of t be development of morl:-counting through syllable
involves Polynesian, which zeroed Austronesian *y,R,b in all 

We will claim that the mora-counting versification and ante
stress rule of Tongan, the language which best preserves 

syllable-structure of Prot~Polynesian, should be reconstructed tor 
parent language. Given mora-counting as a starting-point, Maori shows 

interesting sequence of developments. Stress must be assumed 
b&Ve shifted at some point to the beginning of the word (cf. Hyman 1975, 
27); the modern rule says to stress the first syllable containing an 

f4entical vowel cluster (long vowel) if there is one; it not, to stress the 
fJ,ret syllable containing a non-identical vowel cluster (diphthOng) if there 
11 one; and if not, to stress the first syllable (Hobepa 1967, p. 10). The 
tact that a long vowel takes precedence over an (earlier occurring) 
4ipbth4ng suggests that there must have been a stage at which the former, 
~t not the latter, vas capable of attracting stress from the beginning of 
the word. This would be the case if clusters of like vowels bad coalesced 
1ato long vowels and come to be felt as constituting single uni1afor the 
purpose of accentuation at a time when clusters of unlike vowels were still 
felt to constitute two units and if the coaleaoence ot unlike clusters into 
~e accentable units occurred only after stress bad been attracted 
forward onto long vowels. But the hypothesized intermediate stage is 
precisely what is preserved in Maori versification, which counts as a unit 
_,8r,y member of a cluster of unlike vowels, but disregards vowel length; 
that is, counts a long vowel, like a single abort vowel, as one unit only. 
fhe versification thus validates the reconstructed sequence of contractions 
and accent-shifts. 

~he remaining examples now available of mora-counting demonstrably 
arising through ayllable-conflation involve Classical Arabic and Middle lndic, 
particularly Mahara~~ri, the most important literary Pr~it. 

In aonclus1on, we will discuss two general constraints which appear 
to restrict the acquisition of mora-counting. The first, that the language 
involved display no reduction of unaccented vowels, has been mentioned above: 
ve will show that in languages characterized by vowel-reduction, intervocalic 
consonant-deletion and contraction of vowels in hiatus occurs without 
interpretation of the result as distinctively long in languages without a 
previously existing length contrast and without interpretation of either 
resulting or pre-existing longs as bipartite in languages with an established 
length contrast. The second constraint is that there are in fact no mora
counting languages without a length contrast; i.e •• there are no languages 
which have become mora-counting, ~ the absence of long vowels, simply 
b7 creating closed syllables through syncope, in the manner of Japanese. 
!he question of the r elationship of this constraint to t be generalization 
that no language without a length contrast *ill display an opposition 
between heavy and light syllables (see, e.g., Hyman 1975 , p. 20) will be 
discussed. 
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The Functional Determination of Phonological Rule Interactio~s 

[WED HORN: It} 

Certain aspects of linguistic structure are arbitrary, and certain otners are 
not. The non-arbitrary, or natural, characteristics of languages are t~ose .which 
follow from their universal natural function as systems of human commun1c~t1on. 
Their arbitrary characteristics are those which are underdetermined by th1s function. 
One of the primary g?als of linguistf~s is to disti~guish these two aspects of 
language by identify1ng those propert1es of grammat1cal rules and rule interactions 
that are determined by the co11111unicative :unctions of gral!"'iltical rule~ in general, 
and those properties that are underdeterm1.ned ~y t~ese unwersal fun~hons. The 
hypothesis of Universally Determined Rule Appl1cat1on, as developed 1.n Iverson 
(1974a, 1976), Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll. (1974)! Sanders (1976}, and a number of 
other recent studies , is one atte~t to ach1eve thlS goal. 

This hypothesis claims that all applicational interactions and derivational 
precedence relations among grammatical rules are determined by universal rather 
than language-specific principles of rule function . It thus excludes ~11 extrinsic
ordering contraints, either local or global, and all other such non-u~1versal 
restrictions on rule interaction, thereby restricting the possible d1fferences 
between gra11111ars to differences in their rules alone . The hypothesis of Univer
sally Determined Rule Application, therefore, amounts to the claim that the 
arbitrary and variable characteristics of languages are due to the particular rules 
tltat they have and not to the particular functions of these rules, wh.ich are 
invariably determined by the communicative functions of tlte whole grammars that 
inc 1 ude them. 

This highly restrictive hypothesis about rule application has been de~eloped 
and tested, especially for phonology, in a large number of recent publicat1ons. 
Arguments in its support, along with various particular proposals about the nature 
of the governing principles of rule function, have been presented, for example, in 
Hastings (1974), Iverson (1974a, 1976), Koutsoudas (1976), Koutsoudas, Sanders and 
Noll (1974), Ringen (1974, 1976), and Sanders (1974, 1976) .. Arguments against ~e 
hypothesis, or against some of the particular proposed .theorles of rule applicatton 
associated with it, have been presented, for exa~le, 1n Campbell {1974), Cathey 
and Demers {1976), King (1976), and Vago (1977} . The purpos~ of the present paper 
is to identify and explicate the significan~ ~mpirical quest1ons tha~ underlie these 
various concerns with rule function by exam1n1ng the logical and emp1rical basis of 
the hypothesis of Universally Determined Rule Application, the nature of the 
particular arguments that have been presented for and against it, the ~asic fi~dings 
that have emerged from the study of rule fu~ction ~hus far, and the maJor impltca
tions of these findings in other areas of l1nguist1c research and analysis. 

The first part of the paper will discuss the metatheoretical !oundations of 
the general hypothesis and its implications for other aspects of l1n9uistic theory. 
It will be shown why the question or arbitrary versus natural determ1nation of rule 
interaction is a significant one, and how it crucially interacts wi~h other signifi
cant questions about the nature of grammars and linguistic. descriptlons . It will 
be established here , for example, that there are indeed certain truly universal 
principles of rule interaction that are ~learly determined ~y the functions of all 
grammatical rules and rule applications 1n general. These 1nclude, among others, 
the principle of Proper Inclusion Precedence (Sanders 1974), the Elsewhere Condition 
{Kiparsky 1973) , and the Principle of Self Preservation (Anderson 1974), a~l of 
which can be shown to follow from the fact that there are certain well~eftned 
substantive relations between rules such that if each member of a set of related 
rules is to have any possible derivational function. at all there is o~ly one 
possible system of rule interaction that can obtain. O~her .such cases 1nvolve . 
the principle of Minimal Application (Iverson 1976), wh1ch 1s based on the Pn;'m1se 
that all phonological rules have the function of justifying exactly those derlva
tional changes that are both necessary and sufficient for the conversion of 
otherwise impermissible structures into superficially permissible ones; and the 
Polarity Principle (Kisseberth 1976), which follows from the assumption that 
superficial well-formedness is always achieved by just that combination and 
sequence of rule applications that results in the least possible neutralization of 
underlying, semantically significant contrasts. 

It is on the basis of such clearly non-arbi trary.princ~ples as these t~t 
the basic metatheory and research strategies for the 1.nvest1gation of functtonally 
determined rule interactions have been developed. Since there is an intimate 
relationship, of course, between the functions of a rule and its particular f?rm 
or content these research strategies necessarily dictate that all crucial ev1dence 
concerning' rule application must be drawn from careful investigation of maximally 
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cases involving rules that have the greatest possible empirical support 
••• .~,.0e,n 111:.,t of any facts or hypotheses about rule interaction. These strategies 

require that all specific proposals concerning rule interaction, along with 
ing general hypothesis of Universally Determined Rule Application itself, 

considered, not in isolation, but in their relationship to other specific 
... nnme:.~s about the nature and function of phonological rules, the abstractness 

linguistic representations, and the testability and psychologi cal reality of 
grammatical constructs and principles. Some of the particular relationships of 
thiS sort that appear to hold will be outlined here, and an attempt will be made to 
establish the precise position of rule interaction studies in the context of 
linguistic theory as a whole . 

The second part of our paper will consist of a point by point refutation of 
the major published arguments and argument-types that have been presented in 
opposition to the particular universals about rule interaction that have been 
proposed thus far or to the more general hypothesis of Universally Determined 
Rule Applica tion that underlies them. A number of these arguments will be found 
to be based on unsound metatheoretical reasoning and therefore without force inde
pendent of any facts about languages. Such arguments include those based on the 
;~roper assignment of the burden of proof (e .g. Cathey and Demers 1976) , those 
based on arbitrary numerical standards for the testing and evaluation of theories 
(e.g. King 1976), and those involving fundamental obliteration of the distinction 
between fact and analysis (e . g. Campbell 1974; Cathey & Demers 1976). There are 
some recent papers, however, which attempt to present clearly factual arguments 
against the hypothesis of Universally Detennined Rule Application, rather than 
.etatheoretical ones. We will select for detailed analysis here three representa
tive exampl es of these, from King (1976), Cathey and Demers (1976), and Vago (1977), 
~ich we believe to be among the strongest and most clearly presented arguments 
of their type . It will be shown that upon careful consideration of the relevant 
facts at issue each of these arguments turns out to be just as fallacious as those 
of the cited metatheoretical types. 

The argument by King (1976) purports to show that there are certain facts 
about the direction of paradigm regularization during the transition from Middle 
High German to New High German that cannot be adequately explained unless it is 
assumed that rule reordering is a possible type of phonological change, and hence 
that not all constraints on rule application are universally determined. Thus 
King argues that the regularization, for example, of ~fiG wonen-wonte in the para
digM of the verb 'live' to NHG wonen-wonte rather than *wonen-wonte is explained 
by the fact that the former butnottlielatter forms wouTa"lie Cferlvable by a 
reversal in the order of application of the MHG rules of Syncope and Open Syllable 
~ngthening . But,as shown in Iverson (1974b} , when one takes account of the fact 
that Open Syllable Lenghthening is a rule for both the earlier and later varieti.es 
of the language, while there are no regular rules governing the length of vowels 
in closed syllables, it becomes clear that if paradigms like this are to undergo 
historical regularization at all, regularization to the long-vowel forms rather 
~n the short-vowel ones is the only logically possible choice . To account for 
paradigm regularization cases like this, therefore, the assumption of extrinsic
ordering constraints, and historical changes in such constraints, is seen to be 
entirely superfluous . Such cases provide no evidence, therefore, against the 
hypothesis of Universally Determined Rule Application. 

The argument by Cathey and Demers (1976) attempts to show tltat there are 
certain synchronic facts about Old Icelandic that cannot be adequately accounted 
for at all without the assumption of language-specific extrinsic-ordering 
amstraints . Their entire argument, however, is based crucially on the postulation 
of highly abstract underlying representations and rules of umlaut that reflect 
ear1fer stages in the history of the language but are clearly not justifiable for 
Old Icelandic itself. In fact, as shown in Iverson (1977), rules of strictly 
phonologica~ly conditioned umlaut of the type proposed by Cathey and Deners are just 
as indefenslble for the literary variety of Old Icelandic they are dealing with as 
~Y would be for Modern English, which also shows some reflexes of ancestral 
w.lauttng (e .g. man-men, ~ogse-~eeie) . Moreover, when the facts about Old Icelandic 
ire viewed in thrn own hg t , lt s clear that the umlaut alternations in this 
language are governed by morphologically restricted rules whose appropriate inter
actions with other rules of the language are fully predictable by universal 
Principles of rule application. 

1 The argument by Vago (1977}, which is based on certain facts about Hungarian, 
s like that of Cathey and Demers in its attempt to show that there are certain 

facts about a language which cannot be adequately accounted for by gra11111ars that 
ire wholly free of extrinsic-ordering constraints. Here too, however, the argu
~nt rests crucially on the postulation of rules and representations that cannot 
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really be justified by the actual facts at issue . Although Vago himself ~cognizes 
this problem he states a preference for analyses like his which make cruc1al use 
of extrinsic~ordering constraints to alternative analyses that make use of 
morphologically restricted rules instead. He presents no reasonable basis for.this 
preference, however, and his own analysis a~tually ma~es use.of both morpholog1cal 
restrictions and extrinsic-ordering constra1nts. It 1s read1~y shown, in any event, 
that the relevant facts about Hungarian can b~ acco~nted fo~ 1n a very natural and 
revealing way by general rules whose applicat1onal 1nteract1ons are correctly 
determined by universal principles of rule function. 

In the third and last part of our paper we wi~l summariz~ the ma~or emergent 
issues and results of research thus far on the top1c of rule_1nteract1on and rule 
function in phonology. An attempt will be ~de here to pr?v1d~ an overall assess
ment of the hypothesis of Universally Determ1ned Rule Appl1c~t1on, on both 
empirical and heuristic grounds, in comparison to other poss1~le hypoth~ses abo~t 
rule application. We will also attempt on this basis to proVl~e a ~onc1se outhne 
of the current state of knowledge about grammatical rule funct1ons 1n. general, the 
best current theory of rule interaction for phonology, the most press1ng problems 
and issues that need to be resolved, and the major que~tion~ that can be expected 
to stimulate and direct the course of future research 1n th1s area. 
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I will argue on the basis of data on the structUl'e of linguistic 

••n•.~···- oluser•ed "above and beyond phonoloa" (G. S&Dko:tf 19?}) that 

.u~··-··- at these levels is different from phonologic~ variation and 
~ :tcr a different form of description. 

Labov'• sociolinguistic variable wae originally devised to account 

for ••~free phonological variation. The difficulties in extendiDg 

~· techJdc~ notion of variable to caaea of variation where the vari

aata contrast in meanin& involve 1110re than the matter of eliciting a 
.a:t!iciently large number of forms: these meaning-contrasting linguis
tio variables are nothing other than grammatical systems. 

For this discussion I will draw mainly on Sankoff'a analysis of 
tle alternation between the auxiliaries ~ and Stre in Montreal 
J'reJICh (S!Ulkoft 19?7), i.e. 

il !,!l parti I 11 .! parti 
1he is lett• I 'he has lett•, 

., on P&lysis of tenses in co~tditional sentences in Spanish (19?5) 
ai yo tuTiera I ai yo tendrla 
'if I had• I 'if I would have•, 

1D4 on data and conclusions from a aeries of other studies of non
pJioDOlogical variation carried out to date. 

lD her work Sankoft recognizes three groups of speakers in terms 

of their liSa of (+complete1 verbal groups: 1) those who categorically 

ue !!'.2!t• 2) those who categorically use .!!!:!,, }) those who use avoir 
uul 8tre variably. Similarly, I had to distinguish lliiiOn& 1 ) thos;-;; 

oategorically use the imperfect subjunctive (they use it in opposition 

to the present indicative and there is an additional complication 

1t...tmg trom the two morphological realizations of the imperfect 

Abj11Dctive, -!:! and -!!,. which will also be dealt with in this pre

.eDtation), 2) those who categorically use the conditional tense (also 
1a opposition to the present indicative), and 3) t hose who use the 

~erfeot subjunctive and the conditional 'variably• in opposition 
to the present indicative. Hovever, for this third group of speakers 

tbe imperfect and the conditional do not mean the same thing, i.e. 

it 1a izulccUl'ate to sq that the :forma are used • variably' • I find 

tbat the same reservation applies to Sankoff's case since she con

Yillcingly shows that il a parti and il est parti have different 
••llllings. 

However, in this study of Sankof:f's as vell as in my own, some 
correlations have been established between usage of these linguistic 
''t'ar'' 1 &nts• and membership in some social group. In t his sense, both 

~. !'l'ench variation ~"" .!!2!£ and the Spanish variation BUbjunctive 
~conditional can be said to be 'socially conditioned•. But it is 

'"•Uonable whether the alternatin& forma should be analyzed as a 
'lillguietic variable • since 

a) within ho of the groupe there is no variation in these linguis-
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tic contexts (speakers either use ~re or !!2!t and they either use 

the imperfect subjunctive or the conditional), 

b) at least in ~ study (Sankoff does not present her data on thie 

issue) among those who use the two forms 1 variably1
1 the frequency 

in use of one form versus another does not show any clear correlation 

with eocioeconomic position of the speaker or with the amount of 

attention paid to speech, 

c) in fact, for speakers who 1 vary1 , since each of the alternating 

forma has a different meaning, the choice of each form in each of 

its occurrences is probably governed, as Bickerton (1975) would say, 

"b;r the autonomous and nuctuating feelings of the speaker hi.maelf or 

herself ••• by the situation as subjectively perceived, by the actor" 

(184-), 
d) the greatest obstacle which lies in the wa;r of grouping meaning

contrasting alternants into variables comes from the fact that the 

forms which •vary• in some contexts (verbal groups ~complet~ in 

Sanko!!, conditional clauses in my study) often have a distribution 

well beyond these particular contexts, and in other linguistic con

texts they clearly contrast. Are we willing to have the same set of 

forms described twice in a grammar, once grouped in a variable, and 

another time treated as members of some closed grammatical system of 

tense, or aspect, or mood, etc.? Where would we put the boun4ary 

between a•variable' (like the one defined for the set of tenses which 

alternate with differences in meaning in the context !!-clause) and a 

'system• (such as that of the past tenses in +Past contexts)? 

Or can we postulate Passive and Active as variants of the single 

variable (voice)? 

There are further problems with the perception and subjective 

evaluation of these forms by different speakers in the community. 

For instance, in the Spanish situation the speakers of the standard 

system who never produce the conditional in this context report that 

they do not perceive any difference in meaning between it and the form 

they use, the imperfect subjunctive. They may of course be refusing 

to acknowledge this distinction because o! the stigma associated 

with the conditional. 

One of the main early findings of Labov•s quantitative analysis 

of variation has been the evidence of a aatching between patterns of 

stylistic variation and patterns of social stratification for a series 

of phonological variables. It is important to observe that this match

ing has not been reported in studies of variants which are not 

semantically equivalent. In the eases I haTe studied, this kind of 

matching which can be interpreted as evidence for a shared norm, does 

not exist. 

My main contention, based on the preceding arguments, is that 

variable rules can o! course be written for Tariation "above and 

beyond phonology11
1 but that when foriDs which are apparently varying 

have in fact different meanings, a variable rule might be misleading 

in that it would postulate the consequences of a choice as its 
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A. SCHANE, University of California, San Diego [WED AF'f: 

within English pr osody an i mportant metric&! property is t he rhythmic al
of strong and weak beats . In ordinary speech , rhythm is also recog

t;Re :re.ctorl r esponsible for sv~s shi:£ts in certain t ypes of phrases 
th~rteen st~dents becoming th1rt~en students . (Jespersen, 1909) . ' 

, at the l ex1c&l level, nearly all modern work dealing with stress has 
to consider the role which rhythm might play in determining stress con

tollfS within the word. Most studies, following the analysis of Chomsky and 
Jllle (1968) , have b~en content to f~~ulate rules. for assigning relative stress 
.-lues. No . atte~t 1s made at explun1ng .why Engl1sb words have particular 
ltress cont1gurat1ons and why ot her conce1vable patterns are never actuali~ed. 

we preaent an analysis of English word stress utilizing the notion of 
rb;Jtbll-of alternating strong and weak positions. The system is of extreme 
~licity: There are two rules for determining the i ni t i&l placement of str ong 
~~eats. These rules require in t heir statement nei ther cOmPlex variables nor 
diaJUDctive ordering constraints, I n addition, three rhythmic principles govern 
tile stress shi~s occurring ~n derivati~nS: forms , . such as ~ soliditf, 
~: adoratl.on ~ etc. It 1s these pnnclples which severely constrain and 
iJideed rill expla1n) the full range of stress patterns possibl e in English . 

Recently, Liberman (1972) has proposed a theory of metrical stress which 
a110 makes use of alternating strong and weak positions . Whereas he claiiDs that 
rll)"tbllic units are hierarchically ordered and are binary branching in structure, 
ve Jlllintain that the patterns are generated linearly without hierarchic struc
ture and, if anything, are basic&ll y ternary. 

'l!le De.ta 

For many vor ds , stressed syllables uniquely occupy strong (S) positions 
vbile UliStressed occupy weak (W ) . 

1 1 
1) a) agenda, Canada 

ws w sww 
1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 

b) devastate, devastation, catlllll&ran, C&lifornie. 
s w s sw s w swws s w s ww 
3 1 3 3 4 1 

c) parallelogram, componentiality 
s w s w s s w s WS W W 

To convert S' s to stress values , the rightmost S not on a final syllable will be 
tbe primary stressed one ; where there are two subordinate stresses on the same 
1ide of the main stress (e.g. componentiality), the inner one is the weaker 
(Schane, 1975). 

Certain tertiary (and quaternary) stressed syllables may occupy W posi
tions--in particular: 2a) initial heavy (H) syllables (i .e. containing a long 
'VOWel or a short vovel followed by at least two consonants) ; 2b) final syllables 
vith a long vovel; 2c) certain medial syllables with two or more consonants . 

3 1 1 3 1 1 
2) a) Daytona (ct. Dakota), bandanna (cf. banana) 

WSW WSW WSW WSW 
.1 3 1 1 3 1 

b) Alpine (cr . Aspen), molluscoi d (cr. parental) 
s w s w w s w ws w 
341 31 3 41 

c) 3 1 
atteste.tion (cf. adoration) , compl i mentat ion (ct. colonization) 
s w s w s w s w s w w s w s w w s w 

These data reveal three surface constraints governing the distribution of 
•trongs and veaks . 

3) a) 
b) 

c) 

• s s 
* HW 

(TWo S's are never cont iguous .) 
(Although t wo W' s may be contiguous , 
may not be heavy (where H represents 

the first W '¥f a seqy.ence 
a W)--e.g. C~nada, •tgenda.) 

s w w s w w 
(A vord may begin vith at most one W--e.g. DakOta, *Cali~rnia. ) 

WSW WWS WW 
*II w w 
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I!hythmic Shifts 

Whenever in the course of a derivation one of the constraints of 3) is 
violated, the impermissible sequence is corrected by adjusting its first mem
ber--an S becomes a W, and a W becomes an S. Several shirts may be effected 
before no violations result. Observe what happens to a base form (line 1) when 
a suffix with its ovn accentual properties is added (line 2). 

4) a) * s s 

"' w 

b) * H W 
v s 

c) 

discriminate] 
W SWS ory] 
W SWS SW 
w s wwsw 

parent] 

compliment ] 
S W S ation] 
s w s s w 
s ww-8w 

contemplat J 
S W S ory] s w al] 

*SW W 
4b)* ss-w 
4a) WS W 

*SW SSW 
4a)* s w W'S'"w 
4b)* s s-w s w 
4a) VS W S W 

adore] 
W S ation] 

*W S S W 
4a)*ll w--5 W 
4c) SW S W 

attest] 
W S ation] 

tiW S SW 
*W W S W 
s w s w 

Assignment of Strong Positions 

The rhythmic principles of 4) modify an initially generated set of S's and 
W's. If one assumes that at the outset all syllables start out as W, two rules 
will provide for the initial placement of S. 

5) a) 
b) 

X _. S I II (Certain final syllables become S. ) 
X_. S I -X (X)A' (In words of at least three syllables the 

antepenultimate becomes S; in two-syllable words the penulti-
mate is S.) 

Rule 5a) assigns a final S under conditions similar to those of case (e) of the 
Main Stress Rule of Chomsky and Halle and of case (f) of Ross ( 1972) • Rule 5b) 
assigns antepenultimateS, irrespective of the operation of 5a). The rhythmic 
principles of 4) then adjust any patterns exhibiting violations, even for non
derived forms. The two rules of 5) and the principles of 4), working together, 
make unnecessary a separate Alternating Stress Rule (6a), rules with paren
thesized light syllables (6b-d), or special Auxiliary Reduction Rules for assign
ing stress early in the word (6d). 

6) a) devastate b) Canada c) agenda d) Monongahela 
5a) ww s 
5b) s w s sww *SW w *WW sww 
4b) *SS w *W W s s w 
4a) WS w *WW w s w 
4b) ws WSW 

Other Aspects of the System 

Words exhibiting alternate accentual patterns or exceptional behavior can 
frequently be treated by lexically marking them as not undergoing a particular 
rule. For l!lxample, rules 5a) and 5b) are normally applicable to words in -ale
e.g. lnculclte. By not applying 5a) we can derive the alternate form incOlc te: s w s w 5 w 
Only 5b) is applicable, at first yielding inculcate. The S is then shifted onto 

5 w w 
the medial heavy syllable by 4b) and 4a): inculcate. The final weak syllable w s w 
does not reduce due to the long vowel (see 2b). 

The stress shifts which have been noted to occur in phrases also follow 
directly from the principles of 4). For example, thirteen students is analogous 
to attestation (cf. example 4c), where a former WSSW configuration is changed to 
swsw. 
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the rules of 5) constitute a minimal set for English, necessary for deriv
initial contours. I should like t o think that the principles of 4), which 

these contours, are not so much English specific, but rather follow from 
of metrics. The notion of alternating rhythm precludes the sequence 

(4a • However, WW is permitted once one recognizes that, in timing, two 
count as equivalent to one S. The nonoccurrence of *HW (4b) is probably 
to weight distribution within a WW sequence, whereas the prohibition of 
(4c) is a well-known property of trochaic rhythm. 

The principles governing the distribution of S and W positions at the word 
and the resulting patterns have much in common with the metrical princi

snd the patterns of poetry as noted in work such as Halle and Keyser (1971) 
... Xlparaky (1975). We find then striking resemblances between the rhythms of 
discourse and those of verse, similarities which do not emerge from previous 
&beQries of word stress. 

and M. Halle. 1968. Sound pattern of English. New York: Harper-

Jespersen, 0. 1909. A modern English grammar on historical principles: Part 
I: Sounds and spelling. London: George Allen and Univin, Ltd. 

and S. J. Keyser. 1971. 
role in verse. New York: 

English stress: 
Harper-Row. 

Its form, its growth, and 

l[iparsky • P. 1975. Stress, syntax, and meter. Lang\188e 51. 576-616. 

Liberman, M. Y. 1972. The intonational system of English. M.I.T . doctoral 
thesis. 

~s, J. R. 1972. A reanalysis of English word stress. Contributions to 
generative phonology. Ed. by M. K. Brame. Austin: University of Texas 
l'ress. 

Scbaoe, S. A. 1975. Noncyclic English word stress . Essays on the Sound 
Pattern or English. Ed. by D. L. Goyvaerts and G. K. Pullum. Ghent: 
B. Story-Suentia. 
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ROBERT D. VAN VALIN, JR., University of Arizona {WED MORN: A} 

On the Distribution of Passive and Antipassive Constructions in Universal Grammar 

'1'he parpoee of this paper is to ex&ll1ne the distribution ot puahe and IDtiPUabe 
cOI'Uitruotions in a .S.de range ot ~·• .S. th the goal of ancoYe:ring the typolOiiC&l. 
factore 11b1ch d.etel'lline thia distribllt.ion. Uninraala of paas1.v1sation han reoentq 
propoaed b7 Ieenan 197S, 1976, and Perllmtter & Postal 1977, and antipuaiviaatian baa 
bee~ an eq~ llllportant topic in light or recent diaOU811iona ot ergativ1t7. e.,. 
811-ferstein 19'76, Dl:Dlll 1972, 1m, and ea.rie 1971. Tbh paper repreeenta a turtber 
elaboration or the approach to uninraal gr...ar prt. forth 1n Foley & Van Valin 1m lllcl 
Van Valin 1977. 

I begin b7 oaparing two l.ancuaPa which exh1b1t acOU8&tiYe oaee IIU'kinc, GeNan IIIIi 
Choctaw. In Oenwt, tbe subject ot both transitin and intranaiti'le Yerbs ocoure 1n tile 
ncll1natin oaee, and there are a maber ot graB~&tioal proceaaea 11bioh are Nstriotect to 
subjecta, ••C• coreterential d.el.etion c\oroaa coordinate conjunctions, eq1d.-HP-deleti111, 
11111 participial rel.atin clause !O!'II&tion. In all or tbeae oc:Mtruotiona the dal.eteclQ 
JNat be the subject of the "tarpt• (conjoined or 1<n~er) clause. Tbla entaila that 1lbea 
the verb in the target olauae 1a in ita 1nl&1'ked actin fora, ~Actor HPa are &Ccetei.
ble to deletion 1n tbeee proceaeee; 1f a different &rgw~~ant of a transitin nrb 1a 
ential .S.th the controlli*l RP, than a paald.n construction IIIWit be used. 1n the tarpt 
clause eo that the non-Actor arg1B8nt can occur ae aubject and the:Nby beo01111 &eoeNible 
to these prooe1eea. Tbas an iaportant function of the paas1.n in Genun ill to allow DOD
Actor &rgU~~enta of a tnnaitin verb to undergo gr.-.tioal prooeeaea Nstricted to 
It ie significant tbat theae u-atioal operationa are eensitin to an NP in teiU of 
wbether it ill a subject regard1eu of ita eeuntic role. 

Choctaw, like German, bas &eOU8&tive RP caee uridng lnlCh that the subject of IIOCt, 
tranlli t1 n verba recei ns the 111111e ll&1'ldng ae the single &rg\ment of intrans1. tive ••rbe. 
There 11, however, a seoond ~ ot oaee aarkinc which eianala the .-antic 1'0le1 of tile 
NPa in a cl.aue 1 1 t cons1.sta of bound prcnCIIinal affixes which ooour in the .. l'bal c<llpla 
to •rlt the rolea ot Agent, PaU.-tt, Datin, Inatrwumt and Locative. ExMpl.a !rca Beatla 
19'77. 
(l) a. 11-17&-h •y oo. are go1nc. • 

2agl.-,o-Pftl8 
b. ai-)l!saa-11-h 'I ne 7<J'l•' 

2a«P-see-1ssA-PR!S 

(2) a. hattak+at oboi)"Oh(-+S:) ,..,..pl .... h 
aan+StJBJ -an(+OBL) 3A-3P-see-PRBS 

'Haft HeS 11Q1an. I 

b. hattak+at ,..~a-h 'Han see•· • 
aarr+SUBJ ll-go-PRIS 

Deap1.te the fact tbat both l.lrlp.lps exblb1t acouative case J11.ric1nc patterna, .ubject 
eelebtion operatee •ef'7 differentl,y in Choctaw than it doee in Oenun, llbere the KP oholla 
u subject ll81l&l..q retera to tile prapati~ 110at pral1nent participant 1n the eftlrt., 
action or state de1cJ'ibed l:lr-. 'lerb (Zubln 1976). In Cbootaw, subject selection 11 
dftlndMcl b7 a strict aeuntia role blercJ"Cb:1 of qent>Patient)Dilti'le)othera, auoh tbat 
the bl1heet rankin« RP in a cl.auae receine nbjeot IIArid.nl (Heath 1Cfn); ttda 1a not 
s~ tbe ~p;heat ranking ~ 10', s1.noe 1n a claue where the Patient 11 a tull JIP en4 
the Actor is only represented 'bJ' a prona.lnal affix on the nrb, the Patient ldll lltill 
receive oblique ll&rlting. Horecwer, nbjeot eelection 1e orthogonal to pnpatio oon.ldaft. 
tiona auoh u detiJd.te/indetinite. 

'l'bl.1 subject ..rt1ng s;rate. ~ tiD illportant role 1n oertain sr-atical prooe ... 1, 
in particular ald.toh reference, llbe:N • ... • or •different subject• ll&rltinc 1a detend.ned 
b7 whether the bl&heat rankine MPa 1n the two ol.auae1 are ooretenmtial.. It i1, b~Nner, 
of little rel.ftanoe to relativiaation (llbicb is by deletion), moe atf7 liP t;ype, nbjeot, 
obliqae, or object ot postpoeition, llq be relativiaed upon. nnaJ..ll, Choctaw l.aoU 
1 pro4=ti•e putdvbation ralea or the like 11b1oh would affect tNe [ tull HPJ oaee IIU'IWII· 
(Heath 197/120"/). Thu Choctaw, unlike Geraan, laoka a puaiYe. 

Wb;y lhoal.d one &eOU8ati'le languap (Geraan) ha•e puain ccostrut.ione and anotber 
(Choctaw) lack U..l The reaecn can be found 1n the nature ot the gr.-atioal prooea ... 1a 
the two ~e•• 1n Geraan 1W17 prooeaeee are Ml'lsitin to 11bether .n HP il a nbjeot, 
and the oJ'iteJ'ia for nbjeat aelection are ~ pnauti .. .S.tb the reault that IP• 
bearln& a maber of ditterent ...antic rolea aq be subject; 1n Choctaw, on the other biD4. 
1W17 u-atioal. prooeaaea are eenaiti•e to an NP in tuu of ita !Wilt 1n the clauae, a 
rank d.eteminecl ~ b7 ita .....ntia role tanction. Tblll the pudn oonatruotion, 11!11ala 
affects the prapatic statu bat not the aeuntio role ot an 10', fmlotiona in Gefti&D to 
allow certain NP t;ype1 to undel'lo r;....at1oal ope ratione reatriotecl to 1ubjeote 1 bat lD 
Choctaw, 'lfbere cr-Uoal prooea .. a are Mild tin to ., JIP 1n teiU ot ita rank 1n the 
olauee aa d.etel"'llned b:r it1 ...mto tanotion, nob a cc:Mtrut.ion hu ftO DIUgo ~ .lt.a• 
.tnoe it doa• not atfeat the -.atio role )n"'pertlee ot HPe llbioh d.etel"'llM the acoeal1-
b1lit7 ot an KP to subjeat eel.Htion 11111 nltob reference operatiaaa. 

tvnln« to •!'latin left~U&"• and llltipuain conatruotiona, I ~ D71rbal aD4 
lll«a (Papua Jew OGMa). In D.FirbU (Dl.xon 1972) cr-atieal operat10111 11b1oh in ......U" 
lazlpqe1 are reatriotecl to nbjeate are UJd.ted to HPe in tbe abeolv.U .. oaee, e.,. rela
tiviaation (wbleb 11 b:r "-letion) 11111 corefereatial deletion acro.a oonjanatiou ( •topLo 
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Wlth a tnuitin nrb tbe -.rked ohoioe of the RP lD the abaol.Un ... e 11 
ht:Lel'l""'• ae 1n ()). WbeD tbe RP to be rel.at1v1sed. •JIOft or ooreterentialq deleted 1a 

(wben tbe verb 1n the tarpt olaue ia trantd\be), then aa antipauin 
,...n:~- _.t be ued to ptlt it ln the abeol.Uve oaee ao thet lt aq be deleted. 

bllaD ~l ~ ~ 'bllfan· 'Man ... -.n.' 
...,..JB9(P) an-~(A) aee 
.-,a bql 7ap 'bu!PD: ~f'l W,arpa b.JU• 'I saw ... -~ -.n hit.• 
:t(A) ..n-.ABS(P) -.n-DO(A) bl.t-+RIL 8M 
~ 18f& barall\aJiu bapn d.JuluabU&U baninJu• 1MaD who UW --.n .... I 
un-ABS(A}~ee+A!fr1-+REL tJaUnooDlT(P) COM 

belan ~1 baD1n;yu ~ ~ bufan· 'Wcun cue 11111 un eaw her. 1 

~A!S(A) OOM un-ERG(A) . aee 
billa ~l b~ becul18fll11 ~· 'Wca~n o_. 11111 .... lUll· 

1 

,..an-ABS(A) cou aan-Dl'l'(P) ..e+Mir! 
the da].eted RP in the relati•e claue 11 the P&tient, 11biob n~ ooova in the 

cue, Ind. 80 no ~pecial oonstraotion 1a nece&ll&f'7; in (4b), bowver, the deletecl 
aoltlt:tbeL"J'8latt•e o1aue 1e the Aator, which 1a in the el'lative caee ill IIUple ol.au•• like 

80 tor u. to be deleted, an antipulli .. construction JNat be .plO)'*l1dlioh allcnr1 
(or rn.t!WIOJlt) of a tranntin .. rb to occur in tbe abaoluti .. cue. The .... 11 

lD (SI,b) imolviD« coreferential deletion. Thua the role plqed. b7 antiputdn con
_,..uon~ 1n Dyirbal is analocoas to that plqed bJ pusi n• in Genun: both t;ypea of con
.,_uona allow~· ot a trantdti-.e •erb to under~o «r.Mtioal operations thq 1IOW.d 
.-~be eli«ibl.e tor. 

~~~ca (R :t..J1C 1973) ie a non-Aut.ronelli.n lan&Uale 1pcketl 1n Papa& Maw Guinea 1dd.oh, 
lib DJirbal, eltbiblta •l'lati-.e caee aartdnt• 
(6) •· ...,._. ftlllbl p1! ll6nda l.a-nd.-1-t-no. 'Yoa are tel.l.inp; .. acaetblnc.' 

7w-A I wcm1 a utter-G-PR!S-2ar;A-Atn 
b. aUli c!&o p-6-l. ''l'he un went. 1 

..., m ro-PST-3.P 
Ia (6&) tbe Patient 1a aftll&rltecl1dd.le the Actor Ncei-.ea the a«entin nffiz =111; in (6b) 
u. Actor 11 11nUZ'ked u it 11 the single &J'IUM1'It of the intrandti-.e Yerb. An Ulportant 
tllllll to notice about tbeae euapl.ea is that nrb ag~ 1n cl.allMs ldth tranaitiYe verb1 
.-11 u (6a}. is not .S.th the aheolutin b1zt rather ld.th the ercatiu, tbat 11, tbe AGm: HP. 
DMpttl the e!'lati•• oaee Jl&rtdn«, urb ~nt appears to operate on .n 1 &eOU8ative• pat
tel'ft 'llhlnbJ the Aator ot a tranlliti-.e nrb 11111 the tdn«le ~ of an intrantdti'le .. rb 
tnaer ccaoord .S.tb the verb. .Another illportant u.-..tioal prooe1s in Bn«a which il Mn-
11ti .. to tbe Aator arpMDt ot transitive •erbl rather than the Patiellt in the abeolutiYe 
- 1e nttob reference. !:JIIa, like IIIOst Papun lanluces, lacks oonjllnotiona and effeata 
..-.oe ooordinttion 11111 nbordlnation b7 •m• ot attiDa on lledlal ftrba; wben tbe 'nbo
~· ot two or aore oonaecnrt.in claaaea are the-· thq 11q be jalned u in (?). 
(7) bu4ll pa-o kall1 p-i-l. 'He wilt IDd vorke;t (at the HM tiM).' 

be-A 1o-CJIPL work do-PST-)qA 
Ia aob conatructiona apeaU'1oation• ot tlwt • subject 1 lftd tenae ooou-~ on the final .. rb. 
Ia detel'lllDin« 111bether two olauea han the - .ubjeot vben at llaet one ot U,. containa 
a tranaitin .. rbo the Actor arc-eat ot tlwt trantdtin verb is oaapared .S.th tbe Actor &1'111· 
..t fit tM verb in the other claue if it b tranai ti'le, or .S. th the 81n&le liP if it h 
Satnuitin. 'l'bu l!'~tioal. prooe1eea ncb u .. rb a.greaent and nltoh reference are 
.cu .. to MPs in teru ot their ..antic role function rather than their pnautio or 
.U.r statu. ~lat1d~~at1on, which 11 b7 deletion (u it 1a 1n D;yirbal, Choctaw and Oeraan 
)IU'tiolpal oluael), is rel.ati..q mconatrainecl, and an:r MP t;ype aoept objeota ot c-. 
parat1••• UT be relathhed IJPCil· 

It ia pemap. not aurp:ris1.ng that En«• doea not have an antipaallin construction llke 
D,rlrbal. Ita r;r-.tioal proce11ea, unlike those in D:Jirb&l, are sentdthe to NPe in tera1 
fit tbeir aeuntio role hnotiona, 11111 80 m antipaaahe construction 'llld.ob does not alter 
tile MUnt.ic function• ot HPa 1n a oluae Jwt no real role to plq in Bnga g.-...ar. •Sub
ject• Mlectian in Dyirbal, like that in Geraan, 1a keyed to the pr.pat1o or referential 
JII'OPirti•• of NPs; tbl.a is aho.n clearly by the fact that in Dyirbal caJ.y NPa 1n the abao
lat.iYe cue u,r be m~t1ed b7 daonatratives (Dixon 197/). In Cboctaw and Enca, on the 
atber bane!, it ie d.etereinecl solely bJ tbe aeunt1c role propertlea of NPa. MoreOYer, .S. th 
Napeot to the ~tical operations in Gel'llan and D11rbal 11b1ch are keyed to Stlbjects (MPa 
111 the noenttive and abaolutin oaeea, respeotiYely). the aeaantio role of the NP tunotion-
111c u subject 1a irrelevant, 11hereaa processes in Choctaw and Enga are eenld.tive onl)' to 
• ....mJ.o re1.e tanction ot an HP in II&JV cues. This difference in gr .... Ucal prooeaaea 
• be upreasea as tollon: l.anguaces in which cr-atical processes are 1te1ed to the Pl'&&
.Uo or J'eferential propertlea of NPa, in particular to whether the7 are subject or not, 
11'1 Called rttM!nce-dcplnattd, llnguacta, while those in 1dd.ch processes are aenllitin solel;r 
to the eeuntur-roJ.e hnction ot HPs are called l:S!ll-dgw1.nat.td, lengggs. 
~lds diatinction between role- and Nference-dannated languages ie crucial tor under-

It 
Ill the distribution ot paald.Te and antipaald.•e constructions in univenal 11"--..r• 

th re1vc! to the four languapa eua1ned above, two ari~erence-dalinated (DJirbal. and 
a...n) md two are role-dc&1nated (Choctaw and Enga); and it ie the referenoe-dcainated 
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lanpacee wbioh baYe pue:he mel antipue:ift oonat.ractions. wbUe the~ 
lack thea. other accuathe reference-dald.natecllangu~P• hadna pullifte inolllde 
Encll.lh and other Inck>-!ul'opean lanluace•• ~. SwabU1 aDd otbe:r B.rt.u 
Bongarian. Turkish and other Altcc hnpqee ; and BArn. Arable and other ~--; 
EJ'Iathe reterence-dc.1nated. langu ... • poaHeii1Dc UU.pue:lY~• iDcllade Qd 
Role-dOIIinated bnguqee 11q be dhided roughlJ into eraatin aDd ncn-ercatin; u.. 
group inolladee Buqwt. Tongan. Ute. Walllatjari. Walblri. Tibetan, Sherpa and 11Qu1 
all ot which lack antipulli'fllo while the ncn-et"Katift gi'Oilp 1ncladee LKhota {Teton 
Tunica. Caddo and lroquahn l.anguqee, all ot 'llbieh lack pusiYes. Tbh G.tuaticn-. bt 
au11111arbed u tol.lowe: 

In referenee-&.lnated lancu«e• there v1ll be eonetractione wbloh allow T&l'iou 
of a tranei ti Ye nrb to ocour u • aubjeot • and tbenb7 to undat'KO cr-&t1c.l ~·rat._. 
restricted to •81Jbjeote•; 1n aecuatift langupe. tbeH conet.ractione are callAcl 
pytina, 1n ergatift l.anpagee, ant.iPMtiJt•· 

Such conetruetiana are not toancl in rol.e-dCIIIinated lanpqee becauee tbq do not at!ect 
semantic role propertiee ot NPe and therefore do not alter the aoceallib1Ut7 or IPe to 
Jl&tical processes restricted to oerten NP types on the bailie ot seu.ntio role. ~ 
distinction is l!Uide, a strildnc distribution of l.anguqe type is rnealed.a IIDit ~" 
languages are reterence-dadnated, 'ldd.le JtOst ercat1Ye l.angu.gee are rol.~ (.._ 
olaia of D1xon lffl and Ccarie 19'n that •ost ercat1n languages ar. Qntact1oal.l7 
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NONTAGUE GRANfAR I 
Nednesday, 28 December 1977 

8:00-11:00 p.m. 
Ballroom A 

BARBARA HALL PARTEE, university of Massachusetts 

IntrOduction to Hontague Gra-x 

This will be basically a pedagogical talk aimed at linguists unfamiliar with Montague's 
theOrY· I will outline Montague's approach to syntax and his treatment of certain constructions 
f English as contained in his paper "The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary Eng

ftsh." The close ~lation between syntax and semantics in Montague's theory will be discussed 
llld illustrated. D1fferences between Montague's framework and transfonnational gra11111ar will 
be presented, together with some suggestions for approaches to a theory incorporating certain 
aspects of transformational theory into Montagu~s basic framework. 

This talk together with Thomason's introductory talk should serve to make most of the other 
papers of the symposiu~ accessible to linguists for wh~ the symposium is a first introduction 
to MOntague grammar as well as those who are already familiar with it. 

lr30 RICBNOND H. THOHASON, University of Pittsburgh 

Introduction to Hodel Theozy in Semantics 

This talk will be pitched at an introductory level. I will try to explain what model theory 
fs, and how different the logician's conception of semantics (on which semantic rules relate 
11nguage to the world, or to abstract structures representing the world) is fro~ other con
ceptions that have been current in linguistics. I will discuss the conceptual framework of 
•possible worlds semantics," will give a sketch of intensional logic and will show how meaning 
postulates formulated in this logic can be used to account for synonymies that in transforma
tional grarr~~~ar are traditionally explained by means of syntax. 

The presentation will be timed so as to leave plenty of roo~ for questions from the floor. 

I«>NTAGUI! GRAJIIfAR II 
'rhursday, 29 December 1977 

9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
Ballroom A 

frOO S'tUUr PftirRS, llniversit!l of 'rexas 

I propose to present an info~l introduction to the seaantfcs of questions, both embedded 
(t.e., indirect) and cttrect. The aphuis will be on the intuithe ideas which Halllbl1n, 
larttun. ad otllers haft used i~t order to construct a precise .odel-theoretic: interpretation 
ef •stions, and also on particular puzzles about the 11111ning of questions which th1s IIIOdel
tlleoretfc 1Aterpretati0fl provides 1 so1utfon to. "tY 1i11 will not be to dot all the f's and 
cross all the t's, but rather to i~~~P~rt a working undersundfng of the Njor features of the 
... ntic analysis and te 11lu.fnate the .otfvat1on for choosing the particular analysts which 
llrttunen presents. References will bl to •Questions fn Montague English" by C.L. Hallblfn, 
1• FOWWiltiCMIS of La~~ 10 (1973) 41-53 and to •syntu and s.-ntfcs of questions• by 
Laur1 ltlrtt~Mt~, 1 .. Lf!M st~cs and llhilosopi\Y 1 (1977) 3-44. 

~!!EGtiQIII .ta Jbtt!fw GW 

~·s wrt1IMI ef _., tM!ory 1s cllsigned to accoWRt for .ttlt is SOIIetf•s called the 
~COIWftfOMl aspe(t' of -1"1i 1t •kes M provfsfOft for another aspect of ~~eaning 

t ha ..._ 41scaM4 tr lt!'fllfsts -*r tM tena •presMPPOSit10ft. • Botll generatift and 
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interpretive semanticists have agreed that a complete description of what a sentence 
(conventionally) should include an account of its presuppositions. 

In spite of the desirability of this goal, very little progress was made in the trans 
al framework beyond some informal ~r semi-formal descripti~ns of the pre~upposftions as 
with particular words or construct1ons: even, only, the K1parskys' fact1ves, etc. 

What I want to show in this paper is that·, besides giving a description of truth condi 
meaning--the purpose for which it was originally designed--Montague's model•theoretic 
can also be adapted to give a more explicit and satisfactory account of presupposition 
those that have been proposed. 

In the talk I will discuss in detail how to interpret certain lexical items (such as 
as to account for their presuppositional content, will illustrate how to solve the 
problem" for presupposition within this framework, and discuss how the resulting 
to a body of evidence concerning the presuppositions of declarative and interrogative 

9:40 EHHON BACH, University of Massachusetts 

The Syntax and semantics of Time Expressions 

Philosophers of language have proposed various classification schemes for English nN•~;,·a•a 
involving notions like "event", "process", and "state"; and linguists have begun to rela 
these notions to fundamental facts about the syntax and semantics of tense and aspect in 
lish. My paper will deal with the problem of providing a formal theory of the syntax and 
semantics of sentences like these: 

John was building a cabin. 
Mary was running for an hour. 
Bill is in New York for three days. 
Mary has been in New York for a week. 
Bill runs. 
John got up for three hours. 

The framework of the analysis is a modified fornt of classical transfonnational gra11111ar wt~ 
a semantics along the lines of Montague's "The Proper Treatment of Quantification in 
English". A novel feature of the interpretation is the attempt to take notions like 
process, and relations among them as primary and to construct temporal notions on that 
rather than the reverse. 

10:30 BARBARA HALL PARTEE, university of Massachusetts 

Hontague Gramnar and Linguistic Constraints 

Montague's theory of grammar imposes strong constraints on the correspondence between 
rules and semantic interpretation rules, but virtually no constraints on the form of 
or semantic operations. Insofar as linguists are concerned with characterizing the 
possible natural languages as narrowly as possible, a central question is whether a 
human language can be formulated naturally as a restricted subtheor.y of Montague's 
theory. As steps toward a positive answer to that question, I will discuss two kinds 
straints: 

(i) ·The Well-Formedness Constraint. which requires that each expression generated as 
a step in any syntactic derivation be a well-formed expression of some syntactic category 
the natural language; this constraint limits the amount of 'abstractness' tolerated in Ue 
syntax. Versions of the constraint of varying strength will be discussed and compared. 

(ii) Constraints on the Form of Rules. It is proposed that the syntactic operatio• 
Montague's granmar be required to be expressible as a composition of "subfunctions," each 
which in turn is a composition of certain primitive functions, which represent nypotheses 
universal basic syntactic operations. Relations between this proposal and the theory of 
elementary transformations will be discussed. 
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Ltt:Jdetal Subcategorization and Some Issues in the 2'%'~ of Syrl:tlfltlltic Polpem!ll 
~ in ~ Hontague Gran!ID!U' 

first task of this presentation is to explain to those unfamiliar with Montague Grammar (MG) 
whY it is ~at Montague's theory forces us to postulate several distinct syntactic 
es fn certa1n cases where linguists would traditionally prefer a single major category; 

of a single category~. MG would require the distinct categories intransitive 
three-place verb, sentence-complement verb, etc. Robin Cooper (in his 

suggested how the synta~tjc part of a MG might be reformulated along trans
fne~ to introduce subcategOrl.Zati on features, thus allowing genera 1 i zations about 

morpholog1cal and syntactic properties of sets of subcategories to be captured. However 
still the "subcategories" that are significant for the semantic side of the theory not 

categories. This will require that what might intuitively seem to be a single 
1 item that appears in varying syntactic frames must often be treated as a set of homo

in,.;. How to deal with this homonYTI1Y problem is the focus of the rest of this presenta-

~111t~agu,e·s theory does not, strictly speaking, allow for polysetl\Y; the principle of one inter
on for each basic.expression requires that we treat all instances of multip1e meanings 

11 hOmOnYmY• T~ough it 1s likely that some technical refonmulation could be given {analogous 
to Cooper's) winch would allow polyse~ to replace homonymy, I think there is a much more 1m

issue here than the polys~/homonYTI1Y issue per se. This is the question whether the 
will force us to postulate numerous pairs of homonyms where one member is both semantic

syntactically predictable from the other. For if this situation develops {and, I 
only if it does) th~~ th~ theory is unable to describe linguistically important general

izations. Thus on~ cou~d JuStlfy" numerous pairs of homonyms either (i) by deronstrating that 
the semantic relat1onsh1ps between homonyms are not really predictable at all - hence the items 
really ought ~o be "represented in the lexicon" independently - or {11) by developing a roti
wated theoret1cal device for describing systematic relationships among such pairs of homonyms, 
a kind of "lex~cal redundancy rule" such as the Extended Standard Theory employs. I will dis
cuss examples 1llustrating both approaches. An instance of the former would be verbs like 
believe and ~ as they occur with human objects, versus their occurrence with sentential 
i&itriCt objects. Though John believes Bill = John believes what Bill says {roughly), John 
~ Bill1 John knows what B~ll,says; other such verbs require yet other paraphrases than 
&OW aoes. 1'\Y appr<?ach to (h} lS based on ITff proposals for a semantic theory of word forma
troii in,.; {Texas L1nguistfc Forum #2). This treatment is similar to lexicalist theories of 
.ord formation of Jac~endoff and Aronoff but differs, I believe, in being more precise seman
tically. Its pu~ose is to describe relationships among words which are not 'productive' 
enough nor semant1cally regular enough to be described satisfactorily by transformation but 
~ich nevertheless appear to ~pres~nt significant partial generalizations about the language. 
The same kind of tenuous relat1onsh1p characterizes the homonyms under consideration here (and 
tn fact the line between these cases and "Zero Derivation" is hard to draw). Examples discussed 
include Have-"Deletion" (want a car vs. want to have a car), False passives (The iarden swarms 
~th bees vs. Bees swarm fn the garden), Detransitivization (The shirt washes easlll vs. John 
washes the shirt), Re1ficatfon of Derived Nominals (importation = act of importing but -
fnforsetfon fact of informing). and others. 

The introduction of such a means for capturing relatedness among items may have further rami
fications. I have elsewhere shown that Dative Shift should perhaps be described by a lexical 
rather than by a syntactic rule. Thomason's non-transformational analyses of complement con
structions are potentially open to the charge of rampant homonymY (three or four verbs expect) 
but such homonyms can be systematically predicted by lexical rules. • 

lJtlO ROBIN COOPER, University of Massachusetts 

A Semantic Account of a Syntactic Constraint 

A great deal of recent linguistic research has focussed on the discover,y of constraints on 
::"tactic rules of natural language. It has also been argued that quantifier scope relation

ips are governed by some of these constraints. In a paper called Variable Binding and 
~atfve Clauses I examined this claim with respect to the relative clause construction and 

complex NP constraint and showed that a number of apparent counterexamples can be explained 
~ one interprets a transfonnatfonal grammar within the sort of model theoretic semantic 
- rk that has been proposed by Montague. These results suggest that the correspondence 
s tween semantic and syntactic constraints should be explored further in such a framework and 
GE further work will be undertaken in this paper. 
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There are three strategies that might be eq>loyed to express such a correspondence in 1 
language grammar: 

i. represent scope relationships in the s~ntax and use the con~traints on :.v~tut•+4. 
to limit scope possibilities. An example of th1s would be a generat1ve semantics theory 
claims that the rule of quantifier lowering obeys the constraints. 

ii. introduce rules of interpretation which det~rmine scope relationships and use 
constraints to limit the application of both syntact1c and interpretive rules. An 
this would be a theory which derives scope representations :rom surface structures and 
that both interpretive and syntactic rules obey the constra1nts. 

iii. express the constraints as limitations on sc~pe possibilities alone.and i 
certain syntactic movement rules as involving quantiflcation. In this case Just 
tfc rules which correspond to semantic quantification would be limited by the appropri 
constraints. 

1 shall explore this third possibility. I believ~ that it is possib~e ~ account for a 
number of examples simply by blocking quantificat1on into an NP. Th1s 1s the semantic 
of George Horn ' s NP constraint. If the syntactic NP constraint can be reanalyzed as a 
straint on quantification, this would explain why rules which do not seem to involve 
cation also do not obey the syntactic NP constraint. Since NP's are the locus of ouanul'li 
in natural languages it seems quite reasonable to propose that the human language facul 
limited in such a way that an NP cannot normally be given wider scope than another NP i 
it is embedded. In the kinds of interpretive systems de~cribed in Co~per and Parsons ' 
Grammar Generative Semantics and Interpretive Semantics and in~ d1ssertation sowe 
constraint is necessary anyway in order to prevent certain cases of vacuous quantifi 
which do not correspond to readings for English sentences. 

11:30 RICHJfOND H, THOMASON 1 Uni versi t!l of Pittsburgh 

Raising in _.,nt.sgue Gralll!lar 

This presentation will represent what might be called an uinterpretivistu approach to 
grammar, which exploits the semantic component of the grammar in order to keep the 
component as simple and "surfacy" as possible. Within the framework of Montague ora.nmar. 
entails that a number of classical transformations must be discarded; it is as if 
thought to be transformationally related are given different deep structures, and these 
ferent structures are rendered synonymous by means of semantic rules . 

I will develop some of the details of this theory ·and discuss its advantages and dis 
with special reference to various forms of raising. I chose this topic because some 
syntactic points may be of interest to transformationalists, and because this approach 
dologically interesting in the reassessment it requires of the classical e~idence for 
transformations. This reassessment is fairly radical even in c~arison w1th soae of U. 
extreme for.s of transfonRational interpretivisM. 

AUXONO/fOUS PHONOLOGY I 
Thursda!l, 29 December 1977 

8:0()-10:30 p . m. 
Ballroom A 

cornell Universit!l 

~ Jlistorical Sources of Autonomous Phonological Theor!l 

1 phOnemic theory, as developed by various investigators between the 1870s and the 
narked by a largely unrecognized indecision as between two incompatible sets of 

one centering on phonetic similarity, the other focussing on lexical identity. Fro 
93os through the mid 1950s the issues were extensively discussed, and some scholars, 
that both types of criteria were valid, came to distinguish fn one way or another 

phonemics and "morphophonemics." But no real consensus emerged . In the last 
generative phonology has obviously held the center of the stage. It has derived 

• the morphophonemics, rather than the "pure" phonemics, of the earlier period. 
e with that is that the two different older approaches asked different questions. 

whatever be the merits of generative phonology in its diverse recensions, it leaves 
in potentially important questions unanswered because it leaves them unasked. We must 

and clarify those questions, and if they are genuinely important then we MUSt reestabl 
approach that is designed to answer them. 

vALERIE BECKER HAXXAI, university of Illinois at Chicago Circle 

Phonological Historicity 

lllbster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines historici~ as "historical genuineness". Thus, 
thfs paper concerns itself with sorting out the truth rom the ~ths and legends about the 
•tstorical development of current phonological theories. Proponents of some theories, for 
n.sons discussed in the paper, have ignored--or have been insufficiently appreciative of--~ 
11rlier approaches from which their own theories developed or drew valuable insights. In oth• 
1astances historical facts have been overtly denied, or false ancestors have been erected to 
create a desired impression. This paper is offered as a contribution toward setting the reco1 
straight. and explores the reasons that such misinterpretations and misrepresentations arise. 
Kuhn's ideas (as presented in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions) are discussed in thfs 
~rd, as are various critiques of the Kuhnfan paradigm such as Percival's (Lg. 1976). Be~ 
lid Luckman's alternative views of the nature of scientific revolutions (as in The Social 
~tructfon of Realit are also presented, and their applicability to linguistics, and par

cu ar y to t e eve opment of phonology, is examined . 

H.A, GLEASON, JR. 1 University of To.ronto 

Segments, Features, and Cues 

B,y long and nearly universal tradition, sound systems have been described on two levels, here 
labelled "phonologic" and "phonetic". (The terminology varies widely.) Both are usually or
!lll'lized on a cOIIJIIOn framework of sequential se!J!~ents . In one or both the segments lillY be de
~sed into features--perhaps, even, very similar features in the t.o--and the duration of ~ 
future is assumed to be one se!Jllfnt, or some small integral niJIIber of s~nts. Se91@nts an 
~ver, difficult or impossible to delimit in the acoustic signal by any instru.entatfon ottM 
tiYn the human ear. This suggests that they have little or no phonetic significance. Yet tht 
readiness of the ear to organize sound into segnents argues for the usefulness of seg~~entatior 
at the phonologic level. A fundamental problem for phonOlogic theory, then, is to relate a 
se,llental phonology to a non-segmental phonetics. One device is " construct of .f.!!!!--phonetf< 
P~na having durational dimension and definable place on the tiMe axis of the speech sfgnt 
but with neither of these statable in a segment 111etric. These cues can be taken as re«ltntfc 
If phonologic features, which have segmentally statilble places and durations. The relation ••en the features and the cues is however neither si..,le nor CO!Rpletely specifiable by the 
sorts of rules that have recently been in vogue. Solie other technique would se. ~~~re ..,....._ 
~ate, and realization se~ a likely possibility. 
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9:30 lltVID G. LOCKNOOD, Michigan State University 

Pl:rmological 'Neutralization' in Classical and Stratificational Theories 

This paper distinguishes between the suspension--Praguian neutralization--of a contrast 
alternational discrepancy which Lamb has termed 'neutralization'. The former can be 
within autonomous phonology; the latter {which may be termed syncretization to distinguish 
more clearly) involves the relation of autonomous phonology to a more abstract level. Two 
stratificational treatments of suspension have been proposed, Lockwood showed fn 1972 how 
could be handled without the archiphoneme {a concept so pejorated by Neo-Bloomfieldians)· 
Sullivan proposed in 1975 a treatment substantially embracing the archiphoneme, though ' 
some reinterpretation. The latter approach is more econo~ical than any direct translation 
Praguian archiphonemic analysis into componential terms, though the former corresponds IOrt 
exactly to one of the several Praguian views. 

9:45 PETER A. REICH, University of Toronto 

The Role of Sequential Onset Features in Autonom?us Phonology 

Recent research has pointed out similarities between variation in fingerspelling and 
in the phonology of spoken language. This work casts doubt on the notion of the 
simultaneous bundle of features of unit duration. Instead it suggests an alternate pnc,no·11111 
with two novel aspects: first, features do not in general appear simultaneously within 
phoneme . This is the sequential hypothesis. Second, features are onset features 
being of unit length. That is, a feature is a signal to the phYsical articulator to 
particular position. The articulator moves there and remains indefinitely until another 
signals that same articulator to do something else. This is the onset feature hypothesis. 
phonology based on these two hYpotheses appears to be simpler and closer to the artfculato~ 
facts than other approaches, and leads to valuable insights. 

AIJTONOJ«:JUS PHONOLOGY II 
Friday, 30 December 1977 

9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. 
Ballroom A 

9:05 JOAN NEUBURGER SAVITT, State University of New York at Albany 

Jforphophones: Interface units Between Ph:mology and lforphology 

In 1967, Henry Lee Smith, Jr. presented the concept of the morphophone to the readers of 
LANGUAGE {43:306-41) . Morphophones are abstract units which represent the common structure 
a lexical item as it is expressed in a multiplicity of phonemic systems. The morphophone 
appears as a major refinement in the analysis of English proposed by Trager and Smith, and 
development can be traced through both their separate and joint publications. In the 
OF ENGLISH STRUCTURE (1951), Trager and Smith proposed a comprehensive phonemic system 
contained many more contrastive units than would be found in any single dialect. The 
problem that the morphophone addresses is how the presence of all those phonemes _____ ............ .. 
the 'overall analysis' can be reduced to the minimum set of contrastive units required 
functioning of the English language as a unique system shared by the speakers of its d 
dialects. How morphophones serve to relate the phonological systems of a language to a 
morphology by serving as interface units will be illustrated using Smith's examples for 
and additional data for dialects of French. 

9:20 SEBASTIAN SHAVHYAN, Yale University 

The Two-Level Theory of PhonolOg!l 

The two-level theory distinguishes sharply between phonological constructs and .t::,~o~.:::;.,~~..
that iMplement or embody them. The relation between phonemes as hypothetical un 
physical substance, and sounds as their substrata, is called embodiment. Sounds as 
of phonemes are called phonemoids to distinguish them from sounds as purely physical e 
Similarly for phonological features--d1fferentors: acoust1C""'jir0iierties as their substrata 

1 d1fferentoids, but as purely phYsical elements are called "acoustic features". PhonologiCI 
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~ •• _ .... t-<;--•mich canoot be isolated, because they are always manifest d b 
analogous to "value" in economics, where we have products (ph sica~ 'Y physical ele 
acoustic features), commodities (relational~physical elementsy lik e~ements, likes 

), and values {pure relational elements, like phonemes and,diff!rp ~nemo) ids and d 
---~•1t-1es) embody the same phoneme (or value) if the b en ors • Phonem 

special conditions physical e~tities may be eq~a~!~ w~t~x~~~~~:d for one ano 
with economic value), the separat1on of the phonological and ph.y 1 {a~ gold e.g 

onto the physical level, which splits into a primitive and a deri~ ~a be~els is 
is a hypothetical system created by scientific imagination and weemasuf- evel. 

that are never observed--e.g. for Modern Russian we can po !t th d Y reely fnt 
• b and\' if that wi 11 make the system more explanatory. Sl e re uced vowels o 

RAil«) ANTTILA, University of Cali,fornia, Los Angeles 

lforp/Dloqical Relations as Evidence for the Autonom?us Phoneme 

Relational aspects within morphological paradigms require the autonomous ph 
teras to be rela~ed (cf. e.g. Shapiro 1974, linell 1974). The evidence fo oneme as one c 
allophonic relatlons (Korhonen 1969) is perhaps stronger than th t . ti r this from thE 
phonemes. In any case the former enhance the inde enden a po~n ng toward the me 
f•flectional and de~ivational relations. Both asp~cts w;~e0fn~!c!e~~~~~~ ~he latt~r tha 
c:~~~not be ta~en senously . as a forerunner of "Generative" phonology--whi he i by Saplr, wh 
tpred cruc1al syntagmattc evidence in phonology. c • ronically, h 

JOr25 J, PETER HARER, University of Hamburg & Northeastern Illinois University 

Autonom?us P/Dnemes and Disco p d · 
ver!l roce ures .1.n The Sound Pattern of English 

Classical phonologists, largely prescinding from phonotactic ( t ti ) 
(paradi!J!Iatic) considerations, set up relatively concrete b" s{n a~ c and morphophon• 
lrtnfma11y contrasting word pairs. The systematic phonemi~ r!Pun quetpt?nemes based chief)~ 
ology, on the other hand, are theoreticall based . resen a 1ons of Generative 1 
Ride principle. However, most generativisls--apar~nf~~a~~~~!~ (~9ter~;~~o)nshand the Frc 
willing to posit foms as abstract as the paradi ti i • -- ave not bee 
~~a~~rS~~{~1 o~d digloss~~/bilingualism-~Fre~~ c~i~(~~~~~~~~e:o~pan~:~ ~g~~~i~~~: abstract un er 1~ nrJ. etc. although Schane, Foley, an fghtner have indeed pos tea-hl< 

c:: ::s~f.J~T~~~'~r,:,r:rJ:~· ;:f;~.;~:·~::~v.~:;i!:~rr·i::~.~i!i.:it: 
li1ng forms for ese h ld s stated goa s an lmp c t met unc 
But if we extrapolate }~~ hi~e:l~ ~:h;)~!~ifio);rivat~ves, not the Anglo~Saxon p;i111it 
ought respectively to have underlying -t+t- and- +tu~e;~"t cdrrfs1ve/corrosion (etc.)~-wh 
can expect comparatively concr t " ~i " ~ s ea 0 ~and =hl:_ as in SPE-~ 
lapses into the ve di e e sys mat c pnonemtc forms· In sum, generativist pract 
autonomous phonolo~ an~c~~~~~~~edures for which its champions have castigated class1ca 

lOr.fO RALPH VANDERSLICE, Setllionics Associates 

'rhe Place of Intonation in an AutonoJDOus Phonology of English 

The short answer is that nothin · t t · 
eluding accentuation--is handle~ ~~ ~=s ~~9 ~bo~t ~ntonation-~e{ven in its broad sense, in· 
~tact and secure tele ra hie comm . ~i no ogtca s,tratum: 1) Alternations like filegl 
~c recess on unlca on are pure Y phonetic, involving semantica Y en 
~radigms of nu 1 o non-nu~ ear accents; 2) alternations like those found in centuries c 
clearly syntactfc~~~e~~:~~. !~~ft{j)" 9t:~~gZ1 rbvtioiusly meb diated through ~honological units, 
~t stress tte ' r ~a ons a out word pronunc1ation, including ir 
•~ly defin~--o~~~ tilong to the orthoeplc section of the grammar. The intonations-
Pi~ subsidenc ) g sh are accounted for by the sfn9ulary components cadence (postnuc 
or "stress levers"a~: ~:gl!d5 ~tennfnal/ipostnuclear rise). The popularly received multipl 
~t. Thus contra e ~ appropr.ate abstraction into the components heaviness and 
~ways of 5 in '1: to,w~desr,re~d behef, t/;lere are only three or four prosodemically d 
• sensitive test~f :ro~~~emi~rmo~~1 ~·0f5~~~~1~~~~by-rule of straight factual prose furnish 
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10:50 SYDNEY H. LAMB, Semi.onics Associates 

A New Look at Phcmotactics 

The relational networks of the cognit1ve-stratificationa1 school have consisted of 11~ 
nodes which, except for "enabling" connections, allow activation ("impulses") to Proceed 
either direction (along a line or through a node, according to conditions governed by 
nodes). The two-way lines ~ be analyzed as pairs of one-way lines, somewhat like di 
highways, while the nodes can be analyzed as pairs, or in some cases more complex 
tions, of one-way nodes. The general assumption, from this point of view, is not that 
are, for the most part, two-way lines, but that the one-way lines which form the structu 
are for the most part organized in complementary pairs. It appears promising, however " 
attempt to represent phonotactic structures, such as that of English, with one-way lin~ to 
nodes whfch are in general not so grouped. 
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